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Foreword

I WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN why the World Bank does
research work and why this research is published. We feel an obli-
gation to look beyond the projects that we help finance toward the
whole resource allocation of an economy and the effectiveness of the
use of those rcsources. Our major concern, in dealings with member
countries, is that all scarce resources-including capital, skilled
labor, enterprise, and know-how-should be used to their best ad-
vantage. We want to see policies that encourage appropriate in-
creases in the supply of savings, whether domestic or international.
Finally, we are required by our Articles, as well as by inclination,
to use objective economic criteria in all our judgments.

These are our preoccupations, and these, one way or another, are
the subjects of most of our research work. Clearly, they are also the
proper concern of anyone who is interested in promoting develop-
ment, and so we seek to make our research papers widely available.
In doing so, we have to take the risk of being misunderstood.
Although these studies are published by the Bank, the views ex-
pressed and the methods explored should not necessarily be con-
sidered to represent the Bank's views or policies. Rather, they are
offered as a modest contribution to the great discussion on how to
advance the economic development of the underdeveloped world.

ROBERT S. MCNAMARA

President
The World Bank
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Preface

SYAMNAPRASAD CUI'TA S MODEST WVOR1K Onl income distribu-
tion, growth, and employmenit in Indoniesia is an important one for
the WVorld Bank and for the development community. Not only
does it break new grounid in the treatment of nongrowth develop-
menlt objectives and show that in many instances they are indeed
compatible with those of growth, but, more important, it represents
the first fruits of art effort, begun more than five years ago, to bridge
the ever-increasing gap between modelbuilders and the policy-
makers for whom such models are supposed to be designed. Gupta's
model grew out of B1ank operational economic missions to Indonesia
and was used to answer a variety of questions in that context long
before it evolved to its present form. It is even now being used by
the governmenit of Indonesia.

The fact that the Gupta model breaks new ground in the theory
and practice of income distribution adds to the value of this work
for the development community as a whole. Previously, the theory
suggested that income redistribution always had a growth tradeoff.
This model opens up a large new area of analysis by demonstrating
that the question of a tradeoff between growth and equity depends
on the specific policies adopted to redistribute and that in certain
cases it is even possible to have redistribution and an increase in
growth.

This illumination of new issues in income distribution occurred
not as the result of academic curiosity but because operational de-
cisionmakers needed fairly immediate answers to these questions.

Over the past fifteen years, many attempts have been made to
build models for developing countries, but few have been successful
either academically or operationally. A paucity of data and a

xi



Xii PREFACE

rapidly changing structtre have plagued modelbuilders, and local
institutionis have not been strong enough to use and maintain the
models once they werc made. A well-trainied economist tends to be
interested in illuminatinig structiure. For this he uses data of the
past to try to say somethlinlg about what might occur in the future.
In a developing economy, however, data are unreliable and for key
variables may never- have been collected. Even where the data do
exist and are collected and where the model is estimated in timely
fashion, conditionis and strutctur e may have changed significantly
by the time the model is available, render-ing it operationally
useless.

In contrast, policymakers need to make immediate decisions and
often have hunches that have served them well in the past. They
thus ten(d to make small, informnal models "on the back of an Cn-
velope," Using whatever data are on hand and relying heavily on
heuristic information. The success record of such models has been
high, but they are rarely formalized and would appear to be at
continiual odds with economic and econometric theory and practice.
Whel mnodelbuilder and policymaker sit together they usually
understanid and agree with each other, but when it comes to putting
their thoughts into model form, the results are strikingly different.
The economist is struck by the policymaker's grasp of, and de-
pendenlce uiponI, specific detail and his need to answer very specific
questions, but when the modeler tries to bring his craft to this level
he finds ahlmost no hard data, ancd his model takes too long to build
and keep up to date.

The Gupta model of Indoniesia comes from a tradition that makes
a conscious effort to bridge this gap. The philosophy of such a
model is that it should be economically sound and econometrically
correct; it should focus upon answering the specific questions of
the policymaker; it should integrate as much heuristic information
from the policymaker as possible; it should be timely; and it should
be easily usable by local institutions. The model contained in this
book meets these objectives better than any before it and as such
represents a significant milestone in the construction of models for
developing countries.

NICHOLAS G. CARTER

Chief, Comparative Analysis
and Projections Division

The World Bank
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Introduction and Summary

THIS WORK ORIGINATEI) in connection with a World Bank
mission to Indonesia in 1974 to prepare a basic economic report on
the country. Its structure is therefore largely influenced by the
needs of the mission. An attempt is made to explore the growth
potential of the Indonesian economy, as well as the effects on em-
ployment and income distribution and other consequences of adopt-
ing alternative development strategies. One of the primary goals is
to explore the tradeoff between equity and growth in the lonig-term
context of these alternative strategies.

The whole exercise has been confined to a formal quantitative
framework and tlherefore encounters the difficulty of trying to quan-
tify many of the noneconomic aspects of the development process.
Standard modeling procedure is improved, however, by introducing
a measure of the quality of growth, as opposed to a mere quantifica-
tion. For example, most existing macroeconomic models display a
virtually unqualified commitment to growth (measured as a quan-
tity) as the primary objective of development strategy. This as-
sumption is not because growth is regarded as a legitimate end in
itself but because growth has been widely believed to be a necessary
and sufficient condition for the elimination of poverty and unemploy-
ment. Empirical evidence appears to indicate, however, that al-
though growth is necessary it alone is not sufficient to realize this
dual objective.

The purpose of this book is therefore to explore the tradeoffs
between growth and equity, growth and employment, and growth
and poverty. Growth as used herein is defined as the percentage
change in gross domestic product (GDP); equity, as a reduction in
the Gini coefficient (a measure of relative income distribution);

xv
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and poverty, as a measure of albsolute standard of living of the
poorest. Quantitativelv, povertv is calculated as the total money
transfer necded to raise all people abovc a minimilum standard of liv-
ing, with this total expressed as a percentage of thcir total income.
Thus, an attempt is mlade to reflect the growiing awareness in the
World Bank and amlonig the developing counltries of the importance
of ensurinig the quality of life in the pursuit of general economic
development. Other studies have addressed this problem, but only
througlh the use of partial eqtuilibrium analysis. The novelty of the
Indonesia study is its treatmenit of the problem from the poinlt of
view of a general equilibriu-ml, integratinig the results of economllic
activity on a national basis.

As demonstrated in the followiing chapters growtth can be in-
creased by sacrificing, to a ce-taini extent, a nationi's quality of life-
that is, by diminiislhing the standard of living among the poor, or by
causinig a deteriorationi of incomiie distribtutioni thlouglhout society.
This, clearly, poses an interesting problem for the policy planner:
If there is a choice in the developmenit process of a given country
between growtth for its owIn sake and the distribution of growth's
benefits amonig the masses, wvhiat are the criteria for determlilling the
nature of a policy tradeoff? Further, can a development strategy be
chosen that vilii maximiiize net social benefits?

Two set of conicluisions are drawni fromii the analvsis presented
here. The first concemns the pattcrn of developmeent observed in
Indonesia. Amnong developing counltries there is a growing aware-
ness of the importance of underemiiploymiienit and unemployment,
which is reflected in their nationial policies. Indoniesia is no excep-
tion. Like the rest of the developing world, it is heading toward a
more uneven distribution of income unless the government inter-
venes xvith an active distributive policy. Indonesia's growth shows
an urban bias, withl heavv emplhasis on the organized industrial
sector. Suchl a bias sets the stage for a more unleven distribution of
income, a lower rate of employmiienit, andl a higlher pressure onl for-
eign exchange resources. Unlike many other developing countries,
however, Indonesia has benefited from the recent rise in oil prices.
This benefit has accrued mainily as governmenit revenue, which en-
hances significanitly the role of the public sector investmiienit program
in Indonesia.

The second set of conclusions comprises policy lessons drawn from
alternative developmenit strategies. First, the question of a tradeoff
between equity an(d groNvth can be explored only in the context of
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specific policy measures. Any generalization about growth and in-
come distribution is inadvisablc without reference to a specific coun-
try or stage of developmnent or without consideration of the wvhole
range of policy strategies. Within the restricted range of feasible
policies in Indonesia a choice between the two goals seems un-
avoidable, but there is room to maneuver for social priorities so that
policies will be selected to optimize growth and income distribution.

Second, to attack the problem of unemployment an active enmploy-
ment policy must be implemenited. A strategy that is exclusively
growth oriented, without a conscious employment effort, might not
be successful in reducing unemployment, because there is only a
weak correlation between groNvth and employment.

Third, to eliminate poverty, that is, to attain a certain minimum
standard of living, an employment policy is more effective than a
policy directed exclusively toward growth.

Fourth, the relation between growtlh and income distribution is
significantly affected by the set of policy tools available to the public
authorities, and the relevant policies are not confined to income
distribution alone. For example, the relations between growth and
distribution will be directly affected by anv specific public action to
bring the economy to a state of equilibrium from an initial imbalance
of supply and demand.

Finally, with a change in the assumption about the future growth
of population, predicted growth and employment are not influenced
in the short or medium term, but over a longer period changes in
demographic patterns would have a very significant effect. Hence,
in formulatinig any prospective plan for Indonesia, population poliev
should be given a high priority.
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I

Definitions and Assumptions

THE FOLLOWVINC SECTIONS containi a general discussion of
a fewx common hypotheses regarding the relations between and
among growth, equity, and employment. These hypotheses are
tested empirically in subsequent chapters of the study.

The Growthl-Eqtuity Tradeoff

The tradeoff betveen groxwth and equity conventionally is illustrated
by an equity-growth curve, with a negative slope, as shown- in
Figure 1, The y-axis measures equity (that is, I minus the Gini
coefficient, or 1- G); the x-axis measures the percentage rate of
growth in CDp over the same period. The curve GB measures the
rate of substitution of one goal against the other: that is, equity
against growth. The preference curve GG' represents the social wel-
fare function. Thus, the optimal combination of growth and equity,
which maximizes social welfare, is point A.

But in reality the relation of growth and equity is not as simple.
It depends largely on the policy instruments used for attaining any
growtth rate. The relation also depends on the particular stage or
level of development of a society, as xvell as on the kinds of change
taking place. Hence, the relation is dependent on the stage of
development in relation to equity; growth and equity, xvhich implies
the issue as to whether greater growth means more equitable distri-
bution; and growth with equity, whiclh implies the question as to
whether any growtth must be sacrificed to achieve positive redistrib-
utive policies. A subtle difference betwveen the second and the

3
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Figure 1. The Tradeoff between Equity and Growth

Y

G

A
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x
0 B

A;nnual growth1 rate of GDP

third cases is that in the second case the growth effects are studied
against a distribution-neutral policy, whereas in the third case a
Dositive redistributive policy is presumed.

Accordingly the tradeoff hypothesis was reformulated into threc
parts. First, stage of development and equity has a U-shaped rela-
tion.1 In Figure 2 equity is measured along the y-axis (the value 1
minus the Giii coefficient) and per capita income over time along
the x-axis; the BB'C curve represents the functional relation between
the two. As a country's per capita income improves, the income
distribution is in general seen to deteriorate until it reaches a mini-
mum level. Beyond that point, B', income distribution improves
with every increase in per capita income. Thus, BB' shows the rele-
vant relation expected in the early stage of a country's economic
development. Its causation is both complex and country specific.
One principal explanation could be, however, that there exists a

1. This has been borrowed from Kuznets' hypothesis tested against cross-
sectional data. See Simon Ktizncts, "Economic Growth and Income Inequality,"
American Economic Revietw, vol. 45, no. 1 (1955), pp. 1-28.
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Figure 2. The Functional Relation between Equity

and per Capita Income

y
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B

x
0

Per capita inconie over time

high level of underemploymllent and unemployment, a low bargain-
ing power of labor, and the use of production techniques that permit
an unskilled and low-paid labor force.

Second, growth and equity have a positive correlation in a distri-
bution-neutral policy complex. If, as in Figure 3, a country is at
initial position A and embarks on a distribution-neutral growth pol-
icy, it can grow along alternative growth paths from high to low, as
in AP., or AP, or AP2 . . . AP,. According to this hypothesis, all the
slopes are upward bending and therefore show no tradeoff between
growth and equity. Again, a host of factors can explain this, but it
would seem most likely that employment generation among the low-
income class might best explain this phenomenon.

Growvth has a negative relation with equity in a redistributive
policy complex. This relation is better understood wheni viewed
from the opposite end: that is, incomiie distribution affecting growtth
(see Figure 4). If a country, starting from. initial position A, adopts
positive redistributive policies, growth in every case will decline. A
causal relation wvould presume that the forces hindering growthl,
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Figure 3. Alternative Paths of Growth tinder Distributive-Netutral
Crowth Policies
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the result of recdistributive mieasuires, wvili outwveighi the forces eni-
couraging growvth.

The simuitlation exercises discussed later reveal, however, thlat thle
above relation- is niot as simiple andi direct. Conceptually, whieni in-
come equality increases, txvo opposinig sets of forces star-t wvorkinig,
one set hindering growvth, the other encouraging it. The principal
forces hinidering growth include the followinig:

-Aggregate saving will declinec because poor people have a lower
propensity to save.

-The volume of exports will declinie hecause domiestic conisumiptioni
is likely to comipete withi exports.

-Investment couild declinie because incentives of the eititreprenieurs
miight be adversely affected.2

The principal forces enicouraging growth include the following:

2. This, of couirse, would dlepenid largely oni policy inistrumiients used tobrg
the changes in incumcn inequality.
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Figure 4. The Negative Relation between Equity
and Growth under Redistributive Policies
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-The income shift to the poorer classes will chanige the deiaiild
pattern in favor of goods produced by the labor-intensive sectors.
This would improve the growth potential in labor-abunldanit
capital-scarce economiiies. A part of this favorable effect miglt,
however, be canceled out by a shift of demand from services to
commodity sectors, that is, from low to high import areas.

-The income shift to the poorer classes will reduce the volume of
imports, on the assumption that the propensity of the poor people
to import is less than the average. This would relax the foreign
exchange constraints and facilitate growth.

-Assuming that poor people have a higher propenisity to conisumie,
the demand-oriented sectors would grow faster.

-The improvemiients in the standard of living for the very poor-
those below the miniimiuI standard-might increase the produc-
tivity of both labor and capital and thereby encourage growth.
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The Growth- -Employiment Tradeoff

The relation between growth and employment has generally been
assumed to be of a direct nature. For example, it is assumed that
any increase in growth xvill increase enmployment. The one way to
guarantee the direct relation is to assume that the economy will
grow, without a change in its sectoral composition, and the changes
in labor-capital substitution wvill operate only in relation to incre-
mental output.

As slhownI in Figure 5, OE0 E' is the employment-output curve;
when output increases, employment increases. Growth is constrained
either by full employment (EE') or by supply of other inputs
(GrGr'). Hence, there is no tradeoff betweeni growth and
employment.

In reality, however, the relation is not that straightforvard. If

Figure 5. The Direct Relation between Growth and Employment

X EC

wmE / /E'

x
0 Gr'

Annual growth rate (if GDP
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the sector composition of Ci)I, is allowed to change or if a change in
production technique is permitted, the tradeoff between employ-
ment and growth would appear conspicuously. Referring to Figure
6, 01,, O.1, 01:, . . . and so on give the alternative growth-employ-
ment curves for different CDI' sector Imlix and techniques of produc-
tion. When rates of growth increase from OD to OD,, employment
might increase from Da, to D,a',, D,a'.., orD,a',, or might decrease
to D,a',, depending on the choice of different paths for development
and technology. Thus, any genieralizationi about the relation be-
tween growth and employment is not possible.

The Growth-Poverty Tradeofg

As has been discussed in earlier paragraphs, growth in many cases
is directly related to employment, which is believed to be directly

Figure 6. Alternative Patterns of Growth and Employment

with Changes in Sector Mix and Production Techniques

y

a,, L~~~~~~I

jA a, ,, Z,

x
0 D D,
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related to the reduction in poverty. Higher growtlh will employ more
people, and the unemployed labor force living below the povertv
line xvi]l be smaller. But a reduction in poverty miglht not lead to a
general reduction in the income disparity of all classes (as measured
bv the Gini coefficient), at least not in a conspicuous sense. The
empirical findings of the casc tend to support this view.

Special Featuires of the Alodel

There are several excellent stu(dies linkinig income distribution and
growth.' Most of themll, however, have open ends. Some try to
trace the effects of alternative incomiie distribution patterns on em-
ployment and outputs; others try to measure the impact of given
growth strategies on income distribution. In this study an attempt
is made to close this loop: to sho-w, that is, an income distribution
affecting growvth and a groxvth affecting income distribution. Dia-
grammllatically, as shown in Figure 7, it is as follows: I is the invest-
ment vector (I is gestation lag); Y is the output vector; In is the
income vector; E is the expenditure vector; WF is the working force;
Pf represents production functions; CL is the capital-labor market;
SAV7 is savings; PUBF is public finance; e is consumption elasticity;
and t refers to a timc concept.

In a vcry simplified causal relation, past investment determines
output via thl productioni functions. Output determinies income
(and distribution) via the factor market and asset clistribution.
Income generates consumptioni demand and savings. Consumptioni
demand influenices future demand for capacity generation. Saving
supplies the investable surplus.4 In most other studies the link is
developed from In to Y, but the loop remains open. But in a
closed-loop model, output wvill generate income, income xvill gen-
erate saving and expenditure, and saving and expenditure will
generate output-in a (Ivuiamiic sequencc.

Furthermore, the principal concerni of this stuidy has been a more
comprelhenisive one: to make altcrnative projections of major eco-
nomic variables in the Indoniesiani economy, given different policy

3. See especially F. 1Pajkert, "Redistribution of Inicomiie, Patterns of Con-
suimptioni and Emploviment: A Case Study for the Philippines," International
Labour Organisationi Working Patper, 1974.

4. For a mnore detailcd flow chart, see Figurc 8.
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tE,t

alternatives, aid availabilities, and technological possibilities. There-
fore, the sensitivity analysis is confined to a restricted feasibility set
only. The testing of an alternative hypothesis regarding relations
among income distribution, growth, and employment is limited to
this feasibility range.
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For this purpose a model has been developed with the following
special features:

-The national income balance is secured at current price.
-The price vector is endogenous.
-The saving-investment gap and the export-import gap are equated

by meanis of changes in relative prices and allocation of resources.
-Income distribtutioni is directly related to the production process

and the labor market.
-Monetary, fiscal, and real variables are interrelated.
-Saving and consumption are estimated directly and not as resid-

uals, as in most national income models.
-Material balances are secured for all principal sectors: rice, other

agriculture, tree crops, fishing, meat, vegetables, capital food,
intermiiediatc goods,, consumption goods (manufactured), ser-
vices, trade, bankinig, transport, mining, and construictioin.

The choice of specification of the present model has been con-
strained by three principal considerations: the purpose of the in-
vestigation; the existing structure and strategy of development; and
the availability of data.

The first point has been discussed earlier. As to the second coonsid-
eration, the existing structure of the Indoinesiani economiiy has been
shaped largely by tvo historical circumstances: a prolonged period
of colonial rule and a decade of political instability during the late
1950s and early 1960s. Among the consequences of these was the
development of a dualistic economy witlh a dominant foreign-owvned
sector comprising plantation and mininig and a primitive domestic-
activity sector comprising agriculture and rural industry. The first
sector can be described as an enclave economy having no multiplier
impact on the rest of the society. Its employment component was
negligible and imost of its investment wvas in imported capital goods.

The only links between sector and the rest of the economiiy were in
contributions to the revenue of the government and to the export
earnings of the non-oil economy (net of its owni imports). This
contribution was relatively insignificant, however, before the oil
boom began in 1974; the contribution from oil revenue to govern-

5. Intermiediate goods demanid e(quals domestic outptit of intermiediate goodls
plius imports plus an input-substitution factor (with a illaxiiliiiii ceilinig) as techi-
nical progress.
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ment revenue was as low as 15 percent in 1971-72. compared with
more than 50 percent in 1975.

A complete depletion of the existing capital stock occurred during
the decade of political instability between 1959-68, when no signifi-
cant investment was made even to replace the existing capital con-
sumption. The percentage decrease of investment was 30 percent
between 1961 and 1967, whereas it incrcased by 254 percent between
1967 and 1973. The former period was one of political and economic
uncertainty and stagnation-the economy grew at 1.3 percent a
year between 1961 and 1967, as against 6.1 percent a year between
1967 and 1973-flight of capital, high inflation (18,958 percent in
1967, with 1961 equal to 100), high import propensity, heavy govern-
ment expenditure, and no technological progress.

The population growth was high, 2.1 percent a year; since 1974
it has been forecast to increase further, to 2.4 or 2.5 percent a year,
which would result in more unemployment and underemployment.

Recently this gloomy trend has been stemmed by the establish-
ment of a stable government and a discipline in government budget-
ing and monetary management and the initiation of a program for
development. In addition, a substantial increase has occurred in
public saving (as revenue from the oil sector) and-especially be-
cause of a favorable movement in the world oil prices and prices of
a few primary goods-in private saving in specific organized sectors.
These latest developments have contributed to a high level of invest-
ment activity.

Most of these new investments are concentrated in prestigious,
highly capital-intensive sectors with low employment components.
This has aggravated unemploymiienit, poverty, and income inequality.
Furtlhermore, in the government's momentum to control past hyper-
inflation, various credit restriction, far exceeding the need to control
current prices, have brought about in a few sectors an absolute de-
cline in real output.

To sum up, growth, employment, income distribution, allocation
of sectoral and regional investment, and import substitution as
against export promotion are areas in wvhich critical choices must be
made in any future development strategy for Indonesia. Any devel-
opment model for that country must accommodate a proper treat-
ment of all these issues simultaneously.

Availability of data has been the third major consideration in
determining specification of the model for Indonesia. Data are too
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scanty to explore in a more detailed perspective all the relevant
issues described abovc. For example, time series information is
almiost nonexistent on a comparable footing before 1968. Hence,
alternative sources from] cross-section and cross-counitrv clata have
been tapped.

Limnitations of the Alodel

Some of the principal limitationis in the specification of this model
must be mientioned.

First, this model treats price as a cost-of-production markiup. Over
a long and mediumil timie horizoni this assumptioni seems to be quite
realistic. Furthermore, if the maini purpose of this exercise is to
present the likely equilibrium picture of the econom'v in the future-
subject to certain changes in the policies and exogenous variables
ancd free from uncertainties-the price should approximilate cost.

Second, the present model should not be idenitified as a pure
general equilibrium model, because neither investment nor con-
sumptioni in the model are price elastic. There is also no functional
relation betwveeni asset formation and return on capital.

Third, the model assumes that real wvages change in response to
changes in cost of living and level of unemploviment. It has not
attempted to allocate positivelv any share of labor productivit'
(expressed as output per wvorker), since it is assuLimed that at a low
level of employment and with an unorganiized labor market there
exists no systematic productivity-sharinig scheme that wvorks throuigh
emiplover-employec dialogue. This assuLimption, again, seems to be
realistic in the Indoniesian conitext.

Fourth, the assumptioni that the lowest twNo income classes arc all
wage earners may not be realistic. This assumption has been neces-
sary because of lack of inforimiation regarding self-employed personis,
but it may not create significant bias in the result.
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Mechanics of the Model

IN TlllS MODEL the growvth of sectoral output is governed
by considerationis of either demanid or supply. Therc are, howvever,
a few sectors in wvhichi factors of botlh the supply and the demanid
influence output and at any point of timle only one set of factors be-
comes binding. Personal services, for example, growv in responise to
pressures of demanid until full employmenit is reaclhed, after wvhich
the growth is governed by the available labor force. In meediumii-
and large-scale industries, also, growvtth is at first constrainied byr thc
availability of investable funds, but beyond a certain point the bind-
ing constraint becomes the supply of skilled labor.

Over a longer period of time and at a higlher stage of developmenit,
when a near-full employmenit is reached, a country can accelerate
its growtth only by diverting its investable resources toNvard more
capital-inltenisive techniques. This requires, hoNever, an increased
supply of skilled labor and therefore more investment in education,
training, and research.

Besides the constrainits of labor, capital, and demanid, another
binding constrainit is importanit in a counltry's growth pIrocess: the
trade constrainit, which arises out of a shortage of foreign exchange
earnings. If a country suffers from a scarcity of forcign exchanige, it
can adopt one or all of the following measures:

-It can substitute for imports by developing alternative domestic
sources, by developing newv production techniqtues and cconomiiiz-
ing on certain inputs, or by changing the output mix auid enlarging
sectors witlh a lower import component.

15
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-It can change exchange rates and encourage use of domestic
inputs.

-It can reduce growth and mrake suboptimal use of domestic saving
potentialities.

The present model has explored each of these measures to cope
with the trade constraint. Each of the measures has a different im-
pact on growth, employment, income distribution, and econornic
efficiency.

Alternative strategies of export promotion and import substitution
have also been explored in relation to growth, employment, and in-
come distribution.

In the simulation exercises, several runs have )een extended be-
yond 1985 to explore certain long-term issues. Of course, some
confidence in the estimated parameters used has thereby been
sacrificed.

The model consists of a set of nonlinear equations and simulates
activities from year to year.' Each year's solution is dependent on
current and preceding values of variables, but not on future ones.
An attempt has been made to incorporate the future by forming
expectations from past changes and future values of certain exog-
enous variables that can be regarded as targets in many instances.

The present model has two sets of specifications: to satisfy a
need for operational use, as in the writing of economic reports in the
World Bank; and to explore the entire relation betwveen and among
growth, income distribution, and employment in a comparatively
disaggregated general equilibriunm frame.

This study focuses on the second specification in more detail.
In the first specification, the number of exogenous variables were
very large and based primarily on the assessment by sectoral experts
in the light of their feasibility. This first approach gave the model
a strong projection, or forecasting, bias-but its specification is
rather poor for policy purposes. Many of the exogenous variables
used were conceptually related to one another. For example, the
growth of agricultural output, investment, and fertilizer were all
exogenous in the model, although in reality thev should have been
functionally related to one another. This approach makes im-
possible any sensitivity analysis of each of the factors.

In the second specification of the model a large number of these

1. There are approximately 700 equations, solved recursively for each year.
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exogenous variables are made endogenous; only variables that are
genuinely independent of one another are kept exogenous. The func-
tional relations between these variables are estimated in two stages.
Initially, they were estimated from time series or cross-section analy-
sis from country data. In the second stage they were revised in the
liglht of explicit or implicit parameters used by sectoral experts or
in official economic documents. In the first specification of the model
an attempt was made to adhere to an economic classification close to
the official one in order to facilitate a dialogue with the Indonesian
government. But in the second specification there was further
disaggregation-sometimes in the light of special surveys-in order
to develop relevant economic relations.

The model has the following blocks of relations:

Production Fiscal policy
Consumption Prices
Investment Monetary policy
Income distribution Exports and imports

and employment Capital transactions
Savings Population

The Production Block

Output growth in a sector is constrained by either lack of demand or
lack of supply. Further, output in a few key sectors, including the
public sector, is guided by public policy. The production function
of each sector has been treated in decomposed form; marginal capi-
tal coefficients and labor elasticities (in response to output) are as-
sumed to be constant or changing exogenously. When the labor
elasticity is less than 1, it presumes a substitution of capital for
labor or technical progress. There are altogether twenty-three
activity sectors, of which five are exogenous (E), eight are supply
constrained (S), and ten are demand oriented (D). The sectors
are the following:

Rice (S) Fishing (D)
Tree crops (S) Vegetables (D ) 2
Other agriculture (S) Livestock (D ) 3
Forestry (E) Mineral (E)

2. For production in low land, supply constraint is more effective.
3. Some supply constraint operates through imported feed grains.
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Capital goods industry (S) Transport (D)
Intermediate goods industry (S) Banking and professional
Consumption goods industry services (D)

(labor-intensive) (S) Public adminlistration (E)
Consumiiption of goods industry Electricity (D)

(capital-intensive) (S) Services (ID)
Small-scale traditional Public works (E)

industries (D) Labor-absorbing sectors
Construction (D) (comprisinig agricultture,
Dwellings (E) trade, an(d scrvices) (S)
Trade (D)

The sectors constrained by supply are classificd into tvo groups:

-Growth is constrained by the supply of material inputs stuch as
land, fertilizer, and irrigational facilities. The supply of these
inputs is exogenously determined. Rice, tree crops, and other
agriculture fall into this group.

-Growth is constrained by the supply of investable funds. The
investable funds are constrainied by availability of domestic and
foreign saving after the demand for investmnclt in the demand-
oriented sectors are nmet. The large-scale manutifacturilng sectors
belong to this group.

The sectors constrained by demanid are also classified in twvo
grolips:

-Growth is constrained prinlcipally by demanid from final coIn-
sumers.

-Growth is constrained prinlcipally by clemand from intermediate
users.

The first is estimated by expeniditure clasticities of different income
classes ( houscholds). Fishing, vegetables, andc livestock fall in this
group. The second is estimated either by the intermediate input
reqIuireenictts of the piroducinig sectors ( constructioni and electricity),
or by l)road demand elasticities derived from nationial income ac-
Counts for those sectors in wvhiclh their detailed contribution to all
other- sectors are not available (trade, transport, banking services,
and small-scale industry), or bv both.

The exogenouis sectors are classified in tvo groups:

-The first is decided by the public authorities.
-The second(I is decided by forces outsidc the control of the country.
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Further, three sectors-agriculture, services, and trade-are as-
sumed to absorb the unemiiployed labor force at a very low marginal
productivity ( which, of course, reduces the average income in these
sectors). Hence, the overall growth rates of these sectors are af-
fected to some extent by the Nvorking population and the level of
activity in the rest of the economy.

Two major sectors are affected by labor constraint (after full
employment is reached): the personal services sector, which grows
according to the available labor supply after the demand from all
other sectors is met; and the organized industry sector, in which
the upper limit to growtlh is set bv the supply of skilled manpower.
In the present model the rate of expansion of skilled manpower is
stipulated exogenously.

The following paragraphs outline in greater detail how the value
added in the different sectors is computed.

Agriculture. The agriculture sector consists of five subsectors.
For rice, the total output is the suIml of rice grown on irrigated land

and that groNvn on nonirrigated land. The ouput from irrigated is a
function of the land and fertilizer available. The growth rates for
land and fertilizer are exogenously determined. In the basic simu-
lation they are 2.4 percent a year for land and 10 percent a year
for fertilizer and as inputs. The rice output from nonirrigated land
depends solely upon land available; it has an exogenously deter-
mined growth rate of 3 percent.

For tree crops, the output is a function of the land areas, the 3.5
percent growth rate of which is exogenous.

For other agriculture, output is determined in a manner similar to

tree crops, with an additional time trend added.
For forestry, output is determined by an exogenous growth rate of

10 percent.
For vegetables, fish, and livestock, the output is determined by

domestic and export demand for these commodities. Their annual
growth rate is limited to a maximum of 8 percent.

Large-scale mantufacturing. The large-scale manufacturing sector

comprises the production of capital goods, intermediate goods, and
consumptioni goods (labor and capital intensive). The growth in

output in each case is determined by the investmenit and an exog-

enous, constant (over time) marginal capital productivity. In-
vestments in these industries have a thrce-year gestation lag except
for labor-intensive consumption goods, for which the lag is two years.
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The annual growth rate in these industries is limited to 30 percent
except for capital goods, for which the growth rate cannot exceed
50 percent. These limits on the growtlh rate are the result of the rate
at wvhich skilled labor can be increased in the economy. The ex-
ample below shows how the value added in the capital goods in-
dustry is calculated for 1985:

VA Cap,= VA Cap, , + I >X( In) x iCOir 1 ,

where VA Cap is dcfined as value added in the capital goods indus-
try in period t, Ins; as investment in period i, and iconi as incre-
mental capital-output ratio.

Traditional manufacturing. The Outpult is determined by the in-
crease in demand, which in turn is a functioni of the disposable
income of the population.

Minerals. The output of the mineral industry, excluding oil, is
determined by an 8 percent exogenous growth rate.

Construction. The construction industry's output is calculated as
the construction component of investment in the economy. The
construction component of investment in minerals, mining, and
transportation is 30 percent, whereas that of other investments is
45 percent.

Trade, transportation, anli banking. The output of these sectors is
governed by the demand from the manufacturing sector. For every
1 percent increase in the value added of manufactured goods, the
value added in each of these sectors rises by 1.1 percent.

Services. The output of this sector is determined on the same basis
as the three sectors above except that the percentage increase in
value added is directly proportional to the increase in value-added
goods.

Dwellings. The value added in dwellings-that is, rental
income-is determined by an exogenously determined growth rate
of 5 percent.

Electricity. Electricity generation is determined by the sumIl of in-
dustrial and consumer demand. Industrial demand is determined by
the production of capital, intermediate, and consumption goods.
Direct consumer demand is assumed to be 0.14 percent of ci)I. For
example, in 1985 the value added was determined as follows in the
basic solution:

VA Elect= (VA Capx 0.45+VA Intx0.196+VA Can(Trad) x0.035
+VA Con(AMod) x 0.085+0.0014x GDP) x 0.7,
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where VA Elect is defined as value added in electricity and VA Cap,
VA Int, VA Con(Trad), VA Con(Mod), and GDP as, respectively,
value added in the capital goods industry, the intermediate goods
industry, the consumption goods industry of the traditional type,
the consumption goods industry of the modern type, and final con-
sumers' demand (for which gross domestic product serves as proxy).

Public works. The output of this sector is determined autono-
mously by the public authorities as public works programs in the
rural sector.

Public administration. The value added is a function of the out-
puts of goods, transportation, and banking.

Labor absorption. The model does not allow any open unemploy-
ment. The unemployment is disguised by having the excess labor
absorbed at a very low productivity in the agriculture, services, and
trade sectors.

Oil output has been treated separately in the model. The GDP

has been divided into two parts, oil and non-oil. The oil sector's
only contribution to the non-oil sector is in the form of oil revenues
to the government and foreign exchange earnings to the export
sector, net of oil sector's imports."

The Consumption Block

Consumption is divided into private and public consumption. Public
consumption is exogenous and is assumed to remain at a constant
percentage of CDI' at factor cost. Private consumption per capita
is calculated by subtracting the per capita savings from per capita
current disposable household income. Total consumption is esti-
mated by multiplying per capita consumption by the number of
persons in the respective income classes.

The Investment Block

Total investable funds are determined as the sum of total domestic
savings and net transfers from abroad. These funds are first invested

4. VA,.-)(+IRev,E=-(C+),, ncE.. + (E-M)o-M,,l
VA,,) = ( C + I ). + E.- M., and
(C + I). = MoX

where n.o. = non-oil, o = oil, VA = value added, Rev = revenue, C = con-

sumption, E = Export, Af = Import, and I = Investment.
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where investment is exogenouslv determined, as in mininig, capital
replacement (1 percent of GDcP), and increase in working capital (20
percent of change in cot'). Investnment is then made in the demand-
oriented sectors. The required investment in these sectors is deter-
mined on the basis of change in output, marginal investment-output
ratios, and gestation periods. Appendix B shows the ratios and gesta-
tion lags for different sectors. The residual investable funds are then
allocated to the capital, intermediate, and constumption goods in-
dustries.' The initial allocatiotn is as follows: capital goods. 7.7 per-
cent; intermediate goods, 55.2 percent; consumption (labor inten-
sive), 12.6 percent; and consumption (capital intensive), 24.5 per-
cent. It is assumed, however, that Indonesia cannot compete in
world export markets for manufactured consumptioni goods, so if
production exceeds domestic demand the above allocation ratios
are changed to keep production and demand in balance. These
ratios are 24.8 percent, 55.2 percent, 5 percent, and 15 percent,
respectively.

The Inconie Distribution a.ndl Employment Block

Conceptually, it is possible to simulate the pattern of income distri-
bution over time, as a continuous function of policy variables,
through their effects on production, factor and asset incomes,` and
the patteiml of consumnptioni as a function of a given income distribu-
tion; this would have closed the loop of the distributioni block.
Empirically, however, it has not beeni possible to relate the specific
policy variables to individual parameters, describing the income
distribution in a continuous sense. Therefore, a simpler approach
has been adopted. For the base period, ten activity sectors and
four income classes were specified. The activity sectors are agricul-
ture, large- and medium-scale industry, small-scale industry, con-
struction, electricity, transport, banking and professional services,
public administrationi, services, and trade.

5. If the investment decisions in those sectors werc made tinder competitive
miarket conditions, the allocation of investimients would be according to valies of
marginal products. Bitt in Indonesia the investment decisions in the organized
industry arc guided mostly by considerations of national policy by the public
authorities (or Investment Board). Hence, they were assumed to he exogenotis
in the model.

6. This depends on the cumiiulative net saving of each income group and
the rate of return on savings invested in assets.
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The four income classes correspond to monthly per capita incomes
of Up 0-1,000, Rp 1,000-2,000, Up 2,000-4,000, and Rp 4,000 and
above, at 1969 prices (to match the 1969 family expeniditture study).
The mean income of each income group will, of course, change over
the simulation period. The income size (class) distribution will
change ovcr time in response to the followinig conditions: (a) differ-
ent growth rates between labor income (determ-ined by the labor
market) and returns on capital or assets (determiinled by the asset
market); (b) different output growth rates of the ten activity sec-
tors; (e) changinig composition of factor inputs (labor and capital),
depending on the nature of the productioni functions (that is, tech-
nological changes and factor substitution); (d) changes in the struc-
ture of marginial asset ownership (depending on the cumulative net
saving of each income groujp and the rate of rcturn on savings in-
vested in assets); (e) changes in internal and external terms of
trade; (f) changes in the pattern of tax subsidy; and (g) changes in
institutional structure. In the present mode], the chaniges in tech-
nology, labor-capital substitution, fiscal and monetary policies, and
international price movement have been made exogenious.

Besides the Gini coefficient, a poverty coefficient has also been
computed as the following ratio: the total monev tranisfer needed to
bring everybody up to a minimumii poverty level divided by the
total earnings of all at this minimnum level. The poverty line has
been estimated on the basis of the cost of the minimum nuttrition
needed to survive.

For each of the ten activity sectors, the composition of the labor
force between the four income classes has been kept unchanged over
the simulation period. An implicit assumption in this context is that
the skill mix (of labor use) and the size of the production units
(employer to employee) will not be changing over the simulation
period. It has been assumed, further, that a skill category of labor
is related to its relative ranking in earnings.

The average productivity change for each labor category is the
same as the average sectoral productivity change, which is derived
from sectoral output changes and employment elasticities.

The average income of each labor category will change depending
on the changes in the unit factor income of that class. The rate of

7. Bepbiblic of Inclonesiai, Survey Sosial Ekonooii Nasional ( National socio-
economnic survey), October-Decenbcbr 1969 (Jakarta: Central Bureau of Sta-
tistics, 1972).
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change in the nominal factor income is dependenit on the changes in
cost of living, with a time lag, and on the level of unemployment,
reflecting the scarcity in the labor market.

Another source of income for laborers mav accrue from ownership
of new assets. This incremental nonwage incomiie wvill originate
from the gains of nexv ownerslhip of assets. In the model these gains
have been treated as income from accumulated savings (cumulated
from the base). The ruling market rate of interest is used as the
rate of return from capital assets.

The average incomiie of the highest incomiie class (assumiiing this
class xvill constitute predominanitly of entrepreneurs) is treated as a
residual, after the lower classes are paid their labor and noniwage
incomes.

Savings in eaclh class are estimated separately for each income
class and related to their disposable income (that is, net of tax-
subsidy).

Since the model hypothesized that open unemployment does not
exist, the problem of unemployment is treated in a different way,
involving twvo stages. First, total unemiiployment has been estimated
for the wvhole economy on the basis of production functionis (em-
ployment elasticities)S and age distribution of the population.
Second, unemployed labor is absorbed by the agriculture, trade, and
services sector, which have a very low average productivity.

Accordingly, wvhen the unemployed labor is absorbed, the average
income of the lowest income class of that sector will be redluced.
This appears to indicate that the lower the rate of uniemployment,
the less the extent of poverty (defined as the average income of the
lowest incomiie class below a minimum nutritional level) and the
greater the likelilhood of improvement in income distribution.

The dependency ratios of each income class and for each sector
are estimated from a demographic submodel.° From this informa-
tion the average income and the population for each class and sector
are then estimated.

Finally, average income and population distribution are estimated
on the basis of a sectoral income distribution. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the model uses the same four income classes as in the

8. In addition, 2 percent of the labor force is assu med to he employed in the
mining induistry, and the labor force employed in public works is comiiptuted by
using the value a(dded and assumlling that per capita income is Rp 40,000 a year.

9. Dependency ratio is defined as the ratio between population at working
age, adjusted by assumed participation rate and total population.
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sectoral analysis. This, of course, assumlles no overlapping between

sectors, thouglh averagc income in each income class Nvill changc

over time.
The present app?roach can be compared wvith the icon approach in

investment planing.lo The initial asset distribution is not known,

but the existing incomiie distribution between different classes is
known. The incrciiiemetal changes in this income distribution are

affected by the incremiiental chaniges in the supplv of labor, the

changes in unlit factor incomiie, and the supply of investable funds
(that is, accumulated savings) made by different incomiie class.

The following e(quations illustrate howv the populationi and average
incomiie are calculated for eaclh of the ten sectors:

Labor productivity = laboor productivitv of the previous year x [1+
(1-emploviment elasticity) x rate of chanige of value added].

Incomc per capita = (labor productivity/ dependency ratio) x
(sectoral price index/GDP deflator).

Population in a given sector of productioni = value added x (sec-

toral price index/DoPi deflator) /incomiie per capita.

Populationi of inlcomiec class i = populationi of incomiie class i in the

plreviolls vear x (population of a given sector of production/total
population ).

Average incomiie of class 1 = average inlcoImle of class 1 in the previ-

oUs year x rcal wage index + (I real average saving) x real

rate of return.
Average income of class 2 = average income of class 2 in the previ-

oUs year x real wage index + ( real average saving) x real

rate of return.

Average income of class 3 = average incomiie of class 3 in the previ-

ous year x (productivity/productivity in the previous year) +

( real average saving) x real rate of return.

Average income of class 4 value added x (sectoral price index/

10. In the icon, or increnental catpitail-outptt ratio, approlach in investmilent
planniniig, an atteipt is ona(le to relakte an increase in the level of capital stock
with an inerease in output. This ieanis thalt it is not necessary to know the

initial capitdl stock and its distrihioition.
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CDI' deflator) - 2 population of class i x average income of

class i)/population of class 4 in a given sector.

The wage rate is assumed to be a function of the disguished un-
employment rate and the cost of living index. When the unlemploy-
ment rate is 5 percent, the wage rate keeps pace wvith the cost of
living index. At hiiglher unemiiployment rates, the increase in the
wvage rate is slower than the cost of living index, and vice versa at
lower rates of unemployment.

Even the estimation of the existing incomc distributioni is not
straightforward. This has been attempted on the basis of regional
data. The income inequality in any sector is the sum of (a) differ-
ences between regions, (b) differences wvithin regions, and (c) over-
lap of incomes of different regions." In estimating the inequality
coefficient, (c) wvas ignor-ed; the estimates tlherefore have a statis-
tical bias. For policy purposes, in order to assess the effect on in-
come distribution of alternative fiscal and incotmie policies, only the
changes in inequality from year to year were used. Assuminig this
bias is consistenit, the Giii index could be indicative. But, alterna-
tively, if income distribution in countries withl large income shifts
were neglected and models wvere computed on the basis of macro
savings functions, the results of the model would be likely to be
extremucly unrealistic.

Tile Savin-s Block

Savings are divided into domestic and foreign.
Domestic savings are divided into household, corporate, and

governmenit savings. Household saving is derived as a function of
disposable incomiie: T'hat is, incomiie net of taxes and subsidies. The
propensity to save depends on the average per capita incomiie. Gov-
ernmncit saving is the differenice between governlment current reve-
inue (including oil revenue) and governmlenit expenditure. Corpo-

rate saving is equivalent to the depreciation rate in the corporate
sector.

1I. Crllahia Pv.ttt, 'on the Interprctation and Disaggregation of Cini Co-
efficient,' Economic Jouirnal, vol. 86 ( 1976), pp. 24.3-55.
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Foreign saving is measured by the current account balance, It is
determined on the basis of private and public capital inflow, net of
debt service and changes in the foreign exchange reserves.

Th7e Fiscal Block

The fiscal sector consists of government tax and nontax revenues
and government current expenditures (including subsidies ). Taxes
are divided into oil tax, non-oil income tax and corporate tax, taxes
on consumption, irmport tax, and export tax. Thc tax parameters are
derived econometrically at current prices. Government subsidies
and current expendlitures are exogenous in the models, as are govern-
nient investments.

The Price Block

Sectoral prices have been estimated by a two-tier approach. In the
first tier prices arc calculated by adding total direct and indirect
labor costs, capital costs, imports costs, and indirect tax payments on
intermiiediate inputs. This vas done by Leontief inverse matrix. The

interdependence amonig prices, input struettures, and costs of exog-
enouis inputs (value added) is summarized in the familiar input-
otutput accounting identity: p-pA=v or p=v (I -A)-' and p= vQ,
wvhere p is the (row) vector of output prices in each sector, A is the
matrix of input-output coefficients, Q is the Leontief inverse, v is the
(row) vector of valute added per unit of output in each sector, and

I is the identity matrix.
The value-added vector consists of labor and capital coefficients

per unit of output. They are affected over time by chaniges in wage
rates, rate of return on capital, labor-capital substitution, indirect
taxes, import prices, and import component of output.

Changes in sectoral prices result from clhaniges in both total labor
requirements and in the skill Imlix or the wage differentials among
sectors. Similarly, chaniges in the returns on capital, as well as the

total capital coefficients in any sector, affect the price system as a
wlhole. Finally, any changes in the import prices (c.i.f.)-that is,
changes in exchange rates or world prices-ancd in the import com-

ponienits of output affect the clomestic price structure as xvell.
In the familiar Leontief price moodel, capital coefficients, labor

coefficients, and labor and capital returns are exogenlous. But in this
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simulation exercise changes in these factors have been integrated in
light of the production functions and the factor market conditions
chosen in the model. This was done in a loose fashion. The labor
coefficients have been made to change on the basis of assumptions
of employment elasticities with respect to output. The capital co-
efficients have been made to change on the basis of marginal and
average capital-output ratios.

Labor incomes have been made to change on the assumption that
in a high unemployment phase-that is, wlhen the disguised un-
employment is high-thc rates of labor earnings will catch up with
the changes in the cost of living only with a time lag. This means
that labor earnings will catch up with the changes in the cost of
living with a longer time lag when unemployment is higher. When
unemployment falls below a critical point, however, rates of labor
earnings begin to increase faster than the changes in the cost of
living. At this stage, real wages-real income from labor-will begin
to improve.

Thc import coefficients have been estimated econometrically and
have thereafter been changed on the basis of specific information
regarding import substitution.

The returns from capital have been divided into normal returns
(interest rate, normal profit rate) and abnormal profits. The normal
rate of return, which has been made exogenous, is initially set at the
level of the international inflation rate. Abnormal profits are the
differences hetween cost and demand price. Estimation of demand
price will be discussed in subsequenit paragraphs.

The price, thus determinied, will include any changes in the pro-
duction costs of the different sectors. To arrive at the GDP deflator,
a combined price index is computed from these sectoral prices. For
this purpose the following relation has been used to convert prices
originating from gross output (PX) to the prices of industry final
demand (PF): PF equals (I-A)-' D-'PX,1 ' A equals a fixed input-
output coefficient matrix, and D- equals the inverse of a diagonal
matrix of the ratio of real gross output to real gross product for each
industry.

The cost of living index has been computed from the GDP deflator
by computing a composite index, in which the CDP deflator and the

12. B. C. Hlickman, cd., Econtiometric Models of Cm clical Belhavior, Proceed-
ings of tim National Buircau of Economic Rescarch (New York: Columlibia
Uniiversity Press, 1972), vol. 1, p. 211.
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prices of the imported consumption goods were combined by a given
set of weights. The weights used were the consumer expenditure
on domestic and foreign goods of the previous year.

Price is also affected by an imbalance of demand and supply. If
demand is greater than supply (at a given price), the price will
rise-and vice versa. The gap between aggregate demand and sup-
ply has been measured by the difference between the demand for,
and supply of, money (narrow money). It is assumed further that
the inflationary pressure is equally spread in all sectors of the
economy.

The new equilibrium is reached when the demand for, and supply
of, money equalizes at a higher price. Its effects on real variables
will depend on the price sensitivity of consumption and investments.
In this analysis it has been assumed that the money supply will
always increase as money demand increases. Because of this as-
sumption, there is no "demand-pull inflation" in the calculations.

The Monetary Block

In the monetary sector the attempt is only to formulate a money
demand function. There is projected only an optimal rate of in-
crease in the money supply consistent with a certain growth rate,
changes in production cost, and changes in people's price expecta-
tion for the future. The optimal level of reserve money has also been
estimated by using past relations. The private sector balance of
payments plus the net claim of the central bank on the nongovern-
ment sector, net of foreign expenditure of the government, have been
estimated as residual by subtracting government savings.

The Exports and Imports Block

Conceptually, most of the exports and imports are determined either
exogenously or as the difference between domestic production and
demand. Export and import prices are mainly exogenous inputs to
the model. Exchange rates or tariffs are used to bring exports and
imports into balance. This adjustment process is assumed to occur
in the markets for intermediate goods.
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As to exports. oil, manufacturing, and fish and animal exports are
determined exogenouslv. Exports of trec crops, forestry, and min-
erals are calculated as the difference betxveen domestic production
and demanid. Thesc exports, coupled withi the net inflo-w of foreign
investment, deterinine the foreign exchanige available for imports.

As to imports, those of nonifactor services are exogenous. Imports
of rice, consumilptioni, and capital goods are determinied as the differ-
ence between domiiestic demanid and productioin. The difference
between the forcign exchange available and these imports is then
available for importinig intermiediate goods.

As to interimediate imports, the demand for themil (at constanit
prices) is determined as a fuliction of value-added maniufacturinig,
the CDI' deflator, and the import price in U.S. diollars. The availa-
bility of intermediate imports is determinied on the basis of residual
foreign exchanige. The domestic price of imports is then calculated
as a functioni of value-added manufacturing, the cDi) deflator, and
the availability of imported interimiediate goods. I'he demand and
supply of interimlediate goods (at current prices) are then brought
into balanice by changes in cxchange rates, tariffs, or both. The
total demand and supply of interimlediate goods in the economily are
balanced by an implicit import-substitution effect. The idcentity that
mainitainis the balance is:

Domestic production + im1ports = domestic demanid

+ import substitution.

It is assumed that import substitution is limited to 20 percelit of
domestic demanid. If the shortfall is greater than 20 percelit the
propensity in the economily to save is reduced, and helicc demalid for
intermediate goods goes down because of a decline in the GI)I'

growth rate.

The Capital 7'ransactioni Block ansd the Population Block

Net public tranisfers, taken from a submodel of the external debt
situation in Indonesia (see Appendix C), are made exogenous in
this model.

The population block has been treated separately and has been
solved by another suibmodel. In this submodel population has been
estimated for every year of age, separately for males and females,
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and for outer islands and Java. "'Workinig population'" has been
defined as men between 15 and 64 years and women between
15 and 49 years. Three major assumptions have been tried: with
high fertility and lowv mortality; low fertility and high mortality; and
lhighi fertility and high mortality (see Tables E6, E7, E8 in Appendix
E1). "Working population" and "dependency ratio" have been in-
jected into the maini model as exogenous variables. Participation
rates among the working population has been assumed to be 72 per-
cenit of the total.
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Functional Forms
of the Model

AN OVERVIEW OF THE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS betweeni de-
pendent variables and independent explanatory variables, is given as
a flow chart in Figure 8, in which triangles represent exogenous
variables, boxes represent endogenous variables as vectors, and
arrows represent causal sequences. Arrows in both directions sug-
gest simultaneity. The recursive nature of the relations are taken
care of by introducing time lags.

The symbols are explained as follows:

Symbol Definition Symbol Defitnition

CAPMRK Capital market GR Government cur-
CHR Changes in foreign rent revenue

exchange re- GS Government sav-
serves ing

Cl Corporate income HE Household dispos-
C/O Capital-output able income

ratio (= household
CS Corporate saving expenditure)
EXR Nominal exchange HI Household income

rates (size distribu-
FS Foreign saving tion)
GC Government cur- HS Household saving

rent consump- IC Intermediate
tion consumption

32
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SymJbol Definition Symtbol Definition

LABMAR Labor market PRICE Commodity prices
LFOR Working popula- TC Total consumption

tion TE Total exports
MONEY Money demand TI Total investment

and money Tlm Total imports
supply TM Terms matrix

NVEWCOM Net commitments TO Total gross output
NR Natural resources TS Total supply
NT Net transfer TTADJ Terms of trade
PM Import price gains
POP Population VA Value added
PR Participation rates W Wage rates

(workinig popu- WVD World demand
lation to total WP World price for
populatioin) exports

PRCON Household
constumption

Total output (TO) determines value added (VA). Value added
determines household income (HI) and corporate income (CG).
Household income contributes to government revenue (GR) and to
household expenditure (HE) and household saving (H1S). House-
hold expenditure determines private consumption vector (PRCON).
Similarly, government revenue is spent on government consumption
(GC, which includes transfer payments) and government saving
(GS). Total consumption (TC) is fed by intermediate consumption
(IC) and by PRCON and GC. Total investment (TI) is fed by cor-
porate saving (CS), government saving (GS), household saving
(HS) and foreign saving (FS). Total export (TE) is determinied by
world demand (WD) and world price (WP); price of imports
(PM) and WP determine terms of trade changes (TTADJ). TTADJ
goes to augment both corporate and personal income. Total imports
(TIm) add to total output (TO) to genierate total supply (TS).
Population (POP), through age structure and participation rates
(PR), determine labor supply (LFOR). Wage (W) is determined
by labor market (LABAMAR): that is, by unemployment rate and
labor institutions and by cost of living changes. Wage goes to value
added as wage share to CDP.

A fuller explanation of the variables and the equation systems is
given in Appendix B.
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Estimation of Parameters

Tiis CIIAI'FER PRESENTS THlE MFTHOI)S used to estimate
the parameters of the model. The first section discusses the relation
between inputs in various sectors of production and the output
realized. Other sections consider the determinants of demand as
well as of imports and exports, and the elasticities of expenditure
and employment. Also presented is the way in which the model
deals with income distribution.

Production Functions

-Rice output has been separated into that from irrigated and from
nonirrigated land. On irrigated land rice production depends mainly
on the irrigation and fertilizer. The two dependent variables seem
to be correlated reasonably well with the two explanatory variables.
The following two equations arc estimated over a sample period
1960-72: '

Log output rice = 6.926 + 1.872 log area (irrigated)
(irrigated area) (3.493) (7.821)

+0.0584 log fertilizer
(1.679)

0.8800; Duirbin-Watson statistic = 1.6582.

Log output rice =- 2.877 + 0.6602 log area (nonirrigated)
(nonirrigated) (3.6224) (6.0809)

R = 0.8451; Durbin-Watscn statistic = 2.175.

1. Figures in parentheses are i-statistics.

35
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Tree crops have been regressed on area cultivated. The estimated
equation is as follows:

Log value added expor-t c rop = -4.66 + 0.998 log area tree crop
(- 2.538) (4.5868)

R 0.6= 0)6456; Durbin-Watson statistic = 0.9735.

Output of "other agriculture" (excluding rice, tree crops, and
vegetables) depends on area and a time trend, suggesting a produc-
tivity improvemiient over the sample period.

Log value added of other agriculture =
0.5111 log area + 0.088 log time trend (1973-74)
(86.67) (3.121)

'2= =0.4.50; Durbin-WAlatson statistic = 1.1533.

The production functions for remaining sectors have been decom-
posed into two parts, capital coefficients and labor coefficients. In
all cases, a fixed marginial capital-outpult ratio and a fixed elasticity
of labor relative to output have been assumed.

The marginal capital-output ratios for rice, tree crops, other agri-
c ulture, livestock, forestry, and fishing have been estimated from the
output and investmenit figures given exogenously by the sector spe-
cialists, wvhereas marginal capital-output ratios for the manufactur-
ing sector have been estimated again on the basis of investment and
output estimates of the industry experts. The gestation lag of in-
vestments for capital goods, consumptioni goods (capital intensive),
and intermiiediate goods industries have been assumed to be three
years, and for consumllrptioni goods (labor intensive), two years. The
capital-output ratios for capital and intermediate goods industries
are placed at 4.0; for consumiiption goods (capital intensive), at 2.7;
and for consumption goods (labor intenlsive), at 2.5. The lag strue-
tures have been estimated rouglhly from a study made by the foreign
and domestic investmenit board in Indonesia.2

The capital-ouitpuit ratios for trade, services, transport, public
administ-ationi, banking, and mining are borrowed from different
sources, including cross-country comparisons.:

2. AII unpuirblished, restriete(l circulation (lociliment ma(lc available by the
Indlonesian governiment to a World Bank missioni in 1973.

3. Republic of Incloniesia, 'The First Five-Year Development Plan" ancd "The
Second Five-Year Development Plan" (Jakarta: Department of Information,
nd.) and( Pendapatan Navional ind(1onesia (National income of Indconesia),
1960-68 and 1971-74 (jakarta: Central Bureaui of Statistics, 1970 and 1975).
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Demand Functions

The demand elasticities for goods and services in different sectors
have been estimated by two distinctly different methods. For fish,

animal husbandry, rice, and vegetables they are estimated for differ-
ent income groups, for rural and urban areas separately, and for the

rural and urban total from a family budget survey of 1969 conducted
by the Central Bureau of Statistics in Indonesia." This method of
estimation will be discussed under "Expenditure Balance" below.

The demand elasticity for manufactured consumption goods has
been estimated for the economy as a whole, again from the same
source, as well as for lower- and higher-income groups separately.
A breakdown between different manufactured items was not pos-
sible because of the problem of matching expenditure classifications
with the production classifications used in the model.

The demand for intermediate goods is determined either by the
input coefficient given in the input-output tables for Indonesia G or
by the main elasticities for trade, transport, services, banking, and
public administration, whiclh are derived from time series data in

the national income accounts. The demand for construction has
been estimated on the basis of construction components and value-
added components of capital formation in different sectors of the
economy.

Tax Functions

Estimates of tax parameters for income, consumption, export and

import taxes, and nontax revenues have been made from a sample
study in Indonesia, done in collaboration with the International
Monetary Fund, covering the seven years 1967-73. The equations
used are given in Table E3 in Appendix E.

Import Functions

The import block has been divided into three groups: capital
goods imports, intermediate goods imports, and consumption goods

imports.

4. Republic of Indonesia, Survey Sosial Ekononii Nasional (National socio-
economic survey), October-December 1969 (Jakarta: Central Bureau of Sta-
tistics, 1972).

5. Tables El and E2 in Appendix E.
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Capital goods imports are estimated on a residual basis, which
measures the difference between dcemand for capital goods and the
domestic oUtpuit of the capital goods sector. The demand for capital
goods depenids on the machlinlery componient in the total capital
formationi. Hencec, it wvill be affected by the industry Imlix and by the
technological changes (principally by those of capital and labor in-
tensity). Technology changes are made exogenous in the model.

Intermnediate goods imports are treated from two different angles.
First, the demand for intermiiediate goods imports is a function of the
dcomestic output in the mnanufacture sector and the price differences
betweeni domestic and foreign sources. Second, the supply of inter-
mediate goods imports is a residual, after the available foreign ex-
change earnings are used up in buying capital and consumption
goods.

The import price is made endogenous, to bring an equilibrium
between dlemand for, and supply of, imports of intermiiediate goods.
Since the world prices of imported goods at foreign currency (U.S.
dollars) are exogenous, the above relations treat exchange rates as
encdogenious. The demand equation for intermediate imports is
estimated on the basis of time series data for 1967-73, at 1973 prices:

Log intermediate impor-ts = - 0.47
+ 1.008 log valie added manufa(cturinig

(4.630)
+ 2.776 log (G)P deflator/import deflator)

(8.089)

R' = 0.9948 Dumrbin-Watson statistic = 1.625; Stanidar cl deiation = 0.0396.

Consumption goods imports are also estimated residually. The
demand for consumptioni goods (maniufactured), excluding rice, is
estimated as a functioni of the level of income, from cross-section
data (1969 family budget survey). The output of consumption
goods is based on a supply constraint: in other words, it depends on
the investment level. The difference between demand and supply
gives the import of consumptioni goods. This import has not been
found to be significantly price sensitive in the past.

Export Funictions

Exports have been divided into six groups: oil, tree crops, fishing
and animal husbandry, hard minerals, manufacturing, and forestry.
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Exports of forestry and hard minerals are estimated on a residual
basis, with domestic consumption subtracted from domestic output.
Exports of oil " and manufacturing are demand oriented and are
cxogenous in the model.

Employment Ftnctions

The employment elasticities wvere estimated for ten groups in
order to match the 1971 census classifications. The 1971 value added
per capita was estimated for each group and then adjusted by price
and productivity changes to update them to the 1973 base. Most of
the employment elasticities are borrowed from the plan document.7

Independent changes have been made by employment experts to
impart a rough notion of feasibility to these figures. These assump-
tions of employment elasticities obviously carry an assumption re-
garding changes in labor productivity measured as output per
worker.

For public works, employment has been estimated on the assump-
tion of a fixed per capita income. For minerals, including oil, em-
ployment is set endogenously as a percentage of the total labor force.

Income Distribution

The model treats the income distribution in a rather novel way.
For simulating the income distribution, sectoral income distribution
data are needed at the base period, but this information wvas not
available for each output sector in Indonesia. There was, however,
an expenditure study for 32,000 households for the rural and urban
sectors, made in 1969." This expenditure study also has income in-
formation, but it is not very reliable. (From the experience of other
countries, it is known that any information regarding income is quite
imprecise.) Nevertheless, a good knowledge of the initial sectoral
income distribution was necessary for computing the income distri-
bution in the model, so the 1971 census data were used to arrive at
this distribution.

6. Treated as net: that is, after subtracting the imports of the oil sector.
7. Republic of Inclonesia, "The Second Five-Year Developnment Plan."
8. Surcey Sosial Ekononi Naisioool.
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The 1971 census contains information about regional productivity
differences for each sector. Assuming a relation betweeni employed
and total population, an initial regional income distribution can be
estimated for each sector.

The income differences of any sector have three components:
regional differences, differences within a regioni (as inequality be-
tween income classes), and overlap of income of different regions.
In the estimation of sectoral inequality, it has been assumed that the
income distribution of any sector within a region is spread by a
density function, as given by a smoothening process in a continluous
sense as if plotted on a graph. It was assumed that the income pat-
tern within a sector of a region was spread over a narrowv range, as
given between two points of observation drawn in a graph. This
assumption obviously introduces a downward bias in the estimation
of income inequality for any sector.' An attempt was made, how-
ever, to avoid this bias by estimating only the index of inequality
intertemporally-that is, relative changes in incomiie inequality-
assuminig that the bias remains the same over time. But the presenit
estimate is very close to the Gini inequality derived from the familv
expenditure study of 1969.

As to the agricultural sector, information wvas available regarding
land distribution. In the present exercise, the concentration coeffi-
cient of land distribution derived from the above informiiation is al-
most the same as the one estimated for agriculture on the basis of a
regional study."'

For the ten sectors-agriculture, small-scale industry, large-scale
industry, construction, electricity and power, transport, trade, bank-
ing, public administration and defense, and services-the average
productivity and the employed labor force have been tabulated for
each of the twenty-six regions of Indonesia." Table 1 gives average

9. The overlap of income component was ignored when thc Cini coefficient
was calcutlated.

10. Sri Edi Swasono, Hendra Esmara, and others, Perhitungan Penidal)(ptan
Regional Di Indonesia (Regional income in Indoniesia), 1968-72, 3 vols. (Ja-
karta: Planning Commission, 1974).

11. The regions are East Java, Central Java, WVest Java, Special Capital
Territory Jakarta, Special Territory Yogyakata, North Suimatra, Jambi, Riau,
West Sumatra, Sotith Sumatra, Lampiing, Special Territory Aceh, Bengkului,
West Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, South Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan,
South Sulawesi, Central Stilawesi, Southeast Sulawesi, North Sulawesi, Maluku,
Bali, West Nusa Tenggara, East Nusa Tenggara, and Irian Jaya.
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income in the first column and population in the second column.
They have been arranged in ascending order. Gini coefficients (or
income concentration) are estimated for each sector. They are as
follows:

Agriculture, 0.417 Trade, 0.209
Small-scale industry, 0.384 Banking, 0.293
Large-scale industry, 0.242 Public administration and
Construction, 0.276 defense, 0.155
Electricity and power, 0.342 Services, 0.240
Transport, 0.341 Economy (as a whole), 0.377

Comparable statistics from Malaysia give an income concentration
of 0.36 in 1958-59 and 0.48 in 1970. This suggests that the estimates
for Indoniesia have some statistical bias, Nvhich must have been
introdnceed through an underestiimiation of intrasector- income distri-
bution within a region. In a further simulation, an attempt was
nmade to calculate the income inequality in the disposable ineome of
1973. This Gini coefficienit was 0.407, which suggests a regressive-
ness in the tax systenm, principally because of the distribution of the
incidence of indirect taxes. The expenditure coefficient, derived
from the houschold survey, shows an income concentration of 0.345.

Aloney Functions

Money demand and money supply havc been estimated on the basis
of time series data spreading over the period 1960-61 to 197.3-74: 12

Log k p ) -0.370 + 0.729 log pt-1 + 0.539 log Y -0.518 ir,

(-3.0) (11.6) (3.2) - (5.80)
-= 0.992; Dtnr-in-Watson statistic = 2.3116.

M, = 1.18 RM,, and
RMt = Gt- T + Ht

where Pt is the price index,
Ml is the narrow money,
Y, is the real output,

RMt is the reserve money,
wr is the inflation rate (AP,/P. ),

12. Bijan B. Aglhcvli, "An Economic Mlodel of the Mloney Sector for In-
donesia," International Monetary Fnnd, restricted circulationi documiient, 1975.
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Table 1. Average Income and Population in Indonesia in All Sectors, by

Small-scale Large-scale
Agricuilture Afininig inidtustry indulstry

Poal- Popu- Poalm- PFepu-
ln ome lotiont Ilncome lotionl Ilaconic fation Incomle latioll

659 626,353 - 267 587 9,545 118 143,716
2,973 803,549 -- 64 1,572 764 899 6,236
3,854 485,212 - 990 2,722 5,087 1,406 58,463
3,984 574,310 131 6,274 153,416 1,728 51,326
4,119 509,653 - 279 7,276 3,300 2,116 37,263
4,391 722,864 - 3,531 8,497 1,444 2,504 688,614
5,021 203,313 - 209 11,392 3,794 2,895 19,985
5,207 243,762 - 590 12,068 2,321 3,727 86,142
5,547 3,880,970 - 92 14,318 117,060 4,494 371,384

5,586 6,503,136 - 50 15,582 1,659 5,161 387,980
5,614 740,693 - 88 16,052 18,167 5,261 1,115
6,237 488,716 4,628 18,567 24,974 5,50)6 13,0((00
6,343 160,488 - 7,255 18,654 19,709 6,432 24,296
6,586 49,346 - 4,402 19,673 5,940 6,710 6,270)
6,882 849,640 - 591 21,561 6,558 7,213 14,587
7,268 1,691,677 - 84 22,571 4,882 7,395 34,315
7,297 410,652 - 3,023 23,976 679 9,066 13,265
7,597 936,117 - 3,925 26,042 10,286 10,307 18,938
8,652 338,112 - 1,995 28,166 578 12,028 7,0)99
9,541 276,865 228 7,863 34,326 5,122 12,261 2,539

10,547 234,757 279 215 38,598 129,682 12,668 49,327
10,914 366,091 674 1,960 53,396 2,883 17,735 17,617
19,304 166,087 13,782 12,274 75,504 23,622 25,728 9,863
74,404 133,057 27,329 26,101 80,201 70,708 53,0)67 1,839
93,090 481,054 157,708 1,754 81,286 2,652 (I 0
98,156 11,445 0 0 123,158 1,941 0 ()

-Negligible.
Source: Sri Edi Swasono, Hendra Esmnara, and others, Perhiltitugan Pendapatan Regiolial
Di Indonesia (Regional income in Indonesia), 1968-72, 3 vols. (Jakarta: Planning Comn-
mission, 1974).

G, is the government expenditure,

Tt is the government revenue (constant), and

H1 is the residual including the private sector's balance of
paymiients Imlinus public foreign expenditures, plus net

claims of the Central Bank on the nongovernmiienit sector.

Expendituire Balance

The expenditure elasticities for rice, vegetables, fish, and meat have
been estimated by econometric estimation by the double log rela-
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Region (in Ascending Order), 1971

Electricity
Construjction and power Transport Tradce

Popu- Popo- ',,pu- PoII-

Incomlie lation Isiconmc lation Incolne ltitiont Incorne latioll

1,467 2,180 172 93 1,644 2,219 2,776 48,.937

1,486 3,193 825 80 3,622 6,709 3,715 21,651

2,486 1,286 1,378 656 7,396 4,659 5,609 131,030

10,472 121,764 3,632 1,038 7,631 8,852 6,158 72,633

1(0,491 18,165 3,985 334 8,166 11,0(07 7,574 77,020

12,617 18,247 6,812 7,991 8,775 12,)66 8,807 1,009,978

13,234 9,568 10,565 124 9,203 189,054 9,072 317,936

15,674 151,617 11,338 71 9,378 15,635 11,486 6,557

15,796 14,498 12,135 623 9,535 131,317 11,974 812,231

16,461 113,521 21,975 471 11,509 43,105 12,105 78,362

17,936 5,277 22,568 444 12,838 15,234 13,572 110,886

18,947 13,771 24,568 1,261 13,107 1,661 14,7)3 1,089,170

19,668 6,048 31,435 2,564 13,448 187,983 18,443 56,181

20,035 8,682 35,468 278 14,664 64,369 22,979 4(0,664

22,661 13,602 35,918 4,971 15,615 19,820 24,778 26,0)7i

24,034 8,887 36,057 346 17,223 5,376 26,30)6 96,427

24.216 23,239 40,116 86 19,569 7,725 27,419 9,415

25,791 92,141 41,276 486 20,358 138,00)3 28,564 10,008

26,129 2,741 44,334 7,595 21,649 7,815 37,312 10,031

29,459 31,737 44,255 141 26,267 11,327 38,092 4,906

30,807 7,579 15,217 138 28,282 10,016 40,555 143,525

31,001 1,279 53,338 767 32,478 8,762 42,762 22,368

32,594 2,433 56,903 6,286 36,057 1,367 54,771 3,737

33,801 2,573 64,553 369 40,510 2,979 78,117 7,473

39,432 4,016 73,333 9 57,423 30,296 119,737 39,362

210,058 3,428 121,095 137 140,474 14,098 160,695 14,997

(Table continuies ont the followinig page.)

tions from grouped data -a and by graphical method. The first as-
sumes a constant elasticity of demand for all income classes. The
second gives different elasticity for different income classes. Because
it was desirable to emphasize the impact of changes in income dis-
tribution on the demand pattern and growth over a long time hori-
zon, the second method was chosen. For this purpose four expendi-
ture classes were established: RpO-1,OOO per capita per month,
Rpl,001-2,000, Rp2,001-4,000, and Rp4,001 and above. The data

are based on the national family budget survey of 1969.1" The

13. N. Kakwani and N. Podder, "Efficient Estimates of the Lorenz Curve

andl Associated Inequality Measures from Crouped Observations," World Bank,

Development Research Center, Discussion Paper no. 10, restricted circulation

(locilmlent, 1975.
14. Survey So.sial Ekonomi Nasional.
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Table 1 (continued)

Public adminis-
tration and

Banking defense Seruices

Popu- Popu- Popu-
Income lation Income lation Income lation

3,156 45 156 10,385 2,987 13,397
13,028 393 2,747 153,858 3,328 11,835
14,574 1,209 3,434 11,009 3,652 136,908
15,895 155 6,577 45,734 3,937 42,267
21,589 127 7,452 30,010 3,996 101,078
25,984 217 8,235 494,717 3,997 203,477
27,037 1,212 9,416 33,687 4,062 60,599
27,530 33 10,652 35,174 4,105 58,562
32,729 1,081 11,306 16,120 4,240 692,702
33,105 1,311 12,399 142,520 4,269 935,279
37,335 2,341 12,789 63,685 4,311 15,707
38,060 730 13,645 38,711 4,384 26,450
38,191 12,215 14,005 37,478 4,388 91,039
39,865 74 14,534 36,647 4,459 92,073
41,073 1,048 14,536 10,151 4,463 456,558
49,871 465 14,705 360,843 4,525 24,749
62,835 3,646 15,618 11,801 4,570 762,247
68,255 118 16,343 32,635 4,676 59,121
69,987 75 16,516 34,956 4,685 56,807
72,566 33 16,595 18,747 4,767 26,789
78,559 22 22,672 32,511 4,800 710
80,506 122 23,016 61,854 4,945 66,255
83,580 98 25,204 131,496 4,974 49,161
89,833 35 36,285 15,619 5,278 27,421
91,531 49 38,508 15,051 9,914 28,800

121,914 16 100,936 2,800 16,021 19,833

-Negligibic.
So,urcc: Sri Edi S-asono, Ilendra Esmara, and others Pcrhitunitgani Penidapatant Regional
Di Indonesia (Rcgional incomc in Indonesia), 1968-72, 3 vols. (Jakarta: Planning Com-
irnission. 1974

marginal coefficienits for each class have been estimated as follows,
in percentage:

Item
consumed 1 2 3 4
Rice 40 20 9 -2.5
Fish 7 8 7.5 5
Meat 5 10 12 9
Vegetables 14 15.5 16.5 17.5

Thc elasticity of consuLmlption for each class has been estimated by
multiplying the marginial coefficient in each class by the ratio of total
expenditures to the total consumption of each class. The estimated
parameters are presented in Appendix B.



5

Alternative Simulation Plans
and Testing of Hypotheses

To TEST EMPIRICALLY the alternative hypotheses on
growth, equity, poverty, and employment, developed in Chapter 1,
several policy variables and parameters have been specified to trace
the alternative simulation paths of the economy:

Policy-type variables

-Changes in foreign exchange reserves affecting net capital inflow
-Intended investments by changing cost of investments (or money

supply) or direct intervention
-Investments in rural development
-Oil revenue, or taxes
-Government expenditures
-Government subsidies
-Nominal profit rates
-Participation rates and working population (that is, dependency

ratio)
-Rate of increase of irrigation in rice
-Rate of increase of fertilizer in rice
-Rate of increase of area under tree crops and other agriculture

Policy-type parameters

-Investment allocation parameters
-Tax rates: direct, indirect, and on exports and imports
-Subsidies
-Price relatives by means of tax or subsidy

45
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-Exchange r ate changes
-Wage policy Iby m-eans of wvage bargaining or chaniges in labor

ilncomieC

In addition, thlee otler noripolicv variables have been specificd:

-Fertility ancd mortality rate
-WVorld price changes
-Exports of oil

A possible developmennt strategy for Inidoniesia in light of thc find-
ings is discussed later in this chapter.

Compuiter Similations

The followiing alternative sensitivity analysis has been performed
with the help of the presenit model.

Alternative 1. The basic run involved a projection muodel with a
maximum numl)er of functional relationis derived from] the past. For
detailed inputs, see Appendixes A and B. The other alternatives
have beeni described as follows by presenting onlv the changes from
the basic run.

Alterniative 11. In this, an income transfer policy improves equitv
by taxinig the rliCh aInl paviing the poor. The richest class has been
taxed RplOO thousand millioni in 1973; this figure increases by
10 percent a year thereafter. The receipts are distributed equally
amnong the three lower incomlse classes.

Alterniative 711. Investment in rural development is redcuced to
zero ancd the growvth of the agriculture sector has been lowecred from
6.5 percent to approximately 5 perecnt a vear. Taxes have been
increased by lRp20 thousand millioll in 1973 and 15 percent there-
after and governmenit expenditure has beeni reduced bv RplOO thou-
sand million and 15 percenit thereafter.

Alternative IV. A wage policv stipulates a miniimum growtth of
real incomc of the wage earners, 2 percent a year above their normal
changes.

Alternaitive V. This provides for a cash reserve policv changing
net capital inlflow from abroad, whichi has been increased by 10 per-
cent a year from the present level.

Altertnative VI. A development strategy emphasizes industry, as
opposed to agriculture. For this purpose, the rural development pro-
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gram has been reduced by half and agriculture growth has been
reduced from 6.5 percent to 6 percent a year.

Alternative VIi. This involves an increase in public saving by in-
creasing government revenue (through direct taxes) and decreasing
government expenditure, starting from alternative VI. Taxes are
increased by Rp20 thousand million in 1973 and 15 percent a year
thereafter, and public expenditure is reduced by RplOO thousand
million and 15 percent thereafter.

Alternative VIII. In this, public saving is decreased by increasing
government expenditure and decreasing government revenue, start-
ing from alternative VI. Taxes are decreased by Rp2O thousand
million in 1974 and 15 percent a year thereafter, and expenditure is
increased by RplOO thousand million in 1974 and 15 percent a year
thereafter.

Alternative IX. This involves reduced population growth: that is,
same growth of the working population but lower growth of the
population as a whole. The participation rate thereby has been
reduced to that of 1972.

Alternative X. The price index of primary goods in the foreign
market is increased. Prices are raised for food, tree crops, and oil.

Alternative XI. Different combinations of fertility and mortality
and their irnpact over a longer time hiorizon (1974-97): XI(a) low
mortality-low fertility, XI(b) high mortality-high fertility, XI(c)
low mortality-high fertility.

Alternative XII. This is the same as alternative III, but govern-
ment expenditure is increased to the level of the government reve-
nue (a balanced-budget concept). The increase in government ex-
penditure is confined to public consumption only and not to transfer
payment, to make it a distribution-neutral measure.

Alternative XIII. This is the same as alternative III, but govern-
ment expenditure is doubled. Again, additional expenditure is con-
fined to public consumption only.

Alternative XIV(a). This is the same as alternative III, but govern-
ment revenue is r aised by doubling the indirect tax rates.

Alternative XTV(b). This is the same as alternative III, but govern-
iment revenue is raised by increasing direct tax receipts by the same
amount of the indirect tax receipts from the highest income class, as
in alternative XIV( a).

Alternative XV(a). This is the same as altemative XIV(b), but



Table 2. Economic Indicators of Projected Growth under Alternative Distributive-Neutral Policies

Altcrnativcs

XlBl Xl ii III XIV(a)

Indicator 1973 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985

CDP (thousand millions of rupiahs
at 1973 nmarket price) 6,163 8,546 11,146 10,014 14,326 11,185 18,174 11,951 21,107

CDP annual percentage change
(base 1973) - 4.8 5.1 7.2 7.3 8.9 9.4 9.9 10.8

Incoime distribution (Gini coefficient) 0.45 0.568 0.680 0.562 0.640 0.551 0.606 0.548 0.585
U Unemployment (percent) 6.8 15.2 19.4 11.6 13.7 9.( 8.0 7.6 4.5
Poverty index 0.56 0.78 0.88 0.73 0.82 0.67 0.71 0.65 0.62
Exchange rate (rmpiahs to

US$1.00) 415 339 318 390 387 427 475 451 493
GDP deflator 100 232 345 234 333 238 359 239 367
Input substitution (percent) -" -' -' - - a20, t29)
Public saving (thouisanid millions

of rupialbs, 1973 price) 4.2 0 0 6.9 6.8 12.3 13.4 15.4 18.3
Cross investment (thousand millions

of nrpiahs, 1973 price) 19.0 16.0 16.4 22.6 22.3 28.1 29.1 33.8 36.9
Per capita income (rupiahs) 48,600 57,100 66,600 66,900 85,600 74,700 108,60)0 79,80(1 126,100

a. No substitotion.
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investment in rural developnment and agriculture have been raised
to the level of the basic run, alternative I.

Alternative XV(b). This is the same as alternative XV(a), but it
includes an income-redistributioni policy. The wage and nonwage in-
comes in each sector have been raised in proportion to the increase
of value added per laborer. This essentially means a heavy shift of
income from nonwage earners (tlhe higher income class) to wage
earners (the lower incomc class).

Alternative XV(c). This is the same as alternative XV(b), but
wvith a lower labor absorption in the public sector (as in the World
Bank Economic Report).1

Alternative XVg(a). This is the same as alternative III, but agri-
culture growth and expenses for rural development have been
brought back to the values of the basic solution, alternative I.

Alternative XVI(b). This is the same as alternative XVI(a), with
the wage equations as in alternative XV( b).

Testing of the Hypotheses

Stage of development andl eqtuity. The alternative runs in Table 2
confined to distributive neutral policies, indicate that income in-
equality will increase over timeX, with a correspondinig increase in
CDP per capita. But because the per capita incomiie in Indoncsia is
very low, it may be presumed that the funcetionial relation betwveen
equity and per capita income refers to the regioni on the left of point
B' in Figure 2. This proves the hypotlhesis about stages of develop-
ment and equity stated in Chapter 1, subject to the assumption that
no drastic redistributive policies arc used.

Growth and equity. To test the hypothesis about growvth and
equity, only those alternatives were selected wlvich would satisfy the
conditions of a distributive-neutral policy: alternatives III, XII,
XIII, and XIV(a). The differences between these four alternatives
lie in their assumption regarding different levels of public savings
generated in the economy by fiscal measures that ensure neutrality
on the distributive front. It is assumed also that additional public
saving will be invested by the same allocation principle in all the
alternative runs-and without any positive distributive implications
(such as expenditure on social sectors). The additional saving will

1. "Indonesia: Development Prospects and Needs," Workl Bank Economic
Report no. 708 IND, April 15, 1975, restricted cireilation doctiment.



Table 3. Selected Economic Indicators of Projected Growth and Equity under Alternative Development Strategies

Alternative and type

XIV (a), distribu- XIV (b), redistribu- XV(a), redistribu- XIlV (a), distribtu- XIV (b), redistribu-
tive neuitral tive tive (sector mix) tive neuitral tive

Indicator 19S0 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985

r GDP annual percentage change
(base 1973) 9.9 10.8 9.4 10.1 9.8 10.5 8.8 8.9 8.7 8.6

Income dlistribtition (Gini
coefficient) 0.548 0.585 0.500 0.524 0.509 0.526 0.511 0.545 0.371 0.351

Unemployimienit (percent) 7.6 4.5 5.2 0.9 4.3 0 5.7 3.5 5.5 3.7
Public savings (as a percent

of cDP) 15.3 18.3 15.1 18.4 14.9 24.0 11.7 13.0 11.9 12.9
Gross investmnent 33.8 36.9 33.0 36.0 32.9 36.7 27.4 28.2 26.2 32.1
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be generated either by a general sales tax (of eqtual percentage)
applicable to all goods or by reducing public Consumptioll, which
will have nO discriminating impact on any specific income class.
The four alternatives are presented in Table 2.

For the year 1985, alternative XII gives the lowest growth rate-
5.1 percent a year between 1973 and 1985-but at the same time thc
highcst income inequality (measured by the Gini coefficient), 0.680
in 1985. Alternative XIV gives for the same year a higher growth
rate, 10.8 percent a year between 1973 and 1985, but a lower income
inequality, 0.585. In fact, all the alternatives consistently showv that
for all years (of which only 1980 and 1985 have been recorded in
the table) growth and equity are positively related. This supports
the hypothesis described in Chapter 1.

Growcth toith equity. This hypothesis has been tested in two dif-
ferent approaches. In the first, those alternative sensitivity runs wvere
selected whieh show strict contrast in their development strategies:
(a) growth without redistributive policy and (b) growth with re-
distributive policy. In the second approach a large number of cases
were selected in which different redistributive measures are adopted
from a base configuration. Bank correlation was then used to ex-
amine whether these measures are negatively correlated with
growth.

The subtle differences between the two approaches are that in the
first approach the growth potential of an economy is being com-
pared against distributive-neutral and distributive-positive fiscal
policies and under the same set of savings constraints; in the second
approach the objective is to learn whether an increase in income
equity achieved by redistributive measures will actually reduce
growth.

The alternatives selected for the first approach are XIV(a),
XIV(b), XV(a), XVI(a), and XVI(b). Alternative XIV(a) uses
indirect taxes (general sales tax) to finance government investment,
whereas XIV(b) uses direct taxes (progressive) to finance the same
amount. Hence, a comparison of the growth differences between
these two cases would test the hypothesis. It can be observed in
Table 3 that, when redistributive measures are adopted, the growth
rate declines from 10.8 percent a year to 10.1 percent over the
period 1973-85, and income inequality in 1985 falls fronm 0.585 to
0.524.
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Similarly, differences between XVI (a) and XVI ( b) and between
XV(a) and XN7(b) reflect the effects of a drastic wage (redistribu-
tive) policy. Again, growth declines when redistribution is in-
creased. Furthermore, the difference betveen XIV(a) and XV(a)
lies in a changing sectoral mix of investment from industry to
agriculture. This mix again results in a reduction in growth and also
in income inequality.

Therefore, all the runs support the hypothesis that a policy of
growth with equity exhibits a negative correlation between growth
and equity.

In the second approach alternatives 1, II, IV, V, VI, VII, IX, and X
were selected, in all of which a positive redistributive policy had
beeni adopted, starting from the basic run (see Table 4). Beginning
with high equity and low growtth, as in alternative II, different policy
packages were used to determine whether growth was sacrificed in
the effort to reduce income inequality.

All of the alternatives show a negative relation between the two
objectives of growtlh and income distribution (Figure 9). An at-
tempt has been made to estimate their association roughly by the
rank correlation method. The value of this rank correlation is as
high as = -0.625, which supports the hypothesis that growth and
equity in general do conflict with one another.

Growvth and employment. The relation between growth and em-
ployment is again not invariant to the policy package adopted. In
the introduction it was explained that over a wide range this relation
can be assumed to be positive. But empirically, when an attempt
was made to estimate the nature of the correlation over several
feasible alternative policies, it was found that the association was
very weak, although of positive nature. (The rank correlation co-
efficient was as low as +0.102 for all the policies and rose to only
+0.367 whleni alternative VI was excluded.) To put it a different
way, it seems that growth and employment over a feasible policy
range have n1o significant association (Figure 10). Hence, a specific
employment policy must be treated separately from a general growth
policy.

Growth an-d poverty. As regards poverty-defined as the standard
of living below a minimum requir emllenlt level-the alternative
simulations indicate that the generation of employment and the
eliminationi of poverty are highly correlated: the rank correlation
coefficient is as high as +±0.929. This suggests that a drive against
poverty must have an employment policy as a necessary tool,
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Figure 9. The Negative Relation between Growth and Income

under Certain Alternative Policies
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Table 4. Economic Indicators of Projected Growth and Income Inequality under Alternative Policies of Redistribution

Alternative

CA Base I II lv ,
4. Indicator 1973 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985

GDP (thousand millions of
rupiahs at 1973 rnarket price) 6,163 10,794 16,564 10,612 15,730 10,797 16,455 10,794 16,677

Gc)' annual percentage change
(base 1973) . 8.3 8.6 8.1 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.3 8.6

Income distributioni (Gini
coefficient) 0.450 0.491 0.495 0.420 0.418 0.450 0.422 0.491 0.495

Unemployment (percent) 6.8 4.1 0.4 4.2 1.4 3.9 0.2 4.1 0.3
Poverty index 0.730 0.525 0.268 0.144 0.319 0.441 0.014 0.525 0.257
Exchange rate (rupialbs to

US$1.00) 415 499 676 507 659 503 676 500 678
GD1' deflator 100 267 486 270 488 268 489 267 486
Gross investmienit 1,208 2,715 4,927 2,573 4,359 2,665 4,705 2,715 5,015
Per capita income (rupiahs) 48,600 72,100 99,000 70,900 94,000 74,000 98,300 72,100 99,600



Alternative

VI VIl Ix x

Indicator 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985

GDP (thousand millions of
rupiahs at market price) 10,971 17,338 11,395 18,460 10,803 16,766 10,713 17,518

GDP annual percentage change
(base 1973) 8.6 9.0 9.2 9.7 8.3 8.7 8.2 10.3

Income distribution (Gini
coefficient) 0.522 0.576 0.514 0.540 0.485 0.425 0.493 0.491

Unemployment (percent) 5.5 2.7 4.5 0.6 3.0 -0.03 4.3 -0.01
Poverty index 0.600 0.580 0.560 0.391 0.485 -0.297 0.537 0.165
Exchange rate (rupiahs to US$1.00) 1.204 1.673 1,267 1.844 1.207 1.710 1.330 2.580
GDP deflator 262 465 264 480 268 501 318 641

c Gross investment 2,800 5,397 3,086 6,155 2,716 5,112 2,705 6,352
Per capita income (rupiahs) 73,300 103,600 76,100 111,400 72,200 100,200 71,600 104,700
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Figure 10. The Relation between Growth and Employment
under Certain Alternative Policies
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vhereas output growth, employment, and income distribution are
only subsidiary considerations.

The sensitivity tests regarding different population growth have
been carried out in alternatives XI(a), XI(b), and XI(c). The
different changes in the population do not, however, have any sig-
nificant effect on growth, income distribution, or employment over
the next decade: that is, by 1985. Therefore, the time horizon of the
model Nvas extended up to 1997. Changes in mortality, fertility, and
participation rates under alternatives XI(a), XI(b), and XI(c) are
given in Tables E6, E7, E8, in Appendix E. Population increases
very slowly in alternative XI(a), wlhereas in alternative XI(c) it
increases very fast, almost at the present high rate. In alternative
XI(c) nearly 3.2 million more persons will be added to the total
population by 1997, compared wvith alternative XI ( a).

The economic and social consequences of this accelerated popula-
tion growth appear to be gloomy, although perceptible only after
1985 (see Tables E9, EIO, Eli in Appendix E). This groxvth wvill
result in a significant decline in the rate of growth of real GDP. Un-
employment, poverty, and income inequality wvill rise in spite of the
fact that in this alternative a more labor-intensive technique was
assumed. But the finding is not surprising. Increased population
does result in higher consumption, lower saving, and loxver average
income of the wvage carners and the poor. The decline in output in
alternative XI(c) will be nearly Rp4O() billion, or 6 percent of
the GDP of 1974 at 1973 prices.

In alternative XI(a), wvhich assumes lower population growth,
full employment can be reached by 1997, wNhereas in alternative
XI ( c), wvhich assumes higher population growth, it cannot be
reached in this century. The worst effect of the higher population
growth is, however, a much higher poverty index, nearly 65 percent
higher in alternative XI ( c) compared with alternative XI ( a).

An attempt also has been made to explore the implications of a
monietary policy in Indonesia for different development strategies.
In general, a ratio of money expansion of 22 to 24 percent a year
wvill be wvarranted in all the alternatives. The highest ratio of groxvth
of moniey expansion wxill be warranted, in both alternative VII and
alternative X. Money demand increases least, however, in the wvage
alternative (III) and most in the economic report case (alterna-
tive VII).
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A Lesson from Hypothesis Testing

In light of the validation of the hypothesis regarding growth and
income equity, tvo contrasting development strategies were formu-
lated for any typical developing country. They have been presented
graphically in Figure 11.

The axis Ox measures per capita income. OTHG measures the
time scale for higlher growth (witlh distributive-neutral policy), and
OTLGR measures the time scale of lower growth (with redistriliu-
tive policy). Three time periods are studied, 10, 20, and 30 years.
El, E.,, and E,(, measure income equity, observed in time Tl(,, T.,
and T., plotted along OTHG; GC1 , G20, and GC:0 measure correspond-
ing per capita incomes. Similarly, E',,,, E'20 , and E':,( measure equity

Figure II. Alternative Development Strategies in the Tradeoff
over Time between Growth and Equity
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observed in timen T', T'2, and T'.,, on OTLGR (for redistributive
policy); G',o, G'2,,, and G',, measure correspondinig per capita
income.

A comparison of the two development strategies shows that at
period 10, growth by mcans of redistributive policy measures (LGR)
will bring about lower per capita income but higher equity com-
pared with growth achieved througlh distributive-neutral policy
measures (HG). The situation will remaini the same even at period
20, but thereafter incomc equity will begin to improve unider the
second course (HG) but will continiue deteriorating unlder the first
(LGR). Finally, at period 30 the second course will bring about
both higher income equity and higher per capita income.

To sum up, the second strategy in the long run is preferable on
both counts-and it helps in bringing about a more rapid transition
for the country. In the process of transitioni, however, it will raise
inequality to a very high level. The alternative computer simulations
with the present Indonesian model obtain only before period 20, but
the above analysis brings out clearly two major development choices.

First, if a country can afford to sacrifice the need for attaining
higher equity (in the short term) or if a positive income distribution
policy is not feasible, a faster growth is preferable. It will expedite
the period of transition from a falling to a rising equity phase, and
in the long run it will give both higher per capita income andl higher
equity.

Second, if the country already has a very low income equity and
has an immediate need for an improvement in equity-on economic,
political, or social grounds-some sacrifice of growth is to bc recom-
mended to achieve improvement in income equity by positive
employment and income distribution policy. Such a course would
postpone the transition phase, but it would help to prevent a fall in
income equity to a low level.

A choice between the two courses will evidently be country spe-
cific and will depend more on institutional factors than on economic
ones. Again, in real life there will be more than two alternative
courses open to an economy. The range of alternatives will depend
on the policy packages used in the development process. But the
basic choice between all the alternatives will be in relation to
"today's gain" versus "tomorrow's gain," evaluated against the toler-
ance level of the country regarding income inequality.



Appendix A

Exogenous Variables for the
Basic Run

Variable
nttmber

Export valtc (thousand mnillions of 1973 rtipiahls)

Export of fishing and animal husbanidry (239)
Export of oil (362)
Export of mianufacturing (534)

Export price index (1973= US.$1.00)
Manufacture (435)
Tree crops (493)
Forestry (495)
Fish and animilal husbandry (496)
Oil (497)
Mineral (498)

Imports valute (thlouisanid millions of cturrent rupiahs)

Net import of nonifactor services (500)

Import price inidex (1973= US$1.00)

Manufacture (491)
Food (492)

Othier balance of pai nments variables

Net factor service incormie (thousand millions of
current rupialhs) (192)

60
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Variable
number

Net private transfers (U.S. dollars) ( 86)
Net public transfers (U.S. dollars) (180)

Investments (thousand millions of 1973 rupiahs)
Intended investment (279)
Mineral (282)
Rural development (312)
Minico (420)

Public finance (thousand millions of rupiahs)
Oil revenue (current) (321)
Government expenditure (constant) (322)
Government subsidv (constant) (302)
Nontax revenue (constant) (319)
Discretionary taxes (current) (523)
Expenditure economy (current) (524)
Subsidies expenditure, class 1 (347)
Subsidies expenditure, class 2 (348)
Subsidies expenditure, class 3 (349)

Returns from capital
Nominal return from capital, food (453)
Nonminal return from capital, manufacture (456)
Nominal return from capital, construction (457)
Nominal return from capital, transport (458)
Nominal return from capital, other (459)
Changes in the rates of return on capital (485)

Labor procluctivity changes
Labor productivity changes in mineral (462)
Labor productivity changes in other (466)

Capital productivity changes
Capital productivity changes for all sectors (433, 467-473)

Demography

Dependency ratio (623)
Working population (695)

Output
GroNvth area under irrigated rice (509)
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Variable
illfI)Cber

Growtlh area unider noniirrigated rice (514)
Growtth, fertilizer (510)
Growth area uLnder other agriculture (516)
Growvtlh area under tree crops (519)
Growvth valuc added, mineral (247)
Growth value added, forestry (205)
Growsth value added, dwelling (266)
cGDP oil (311)



Appendix B

Parameters

Agriculture

Elasticity of rice output changes to changes in irri-
gated area 1.8

Elasticity of rice output changes to changes in non-
irrigated area 0.66

Elasticity of rice output changes to changes in fer-
tilizer use 0.59

Elasticity of tree crop output changes to changes in
area 0.998

Elasticity of other agriculture output changes to
changes in area 0.51

Elasticity of other agriculture output changes to
changes in land productivity 0.089

Elasticity of vegetable output changes to changes in
vegetable demand 1.0

Ratio of value added to output, fishing 0.90
Ratio of value added to output, animal husbandry 0.90
Ratio of value added to output, rice 0.96
Ratio of value added to output, tree crops 0.40
Ratio of value added to output, forestry 0.89
ICOR, animal 2.23
ICOR, fishing 2.88
icoR, forestry 0.57
icoR, tree crops 8.20
icon, other agriculture 2.00
Increase in intermediate imports of animal husbandry 3 percent
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Domestic demand elasticity for tree crops to changes
in constant GDP at factor costs 0.60

Domestic consumption parameter of forestry 8 percent
Employment elasticity, agriculture 0.20
Fish: expenditure elasticity, class 1 1.75
Fish: expenditure elasticity, class 2 1.44
Fish: expenditure elasticity, class 3 1.13
Fish: expenditure elasticity, class 4 0.725
Animal husbandry: expenditure elasticity, class 1. 3.00
Animal husbandry: expenditure elasticity, class 2 2.38
Animal husbandry: expenditure elasticity, class 3 1.86
Animal husbandry: expendittire elasticity, class 4 1.29
Vegetables: expenditure elasticity, class 1 1.04
Vegetables: expenditure elasticity, class 2 1.06
Vegetables: expenditure elasticity, class 3 1.11
Vegetables: expenditure elasticity, class 4 1.12
Rice: expenditure elasticity, class 1 1.81
Rice: expenditure elasticity, class 2 0.717
Rice: expenditure elasticity, class 3 0.447
Rice: expenditure elasticity, class 4 -0.14

Nonagriculture

Ratio of value added to output, consumption goods 0.50
Ratio of value added to output, capital goods 0.25
Ratio of value added to output, public work 0.40
Ratio of value added to output, construction 0.40
Ratio of value added to output, mineral 0.50
Ratio of value added to output, electricity 0.70
icon, capital goods (3-year lag) 4.0
icoR, intermediate goods (3-year lag) 4.0
icon, consumption goods, capital intensive (3-year lag) 2.7
icon, consumption goods, labor intensive (2-year lag) 2.5
icon, small-scale manufacturing (1-year lag) 1.5
icon, transport (3-year lag) 6.0
icon, banking (1-year lag) 1.2
ICOn, services (1-year lag) 1.2
icoR, trade (1-year lag) 1.0
ICOR, public administration (1-year lag) 1.2
Icon, construction and dwelling (1-year lag) 2.0
icon, electricity (1-year lag) 10.0
Demand elasticity for trade in the goods sector 1.10
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Demand elasticity for transport in the goods sector 1.10
Demand elasticity for banking in the goods sector 1.10
Demand elasticity for services in the goods sector 1.00
Employment elasticity, large-scale manufacturing 0.35
Employment elasticity, small-scale manufacturing 0.6
Employment elasticity, construction 0.6
Employment elasticity, electricity 0.2
Employment elasticity, transport 0.4
Employment elasticity, banking 0.6
Employment elasticity, services 0.5
Employment elasticity, trade 0.5
Employment elasticity, public administration 0.5
Percent of working population in mineral 2 percent
Percent of public administration to GNP 16.8 percent
Income per capita, public worl-s (rupiahs) 40,000
Mineral component of large-scale manufacturing 2.1 percent
Construction component of capital formation:

Mining, manufacturing, and transport 30 percent
Rest of the economy excluding rural development 65 percent

Machinery component of capital formation 45 percent
Industry electricity demand coefficient per unit output:

Capital goods 0.45
Intermediate goods 0.196
Consumption goods, capital intensive 0.035
Consumption goods, labor intensive 0.082

Consumer eleetricity demand as a percentage of CDP 14 percent
Base period investment allocation between:

Capital goods 7.7 percent
Intermediate goods 55.2 percent
Consumption goods, capital intensive 12.6 percent
Consuumption goods, labor intensive 24.5 percent

Working capital as a percentage of GDP changes 20 percent
Replacement capital as a percentage of CDP 1 percent
Demand elasticity for manufactured consunmption goods:

Lower-income classes 1.0
Higher-income classes 1.3

Intermediate import-output elasticity 1.008
Price elasticity for intermediate imports 2.78

Public finance

Direct tax elasticity to changes in current GDP 1.3
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Indirect tax elasticity to changes in current GDP 1.13
Import tax elasticity to changes in imports 1.166
Export tax elasticity to changes in exports 1.098

Incomne a(11d expenditure

Real savings interest 7 percent
Minimum disposable income before savings

(rupiabs) 40,000
Income per capita, unemployed. labor 1,000
1973 average disposable income, incomiie class 1 16,600
Efficiency elasticity to standard of living 0.15
Minimum income requirement (rupiahs) 24,000
Income elasticity, lower-income classes 0.8
Income elasticity, higher-income classes 0.3
Domestic componenlt of gross domestic expenditure 88 percent
Imported component of gross domestic cxpenditure 12 percent
Phillips curve wage cutoff point 5 percent
Wage adjustment 2 percent

Monetary

Demand elasticity for money to:
Changes in real output 0.529
Changes in last year's real moniey balances 0.729
Inflation rates -0.518



Appendix C

Explanation of Variables
in the Model

THE VARIABLES ABE identified here in numerical order-,
first for the debt submodel and thein for the maini model. For the
equation system, see Appendix D.

Debt Submnodel

Number Variable
11 Amortization, new loans, other development assistancec
14 Amortization, new loans, multilateral agencies
15 Amortization, new loans, commercial credits
16 Amortization, new loans, Export-Import Bank
18 Amortization, new loans, privatc governments
20 Amortization, new loans, other governments
21 Interest, new loans, other development assistance
24 Interest, new loans, multilateral agencies
25 Interest, new loans, commercial credits
26 Interest, new loans, Export-Import Bank
28 Interest, new loans, private governments
30 Interest, new loans, other governments
36 New commitments, other development assistance
40 New commitments, multilateral agencies
45 New commitments, commercial credits
46 New commitments, Export-Import Bank
48 New commitments, private governments
50 New commitments, other governments
60 New commitments, grants
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NuAmber Variable

73 New disbursements, other development assistance
77 New disbursements, muultilateral agencies
82 New disbursements, commercial credits
83 New disbursemenits, Export-Import Bankl
85 New disbursements, private governments
86 Net private transfers
87 NeN disbursements, other governments
97 New disb-ursements, grants

107 Total new commitments
122 Total newv disbursements
127 Total amortization), new loans
128 New net disbursemrents, other development assistance
132 New net disbursements, multilateral agencies
133 New net disbursements, commllercial credits
134 Ncw nct disbursemcnts, Export-Imiiport Bank
135 New net disbursements, private governmnents
136 New net disbursements, other governments
137 New net disbursements, total
142 Total interest, new loans
143 New net transfers, other development assistance
147 Newv net transfers, multilateral agencies
148 New net transfers, commercial credits
149 New net transfers, Export-Import Bank
150 Newi7 net transfers, private governments
1.51 New net transfers, other governments
152 Newi net transfers, total
158 Debt otutstanding and disbursed, other dlevelopment as-

sistance
162 Debt outstanding and disbursed, multilateral agencies
163 Debt outstanding and disbursed, commercial credits
164 Debt outstanidinig and disbursed, Export-Import Bank
165 Debt outstancling and disbursed, private governments
166 Debt outstanding and disbursed, other governments
167 Debt outstandinig and disbursed, total
168 Debt outstal ding and disbursed, grants
169 Total existing disbursements
170 Total existing amortization
171 Total existing interest
172 Total existing net disbursements
173 Total existing net transfers
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Number Variable
174 Total existing debt outstanding
175 Total existing commitments
176 Total disbursements
177 Total amortization
178 Total interest
179 Total net disbursements
180 Total net transfers
181 Total debt outstanding and disbursed
182 Total commitments
197 Ratio of total interest to total debt outstanding
198 Ratio of total amortization to total debt outstanding
199 Ratio of total debt service to total debt outstanding
303 Foreign savings
421 Net transfers

Main Model

71 Export price index
72 Import price index

154 Terms of trade index
156 Terms of trade adjustment
157 Exports adjusted for terms of trade
192 Current factor service income
195 Time
200 Select variable
201 Total expenditure, fishery
202 Total expenditure, animal husbandry
203 Value added, tree crops
204 Value added, other agriculture
205 Value added, forestry
206 Value added, fishing
207 Average expenditure, income class 1, fishery
208 Average expenditure, income class 2, fishery
209 Average expenditure, income class 3, fishery
210 Average expenditure, income class 4, fishery
211 Average expenditure, income class 1, animal husbandry
214 Average expenditure, income class 2, animal husbandry
215 Gross national product, current market price
216 Average expenditure, income class 3, animal husbandry
217 Average expenditure, income class 4, animal husbandry
218 Average expenditure, income class 1, vegetables
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Number Variable

219 Average expenditure, income class 2, vegetables
220 Average expenditure incomc class 3, vegetables
22]. Average expecndittre, income class 4, vegetables
222 Total expcnditure, vegetables
223 Average expenditure, income class 1, rice
224 Average expenditure, income class 2, rice
225 Average expenditture, incomiie class 3, rice
226 Average expenditure, incomc class 4, rice
227 Total expenditure, rice
228 Labor productivity, service sector
229 Income per capita, service
230 Lalbor productivity, trade
231 Income per capita, trade
232 Value added, goods sector
233 Labor, public works
234 Value added, agriculture
235 Valute added, large-scale manaufacturinig
236 Labor, mineral
237 Constant price exports, tree crops
238 Constant priice expor-ts, for-estry
239 Constant price exports, animiial husbandry and fishinlg
240 Vlalue addled, rice
241 Value added, msaniufacturing
242 Investmenlt, manufacturing
243 Populationi, public wvorks
244 Poptulation, mineral
245 Poptulation, labor surplus absorption
246 Saving at constant prices
247 Valuc added, mineral
248 Value added, construction
249 Constant price demanid, consumiier goods
250 Value added, trade
2951 Value added, transport
252 Value added, banking
253 Value added, public adminiistration
254 Value added, electricity
255 Value added, dwelling
256 Nonwage index change, hard mineral and oil
257 Average propensity to save, income class 2
258 Average propensity to save, inicome class 3
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Number Variable

259 Average propensity to save, income class 4
260 Current price, nontax revenue
261 Growth transport sector
262 Constant price demand for consumer goods, low-income

group
263 Constant price demand for consumer goods, high-income

group
264 Export price, non-oil
265 Export price, oil
266 Growth rate, dwelling
267 Income, labor absorption sector
268 CDP, factor cost (non-oil)
269 Constant exports, non-oil sector
270 Current exports, oil
271 Constant exports, hard mineral
272 Value added, public work
273 Constant exports, oil
274 Terms of trade index, non-oil sector
275 Terms of trade index, oil sector
277 Real wage index
278 Abnormal profit rate
279 Intended investment total
280 Total investment
281 Investment, oil
282 Investment, mineral
283 Investment, construction
284 Investment, trade
285 Investment, banking
286 Investment, electricity
287 Net investment
288 Working capital
289 GDP current factor cost
290 Ratio of external capital inflow to GDP

291 Terms of trade adjustment, oil sector
292 Constant direct taxes
293 Current direct taxes
294 Current indirect taxes
295 Current import taxes
296 Current export taxes
297 GDP deflator
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Number Variable
298 Currenit imports
299 Current exports
300 Exchange rates
301 Domestic savings current price
302 Constant price subsidies
303 Foreign savings
304 Cost of living index
305 Total savings current
306 Total investment
307 Adjusted \vage index
308 Export, noni-oil sector, or capacity to import
309 Investment, agriculture
310 Export oil sector, or capacity to import
311 GDP oil sector
312 Investment, rural development
313 Cross domestic income, non-oil sector
314 Gross domestic incomiie, oil sector
315 Current imports, intermediate goods
316 Current imports, capital goods
317 Current imports, consumer goods
318 Constant indirect taxes
319 Constant nontaxes
320 Government current revenues
321 Current oil revenue
322 Constant government expenditure
323 Value added, vegetables
324 Value added, animal husbandry
325 Gross domestic income
326 Investment, transport
327 Household savings
328 Total resources gap
329 Gross nationial income, non-oil sector
330 Gross national income, oil sector
331 Gross national income
332 Domestic price index, food
333 Domestic price index, other agriculture
334 Domestic price index, manufacturing
335 Domestic price index, construction
336 Domestic price index, transport
337 Domestic price index, other domestic
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Numnzber Variable

338 Value-added coefficient, food
339 Value-added coefficient, other agriculture
340 Value-added coefficient, mineral
341 Value-added coefficient, manufacturinig
342 Value-added coefficient, construction
343 Value-added coefficient, transport
344 Value-added coefficient, other
345 Tariff chanige, dummy 1
346 Exchange rate change, dummy 2
347 Subsidies, income class 1
348 Subsidies, income class 2
'349 Subsidies, income class 3
350 Constant exports
351 Constant price, imports, intermediate goods
352 Constant price, imports, capital goods
353 Constant price, imports, consumer goods
354 Total resources availability (gross domestic incomiiee plus

resource gap)
355 CNP, n1011-Oil sector
356 GNP, oil sector
357 Import substittitioni of intermiiediate imports
359 Constant price, imports, rice
360 Constant price, imports, total
361 Current total gap
362 Constant cxports, oil sector
363 Current exports, tree crops
364 Current exports, forestry
365 Current exports, animal husbandry and fishing
366 Current exports, hard mineral
367 Current exports, manufacturing
368 Constant import, nonfactor services
369 Current imports, rice
370 Exchange rate change index
371 Constant imports, intermediate goods adjusted
372 Adjusted import price index
373 Constant imports adjusted
374 Currenit imiports, intermediate goods adjusted
375 GNP total

* Cross domestic incoimie is ciw a(jlIsted for clianges in terms of trade.
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Number Variable
376 Consumption, total
377 Domestic saving
378 Disposable income, total
379 Population total
380 Replacement capital
381 Relative population, income class 1
382 Relative population, income class 2
383 lRelative population, income class 3
384 Relative population, incomic class 4
385 Relative disposable income, class 1
386 Relative disposable income, class 2
387 Relative disposable income, class 3
388 Relative disposable income, class 4
389 Cumulative relative disposable income, class 1
390 Cumulative relativc disposable income, class 2
391 Cumulative relative disposable incomc, class 3
392 Cumllulative relative disposable income, class 4
393 Gini coefficient
394 National saving
395 Reserve money
396 Money
397 icoR, capital goods
398 icon, intermediate goods
399 icon, consumer goods, capital intensive
400 icoR, consumer goods, labor intensive
401 Icon, animal husbandry
402 icon, fishing
403 icon, tree crops
404 Icon, other agriculture
405 Current subsidies
406 icon, construction
407 icon, trade
408 icon, banking
409 icon, electricity
410 Unemployment rate
412 Total expenditure last year
414 Current imports, adjusted
415 Current total gap, adjusted
416 Icon, tranlsport
417 icon, services
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Number Variable

418 icoi, public administration
419 icoIn, traditional industries
420 Minimum IOBl
421 Net transfers
425 Residual investment
426 Total imports (unadjusted) at current price, less rice and

nonfactor services
427 Import of capital goods (switching technique to exports)
428 Import of consumption goods (switching techni(ique to

exports)
429 Import substitution ratio
430 Lagged constant price, capital goods imports
431 Lagged constanit price, consumption goods imports
432 Lagged capital goods imports at current price
433 Capital productivity index
434 Current government expenditure
435 Export price index, manufacturing
436 Export price index, manufacturing, domestic
437 Export price index, tree crops, domestic
438 Export price index, forestry, domestic
439 Export price index, fishing ancl animal husbandry,

domestic
440 Export price index, oil, domestic
441 Export price index, hard mineral
442 Lagged consumption goods imports at current price
443 Wage (labor income) index, food
444 Wage (labor income) index, other agriculture
445 Wage (labor income) index, mineral
446 Wage (labor income) index, manufacturing
447 Wage (labor income) index, construction
448 Wage (labor income) index, transport
449 Wage (labor income) index, other sectors
450 Total CDP, factor cost
451 Gross domestic income, factor cost
452 Consumption
453 Nonwage index, food
454 Nonwage index, other agriculture
455 Nonwage index, mineral
456 NonNvage index, change manufacturing
457 Nonwage index, change construction
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Number Variable

458 Nonwage index, change transport
459 Nonwvage index, other
460 Labor productivity index, food
461 Labor productivity index, other agriculture
462 Labor productivity index, mineral
463 Labor productivity index, manufacturing
464 Labor productivity index, construction
465 LaLbor productivity indcx, transport
466 Labor productivity index, other
467 Capital productivity index, food
468 Capital productivity index, other agriculture
469 Capital productivity index, minieral
470 Capital productivity index, manufacturinig
471 Capital productivity index, construction
472 Capital productivity inidex, transport
473 Capital productivity index, other
474 Import price index, food
475 Import price index, other agriculture
476 TImport price index, mineral
477 [mport price index, manufacturing
478 Import price index, construction
479 Import price index, transport
480 Impor-t price index, other
481 Wage index change, food
482 Accumulated unemiiploymiienit rate
483 Nonwage in(dex chanige, other agriculture
484 Domestic savings
485 Nonwvage index change
486 Price index, mineral
487 Consumiiptioin, domestic, at currenit price
488 Resource gap
489 Resource use
490 Money demand
491 Import price index, manufacturinig
492 Imnport price inclex, food
493 Export price indcx, trcc crops
494 Exchanige r ate index
495 Export price index, forestry
496 Export price indcx, fishing and animilal husbandry
497 Export pricc index, oil
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Number Variable

498 Export price index, hard mineral
499 National saving
500 Current imports, nonfactor services
501 Accumulated surplus absorption
502 Domestic demand, tree crops
503 Investment, animal husbandry
504 Investment, fishing
505 Investment, forestry
506 Investment, tree crops
507 Investment, rice
508 Investment, other agriculture
509 Growth of area under irrigated rice
510 Growth of fertilizer use
511 Value added, rice, irrigated
512 Value added, rice, nonirrigated
513 Area under irrigated rice
514 Area under nonirrigated rice
515 Area under tree crops
516 Area uncler other agriculture
517 Fertilizer
518 Time trend
519 Growth of area under tree crops
520 Money transfers needed to reach minimum standard
521 Poverty index
522 Terms of trade, rural sector
523 Current discretionary taxes
524 Current expenditure economy
525 Nonfactor service income
526 GNP

527 Gross national income ° constant
528 Cumulative savings, income class 1
529 Cumulative savings, income class 2
530 Percentage unemployed
531 Cumulative savings, income class 3
532 Labor surplus absorption
533 Population, trade sector
534 Constant exports, manufacturing
535 Government savings

° Gross national income is GNP adjusted for changes in terms of trade.
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Nuim7ber Variabl7e
536 Concessioniay savings
537 Investment, services
538 Value added, services
5.39 Investimieint, pulblic adiniilistiation
540 Value adlded, capital goods
541 Invcstimienit, capital goods
542 Value added, inter mediate goods
543 Investmicnt, intermediate goods
544 Value added, conlsuimlptioin goods, capital intensivc
545 Value added, consumilptioni goods, labor intensive
546 Valuc added, traditional maniufacturing
547 Investimient consumilptionl goods, labor intensive
548 Investment consumilptioni goods, capital intensive
549 Investimcrnt, traditional industries
550 Expenditures, income class 1
551 Expeniditures, incomile class 2
552 Expenditures, incomile class 3
553 Expcnditures, incomile class 4
554 Total expenditures
555 Disposable incomile, class 1
556 Incomc, class 1
557 Indirect taxes, class 1
558 Disposable income, class 2
559 Incomile, class 2
560 Indirect taxes, incomile class 2
561 Disposable incomile, class 3
562 Incomile, class 3
563 Indirect taxes, incomc class 3
564 Disposable income, class 4
565 Incomile, class 4
566 Indirect taxes, incomile class 4
567 Average disposable incomile, class 1
568 Average disposable incomile, class 2
569 Average disposable income, class 3
570 Average disposable income, class 4
571 Populationi, incomile class 1
572 Population, income class 2
573 Population, income class 3
574 Population, income class 4
575 Population, agriculture, incomile class 1
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Nuzmber Variable

576 Population. large-scale manufacturing, income class 1
577 Population, small-scale manufacturing, income class 1
578 Population, construction, income class 1
579 Population, electricity, income class 1
580 Population, transport, income class 1
581 Population, banking, income class 1
582 Population, public administration, income class 1
583 Population, service, income class 1
584 Population, trade, inconme class 1
585 Population, agriculture, income class 2
586 Population, large-scale manufacturing, income class 2
587 Population, small-scale manufacturing, income class 2
588 Poputation, construction, income class 2
589 Population, electricity, income class 2
590 Population, transport, income class 2
591 Population, banking, income class 2
592 Population, public administration, income class 2
593 Population, service, income class 2
594 Population, trade, income class 2
595 Population, agriculture, income class 3
596 Population, large-scale manufacturing, income class 3
597 Population, small-scale manufacturing, income class 3
598 Population, construction, income class 3
599 Population, electricity, income class 3
600 Population, transport, income class 3
601 Population, banking, income class 3
602 Population, public administration, income class 3
603 Population, service, income class 3
604 Population, trade, income class 3
605 Population, agriculture, income class 4
606 Population, large-scale manufacturing, income class 4
607 Population, small-scale manufacturing, income class 4
608 Population, construction, income class 4
609 Population, electricity, income class 4
610 Population, transport, income class 4
611 Population, banking, income class 4
612 Population, public administration, income class 4
613 Population, service, income class 4
614 Population, trade, income class 4
615 Average expenditure, income class 1
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Number Variable

616 Average expenditure, income class 2
617 Average expenditure, income class 3
618 Average expenditure, income class 4
619 Average propensity to save, incomiie class 1
620 Labor productivity, agriculture
621 Employment elasticity, agriculture
622 Income per capita, agriculture
623 Dependency ratio
624 Population, agriculture
625 Average income, class 1, agriculture
626 Average income, class 2, agriculture
627 Average income, class 3, agriculture
628 Average income, class 4, agriculture
629 Average incomiie, class 1, large-scale maniufacturinig
630 Average incomie, class 2, large-scale manuiifacturing
631 Average income, class 3, large-scale maniufacturiing
632 Average incomiie, class 4, large-scale maniufacturinig
633 Average incomiie, class 1, small-scale manufacturinig
634 Average income, class 2, small-scale manufacturing
635 Average income, class 3, small-scale manufacturing
636 Average incomiie, class 4, small-scale maniufacturiing
637 Average income, class 1, construLction
638 Average inicomile, class 2, constructioni
639 Average income, class 3, construction
640 Average income, class 4, construction
641 Average income, class 1, electricity
642 Average income, class 2, electricity
643 Average income, class 3, electricity
644 Average income, class 4, electricity
645 Average income, class 1, transport
646 Average incomiie, class 2, transport
647 Average income, class 3, transport
648 Average incomiie, class 4, transport
649 Average incomc, class 1, banking
650 Average income, class 2, bankiing
651 Average income, class 3, banking
652 Average income, class 4, banking
653 Average income, class 1, public administration
654 Average income, class 2, public administr-ation
655 Average incomiie, class 3, public administration
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Nuimber Variable

656 Average income, class 4, public administration
657 Average income, class 1, service
658 Average income, class 2, service
659 Average income, class 3, service
660 Average income, class 4, service
661 Average income, class 1, trade
662 Average income, class 2, trade
663 Average income, class 3, trade
664 Average incomc, class 4, trade

665 Labor productivity, large-scale manufacturing

666 Employment elasticity, large-scale manufacturinig
667 Income per capita, large-scale manufacturing

668 Population, large-scale manufacturing
669 Labor productivity, small-scale manufacturing
670 Employmeint elasticity, small-scale manufacturing
671 Income per capita, small-scale manufacturing
672 Population, small-scale manufacturing
673 Labor productivity, construction
674 Employment elasticity, construction
675 Income per capita, construction
676 Population, construction
677 Labor productivity, electricity
678 Employment elasticity, electricity
679 Income per capita, electricity
680 Population, electricity
681 Labor productivity, transport
682 Employment elasticity, transport

683 Income per capita, transport

684 Population, transport

685 Labor productivity, banking

686 Employment elasticity, banking

687 Income per capita, banking

688 Population, banking
689 Labor productivity, public administration

690 Employment elasticity, public administration

691 Income per capita, public administration

692 Population, public administration

693 Employment elasticity, service

694 Surplus labor
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Number Variable
695 Labor force
696 Employment elasticity, trade
698 Value added, mineral
699 Total demand, intermediate goods
700 Population, service



Appendix D

The Equation System
of the Model

TIIIS APPENDIX GIVES the equations in blocks, in terms of
the variables. They are presented in Fortran computer language.

Y-values refer to endogenous variable numbers. X-values refer to
exogenous variable numbers. Z-values refer to lagged endogenous
variables: for example, Z(13,2) means the value of Y(I3) of two
years ago; "" mneans multiplication; and "&" means addition.

"EXP" means anti-log and "A-log"- means log of the variable. "If"
statements give equation conditions.

The distribution mechanism in the model has two blocks: with
the assumption that the average income of all income classes would
grow by the samne rate in which the output per labor would grow;
and with an explicit specification of the labor market determining
wage rates (block 100).

The ordering of the cquations is important in the sense that it
ivou]d help in a quicker convergence. But the present program can
solve any nonlinear simultaneous system provided it shows re-
cursivity intertemporally and is well behaved.
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Debt Block

New public loan commitments
Y(36)=X(36)

If(X[36].LT.1.)Y(36) =Z(36,1)*(1&X[36])
Y(38)=X(38)

lf(X[38].LT. 1.)Y(38)= Z(38, 1)*(1&X[38])
Y(40) =X(40)

If(X[40].LT. 1.)Y(40) Z(40,1)*(1&X[40])
Y(46)=X(46)

If(X[46].LT.I.)Y(46)=Z(46,1)*(1&X[46])
Y(107)= Y(36)&Y(38)&Y(40)&Y(46)

New public loan disbursement
Y(73)=X(73)
Y(75)=X(75)
Y(77)=X(77)
Y(83)=X(83)

Net transfer format
Y(113)=Y(1)+I'(73)
Y(114)=Y(2)+Y(74)
Y(1 15)=Y(3)+Y(75) + Y(76)
Y( 116) =Y( 113) + Y( 114) + Y( 115)
Y(1 17) = Y(4) + Y(77) + Y(78) + Y(79)&Y(88)&Y(89)&Y(90)&Y(91)
Y(118)=Y(5) + Y(80) + Y(81)+ Y(82)
Y(I 19)=Y(6)+Y(7)+Y(83)+Y(84)
Y(120) = Y(8)+ Y(9) + Y(85) +Y(86)
Y(121)=Y(10)+Y(87)
Y(122)=Y(116)+Y(1 17)+Y(118)+Y(119)+Y(120)+Y(121)
Y(123) = Y(33) + Y(95)&Y(96)&Y(97)
Y(124)=Y(11)+Y(12)+Y(13)
Y(125)=Y(16)+Y(17)
Y(126)=Y(18)+Y(19)
Y(127)=Y(14)+Y(15)+Y(20)+Y(124)-+ Y(125)+Y(126)
Y(128)=Y(11)+Y(113)
Y(129)=Y(12)+Y(1 14)
Y(130)=Y(13)+Y(115)
Y(131)=Y(116)+Y(124)
Y(132)=Y(14)+Y(117)
Y(133)= Y(15)+Y(118)
Y(134)=Y(119)+Y(125)
Y(135)=Y(120)+Y(126)
Y(136)=Y(20)+Y(121)
Y(137)=Y(122)+Y(127)
Y(138)=Y(34)+Y(123)
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Y(139)=Y(21)+Y(22)+Y(23)
Y(140)=Y(26) +Y(27)
Y(141)=Y(28)+Y(29)
Y(142) =Y(24)+Y(25) +Y(30) + Y( 139)+ Y( 140)+Y(141)
Y(143)=Y(21)+Y(128)
Y(144)=Y(22)+Y(129)
Y(145)=Y(23)+Y(130)
Y(146)=Y(131)+Y(139)
Y(147) =Y(24)+Y(132)
Y(148)=Y(25)+Y(133)
Y(149)=Y(134)+Y(140)
Y(150)=Y(135)+Y(141)
Y(151)=Y(30)+Y(136)
Y(152)=Y(137)+Y(142)
Y(153)=Y(35)+Y(138)

Debt outstanding and disbursed
Y(158)=Z(158,1)+Y(128)
Y(159)=Z(159,1)+Y(129)
Y(160)=Z(160,1)+Y(130)
Y(161)=Y(158)+Y(159)+Y(160)
Y(162)=Z(162,1)+Y(132)
Y(163)=Z(163,1)+Y(133)
Y(164)=Z(164,1)+Y(134)
Y(165)=Z(165,1)+Y(135)
Y(166)=Z(166,1)+Y(136)
Y(167)=Y(161)+Y(162)+Y(163)+Y(164)+Y(165)+Y(166)
Y(168)=Z(168,1)+Y(138)

ICOR
Y(397)=Z(397,1)-Z(420,1)

Jf(Z[532,1].LT'.0.0)Z(420,1)=0
Y(398)=Z(398,1)- Z(420,1)

lf(Z[532,1].1LT.0.0)Z(420,1)=0
Y(399)=Z(399,1)-Z(420,1)

If(Z[532,1J.1LT.0.O)Z(420,,1)=O
Y(400)=Z(400,1)-Z(420,1)

If(Z[532,1J.1,T.0.0)Z<420,1)=4)
Y(401)=Z(401,1)-Z(420,1)
Y(402)=Z(402,1)-Z(420, 1)
Y(403)=Z(403,1)-Z(420,1)
Y(404)=Z(404,1)-Z(420,1)
Y(406)=Z(406,1)-Z(420,1)

lf(Z[,532,1j.LT.O.O)Z(420. 1)=0
Y(407)=Z(407,1)-Z(420, 1)

Il(Z[:532,1].1,T.0.0)Z(420,1)=0
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Y(408)= Z(408,1) -Z(420,1)
lf'(Z[532,1 1.] T.O.O)Z(420,1I)=()

Y(409)=Z(409, 1)- Z(420, 1)
If(Z[532,11.1_T.0.O)Z(420,1)=0

Y(416)=Z(416.1)- Z(420. 1)
If(ZI532,1 1.1T.0.0)Z(420, 1)=()

Y(417)=Z(417,I1)- Z(420.1)
Y(419)=Z(419,1)- Z(420,1)

If'(Z[532.1 -lT ().0)Z(420, 1)=0
Y(417)=Z(417,1)-Z(420, 1)
Y(418) = Z(418,1) - Z(420,1)

If(Z[532,1 1.1 T.().)Z(420(,1)=()

Price Block

Y(423)=X(423)

Labor productivity

Y(460)=(lY{620}/.098]- 1.)
Y(461)=([Y{620}/.0981- 1.)
Y(462)=0.059
Y(463)=([Y{665}/.6311- 1.)
Y(464)=([Y{673}/.2771- 1.)
Y(465)=(LY{681}/.2481 - 1.)
Y(466)=0.059

Profit rate
Y(279)=X(279)
Y(278)=X(278)
Y(485)=X(485)&Z(485,1)
Y(483)= (Y[493] - Z[493,1])/Z(493,1)&Y(485)
Y(256)= (Y[497] - Z[497,1])/Z(497,1)&Y(485)
Y(453)=X(453)

lf(ABS[Y{453} I.LT.J)Y(453) =Z(453,1)*(1&X[453])
Y(454)=Z(454,1)*(1.&Y[483])
Y(455)=Z(455,1)*( .&Yr256])
Y(456) = Y(453)
Y(457)=Y(453)
Y(458)=Y(453)
Y(459)=Y(453)

Capital productivity
Y(433)=Z(433,1)* 1.10
Y(467)=Y(433)
Y(468)=Y(433)
Y(469)=Y(433)
Y(470)=Y(433)
Y(471)=Y(433)
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Y(472)=Y(433)
Y(473)=Y(433)

Export prices (1973 dollar = 1.00)
Y(493)=X(493)

If'(ABS[Y{493}].LT..3)Y(493) = Z(493,1)*(1&X[4931)
Y(495) =X(495)

If(ABS[Y{495}].LT..3)Y(495)=Z(495,1)*(1&X14951)
Y(496)=X(496)

If(ABS[Y{496}].LT..3)Y(496)=Z(496,1)*(1&X[4961)
Y(497)=X(497)

If(ABS[Y{497}].LT..5)Y(497)=Z(497,1)*(1&X[4971)
Y(498)=X(498)

lfl(ABS[Y{498}].LT..5)Y(498)=Z(498,1)*(1&X[4981)
Y(435)=X(435)

lf(ABS[Y{435}].LT..5)Y(435)=Z(435,1)*(1&X[4351)
Y(187)=X(187)

If(X[187].LT..5)Y(187)=Z(187,1.)*(1&X[1871)
Y(193)=X(193)

If(X[193].LT..5)Y(193)=Z(193,1)*(1&X[193])

Export prices (1973 rupiah 1.00)
Y(436)= Z(494, ])*Y(435)
Y(437)=Z(494,1)*Y(493)
Y(44 1)= Z(494,1)*Y(498)
Y(440)= Z(494,1)*Y(497)
Y(439)=Z(494,1)*Y(496)
Y(438)=Z(494,1)*Y(495)
Y(188)=Z(494,1)*Y(187)
Y(194)=Z(494,1)*Y(193)

Import prices
Y(492)=X(492)
Y(491)=X(491)
Y(474)=Z(494,1)*Y(492)
Y(475)=X(475)*Z(494,1)
Y(477)=Z(494,1)*X(477)
Y(476)=X(476)*Z(494,1)
Y(478)=Y(474)
Y(479)=X(479)*Z(494,1)
Y(480)=X(480)*Z(494,1)

Wage rate
Y(482)=Z(410,t)-.05
Y(481)= (Y[3041 - Z[304,1])/Z(304,1)-Y(482)
Y(443)=Z(443, t)*(1.&Y[481])
Y(444)=Y(443)
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Y(445)=Y(443)
Y(446)=Y(443)
Y(447)=Y(443)
Y(448) =Y(443)

Y(449)= Y(443)

Input-output matrix
Y(338)=0.041*(YY[4431 - Y[4601)&0.879*(Y[453]&Y[467])&O.o10*Y(474)
Y(339)=0.145*(Y[444]-Y[461])&0.646*(Y[454]&Y[468])&0.007*Y(475)
Y(340)=0.221*(Y[ 4451 -Y[462])&0.604*(Y[455]&Y[469])&0.004*Y(476)
Y(341)=0.079*(Y[4461- Y[463])&0.124*(Y[456]&Y[470])&0.085*Y(477)
Y(342)=0.267*(Y[447]-Y[464])&0.175*(Y[457]&Y[471])&0.045*Y(478)
Y(343)=0.237*(Y[448] -Y[4651)&0.167*(Y[458]&Y[472])&O.005*Y(479)
Y(344)=0.288*(Y[449] - Y[466])&0.441*(Y[459]&Y[473])&0.000*Y(480)

Price matrix
Y(332) = ([1.025*Y{338}&O.003*Y{339}&0.000*Y{340}&0.010*Y{341 }&

().0OO*Y{342}&0.033*Y{343}&O.063*Y{344}1*1.2)*(1.&YL278])
If(X[332].NE..O)Y(332)=X(332)

Y(333) = (.039*Y[338]&1.089*Y[339]&0.004*Y[340]&0.085*Y[341]&
0.000*Y'[342]&0.016*Y[343]&0.099*Y[3441)*(1.&Y[278J)

If(XL333].NE..O)Y(333)=X(333)
Y(486)= (.018*Y[338]&0.010*Y1339]&1.042*YL340&&0.050*Y[34 1]&

0.004*Y[342]&0.008*Y[343]&0.144*Y[344])*(I.&Y[278])
If(X[486].NE..O)Y(486)=X(486)

Y(334)=(.359* Y[3381&0.179* Y [339]&0.046*Y[340]&1.121*Y[341]&
0.001*Y[342]&0.023*Y[343J&0.246*Y[3441)*(1.& Y[278])

If(X[334].NE..O)Y(334)=X(334)
Y(335)=(.067*Y[3381&0.147*Y[339]&0.149*Y[340]&0.205*Y[341]&

1.005*Y[342]&0.042*Y[343]&0.307*Y[344 1)*(1.&Y[278])
If(X[335].NE..O)Y(335) =X(335)

Y(336) = (.088*Y[338]&0.045*YL339]&0.011*Y[340]&0.273*Y[341]&
0.002*Y[342]&1 .098*Y[343]&0.354*Y[344])*(1.&Y[278])

If(X[336].NE ..O)Y(336) =X(336)
Y(337)= (.036*YIr338]&0.019*Y[339]&0.005*Y[3401&0.099*Y[3411&

0.004*Y[342]&0.046*Y[343]& 1.466*Y[344:1)*(1.&Y[2781)
If(X[337].NE..O)Y(337)=X(337)

Y(297)= .167*Y(332)&.122*Y(333)&.042*Y(486)&.265*Y(334)&.036*

Y(335)&.056*Y(336)&.311 *Y(337)
Y(304)= .88*Y(297)&. 12*Y(477)
Y(522)=Y(332)/Y(304)

Surplus Labor Block

Y(532)=Z(532,1)&Y(501)
Y(623)=X(623)* 1.36
Y(267)= a Y{ 532} *Y{ 623}]/[ 1.OE&6] * 1000.
Y(410)=(Z(694,1)&Z(532, 1))/Z(695,1)
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Y(307)=X(307)
Y(277)= 1&t.4*([ Z{ 268,1}- Z{ 268,2}]/Z{ 268,1 })]

Output Block (Value Added, 1973 Constant)

Y(312)=X(312)
Y(509)= 1.02

lf(Y[195].GT.1985.)
Y(509)= 1.0 16
Y(510)=X(510)
Y(513)=Z(513,J)*Y(509)
Y(517)=Z(517,I )*Y(510)
Y(511)=Z(511,])*1.004*(1.&1.87*[Y{5131-Z{513,1}]/Z[513,l]&

.059*[Y{517} - {517,1} 1/Z[517,1I1)
Y(514)=Z(514,1)*1.005
Y(512)=Z(512,])*1.00*(1.&.66*[y{514}- z{514,11]/Z[514,1])

If(Y[195].GE.1976.)
Y(512)=Z(512,1)*1.00*(1.&.70*[Y{514}-Z{514,1}]/Z[514,1])

If(Y[195].GT.1980.)
Y(512)=Z(512,1)*1.00*(1.&.85*[Y{514}-Z{514,1}]/Z[514,11)

If(Y[195].GT.1985.)
Y(512)=Z(512,1)*1.00*(1.&1.0*[Y{514}-Z{514,1}]/Z[514,1])
Y(240)= Y(51 1)&Y(512)
Y(519)=X(519)

If(YL195].GT.1990.)Y(519)= 1.014
Y(515)=Z(515,1)*Y(519)
Y(203)=Z(203,1)*(1.&1.25*[Y{515}-Z{515,1}]/Z[515,1])

lf(Y[195].GT.1980.)
Y(203)=Z(203,1)*(1.&1.75*[Y{515}-Z{515,1}]/Z[515,1])

If(Y[195].GT.1990.)
Y(203)=Z(203,1)*(1.&2.50*[Y{515}- Z{ 515,1}J/Z[ 515,1] )
Y(516)=Z(516,1)* 1.05

If(Y[195].GT.1985.)Y(516)=Z(516,1)* 1.04
If(Y[195].GT. 1990.)Y(516) =Z(516, 1)* 1.03

Y(518)=Z(518,] )&1.
Y(204)=Z(204,1)*(1.&.51*[Y{516}-Z{516,1}]/Z[516,1]

&.089*[Y{518} -Z{518,1}]/Z[518,1])
If(Y[195].GE.1976)

Y(204)=Z(204,1 )*(1.&.60*[Y{516}-Z{516,1}]/Z[516,1.1
&.089*[Y{518} -Z{518,1}]/Z[518,1])

If(Y[195].GT.1985)
Y(204)= Z(204,1)*(1.&.871 Y{ 516} - Z{516,1}]/ZL516,1]

&.089*[Y{518}-Z{518,1}]/Z[518,1])
If(Y[195].GT.1990.)

Y(204)=Z(204,] )*(1.&1.33*[Y{516} -Z{516,1}]/Z[516,1]
&.089*[Y{518}-Z{518,1}]/Z[518,1])

Y(205)=Z(205,1)* 1.07
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Y(239)=X(239)
If(ABS[Y{239}].LT. 1)Y(239)= Z(239, 1)*(1 &X[239])

Y(206)=(Z[206,11-Z[239,1]*.9*.93)*(1.&[Y{201}-Z{201,1}]/Z[201,11)
&Y(239)* .90* .93

If(Y[206]/Z[206,1].GT. 1.05)Y(206)= Z(206, 1)* 1.05
If(Y[195].GT.1980.)Y(206)=Z(206,1)*1 .07
If(Y[195].GT.1985.)Y(206) = Z(206,1)* 1.08
If( Y[195].GT.1990.) Y(206) =Z(206,1)*1.085

Y(323)= Z(323, 1)*(1.&[{Y(222)- Z(222,1)}/Z{222, I }])&Y(183)
1f(Y[323]/Z[323,11.LT. 1.05)Y(323)=Z(323, 1)* 1.05

Y(324)=Z(324, 1)*(1.&[Y{202} - Z{202, l}]/ZL202, l])&Y(239)* .90*
-Z(324,1)*.03

If(Y[324]/Z[324, 1].GT. 1.06)Y(324) =Z(324, 1)* 1.06
If(Y[ 195].GT. 1980.)Y(324) = Z(324, 1)* 1.07
lf(Y[195].GT. 1990.)Y(324)=Z(324,1)* 1.085

Y(234) = Y(240)&Y(203)&Y(204)&Y(205)&Y(206)&Y(323)&Y(324)
Y(247) = Z(247,1)* 1.08
Y(248)= Z(248, 1)*(Y[280] - Z[280, 1])/Z(280, 1)

If(Y[248].LT.[Z{248,I }* 1. 15])Y(248)=Z(248, 1)* 1.15
Y(232) =Y(24 1)&Y(234)& Y(247)& Y(248)
Y(250)= Z(250,1)*(L.&1.1 0*[{Y(232)-Z(232, 1)}/Z{232,1} 1)
Y(251)=Z(251,1)*(1.&1. 10*L{Y(232) -Z(232,1)}/Z{232,1}I)
Y(252)=Z(252,1)*(1.& 1. 10*[{Y(232)-Z(232, 1)}/Z{232,1}1)
Y(253)= -33.9&. 168*(Y[232]&Y[251]&Y[2521)
Y(272)= Y(312)*0.4
Y(254)= (Y[ 5401 *.45&Y[ 542] *. 96&Y1 544] *.035&YL 545] *.082)*.70&

.0014*Z(268,1)
Y(266)=Z(266,1 )&X(266)
Y(255) = Z(255, 1)*Y(266)
Y(538) = Z(538,1) *(1. & 1.00* [{ Y(232) - Z(232,1)}/Z{232,1 } j)

If(Y[532].LT.O.O)Y(538) = Z(538, 1)*(1.&L{(Z(700, 1)= Z(700,2))
/Z(700,2)}* .5/ Y{693}])

lf( Y[5321iLr.0.0. AND. YL538].GT.Z [538,1]) Y(538) =Z(.538. I)
Y(540) = Z(540,1)&(Z[ 541,1 ]&Z[541,2]&Z[541,3j)*.33/Y(397)

If(Y[540].GT.[Z{540,I }* 1 .5])Y(540))= Z(540, 1)* 1.3
Y(542)= Z(542, 1)&Z[ 543,1 J&Z[543,2]&ZL543,3 J)* .33/Y(398)

If(Y[542].GT.[Z{542,1 }*1 .31) Y(542)=Z(.542,1)* 1.3
Y(544) = Z(544, 1)&(Z[ 547, 1l&Zr547,21&Z[ 547,31)* .33/Y(399)

If'(Y[.544].GT.[Z{544, 1} * 1.3])Y(544) = Z(544, 1)* 1.2
Y(545) = Z(545, l)&(ZL548,1 J&ZL548,2])*.50/Y(400)

lf(Y[5451.GT.[Z{545,1}*1.3])Y(545)=Z(545,1)*1.15
Y(235) = Y(540)&Y(542)&Y(544)&Y(545)
Y(546)= Z(546, 1)*(1.&.8*[{Y(555)&Y(558)&Y(56 1)- Z(555, 1) -Z(558, 1)

-Z(561,1)}/{Z(555, 1)&Z(558, 1)&Z(561, 1 )}]
&.3*L{ Y(564)- Z(564. 1)}/Z{ 564,1} I)&Y(189)

Y(241)=Y(540)&Y(542)&Y(544)&Y(545)&Y(546)
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Y(268)= Y(232)&Y(255)&Y(250)&Y(251)&Y(252)&Y(253)&Y(254)
&Y(538)&Y(267)&Y(272)

Y(289) = Y(268)*Y(297)

Export Block

Export 1973
Y(502)=Z(502,1)*(1.&.60*[{Y(268)-Z(268,1)}/Z{268,1}])
Y(237)=Y(203)*2.5-Y(502)
Y(238) =Y(205)* 1.12- .008*Y(268)
Y(362)=X(362)*.415
Y(271)=Y(247)*2.0-Y(235)*.021
Y(534)=X(534)* .415

If(ABS[Y{534}].LT.l)Y(534)=Z(534,1)*(1&X[534])
Y(183)=Z(183,1)*1.05
Y(184)=Z(184,1)*1.05
Y(189)=Z(189,1)* 1.07
Y(350) = Y(237)&Y(238)&Y(239)&Y(362)&Y(271)&Y(534)

-7(427,1)-Z(428,1)&Y(183)&Y(184)&Y(189)

Export current
Y(363)=Y(237)*Y(437)
Y(364)=Y(238)*Y(438)
Y(365)=Y(239)*Y(439)
Y(270)=Y(362)*Y(440)
Y(366)=Y(271)*Y(441)
Y(367) = Y(534)*Y(436)
Y(185)=Y(183)*Y(188)
Y(186)=Y(184)*Y(188)
Y(190)=Y(189)*Y(436)
Y(299) = Y(363)&Y(364)&Y(365)&Y(270)&Y(366)&Y(367)

-Z(427,1)*Y(436) -Z(428,1)*Y(436)&Y(185)&Y(186)&Y(190)

Import Block

Import 1973
If(Y[241].LE.O)Y(241)= 100.

Y(351)=Z(,351.1)*(1&1.008*[Y{241}/Z{241.1}-1.])
Y(352)= Y(280)*.45- Y(540)*4.

If( Y[352].LT.0.0) Y(352)=0.0
Y(427)= Y(280)*.45- Y(540)*4.

If(Y[427].GT.O.O)Y(427)=0.0
Y(368) =Y(500)/Y(480)

Import currenit
Y(500)=X(500)

If(ABS[Y{500}j.LT.1)Y(500)=Z(500,1)*(1&X[500])
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Y(315)= Y(351)* Y(474)
Y(316)= Y(352) Y(477)

Fiscal Block

Y(523)=Z(523,1)*1.15
Y(524)=Z(524,1)*1.15
Y(321)=X(321)

If(ABS[Y{321}].LT.1)Y(321)=Z(321.1)*(1&X[321])
Y(294)=Z(294,1)*(1.&1.13*tY{8}9{(289,1 }- 1.])
Y(318) = Y(294)/ Y(297)
Y(293)=Z(293,1)*(1.&1 ..30*[Y{289}rZ{289,1}- -. ])
Y(292) = (Y[293]/Y[297])
Y(295)=EXP(-2,885&1.166- ALOG[{Z(315,1)&Z(316,1)&Z(317,1)}1)

If(Y[299].LE.Y[270])Y(299)= Y(270)* 1.1
Y(296)= EXP( -3.709&1.098*ALOG[{Y(299)-Y(27O)}])
Y(319)=X(319)

If(ABS[Y{319}J.LT.1)Y(319)=Z(319,1)*(I&X[319])
Y(260)=Y(319)*Y(297)
Y(320) = Y(321)&Y(293)&Y(294)&Y(295)&Y(296)&Y(260)
Y(302)=X(302)

Lf(ABS[Y{302}].LT.1)Y(302) = Z(302,1)'(1&X[302])
Y(405)=Y(302)*Y(297)
Y(322)=X(322)

If(ABS[Y{322}I.LT.1)Y(322) =Z(322,1)*(1&X[322p)
Y(434)=Y(322)*Y(297) -Y(524)

Gross national product current
Y(192)=X(192)

Jf(ABS[Y{192}].LT.1)Y(192)=Z(192,1)*(1&X[192])
Y(215)=Y(289)&Y(294)&Y(295)&Y(296)-Y( 192)

Income Distribution Block

Y(200)=X(200)&Z(200,1)
lf(Y[200].EQ.1.)

Go to 100

Y(620)=Z(620,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{621}]*[{(234)-Z(234,1)}/Z{234,1H )
Y(621)=X(621)&Z(621,1)
Y(622) = ( Y[6201/ Y[623]) * ( Y[332]/ Y[2971)
Y(624) = ( Y[234] * Y[332]/ Y[297]/ Y(622)
Y(625)= Z(625,1)* (Y[622]/Z[622, 1])
Y(626) = Z(626, 1)*(Y[622]/Z[622,1])
Y(627) = Z(627.1)*(Y[622]1/Z[622, 1])
Y(628)= Z(628. 1)*(Y[6221/Z[622,1])
Y(575)= Z(575.1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,11)
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Y(585)= Z(585,1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,1])
Y(595)= Z(595,1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,1])
Y(605)=Z(605,1)*(Y[624 1/Z[624,1])
Y(665)=Z(665,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{666}]*[{Y(235)-Z(235,1)}/Z{235,1}])
Y(666)=X(666)&Z(666,1)
Y(667)= (Y[665]/Y[6231)*(Y[334]/Y[297])
Y(668)= (Y[235]*Y[334]/Y[297])1Y(667)
Y(629) = Z(629,1)* (Y[667]/Z[667,1])
Y(630)=Z(630,1)*(Y[6671/Z[667,1])
Y(631)= Z(631,1)*(Y[667]/Z[667,1])
Y(632)=Z(632,1)*(Y[667]/Z[667,1])
Y(576)= Z(576, 1)*(Y[668 ]/Z[668, 1])
Y(586)= Z(586,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,1])
Y(596) = Z(596,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,1])
Y(606)= Z(606,1)*(Y[6681/Z[668,1])
Y(669)=Z(669,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{670}]*[{Y(546) - Z(546,1)}/Z{546,1 }])
Y(670)=X(670)&Z(670,1)
Y(671)= (Y[669]/Y[6231)* (Y[334]/Y[297])
Y(672)= (Y[546]*Y[334]/Y[297])/Y(671)
Y(633)= Z(633,1)*(Y[67111/Z[671,11)
Y(634)=Z(634,1)*(Y[671]1/Z[ 671, 1])
Y(635)=Z(635,1)*(Y[671]/Z[671,1])
Y(636)= Z(636,1)*(Y[671 J/Z[671,1])
Y(577)= Z(577,1)*(Y[67211/Z[672, 11)
Y(587)=Z(587,1)*(Yt672]/Z1672, 1])
Y(597)= Z(597,1)*(Y[672]/Z[672,1])
Y(607)=Z(607,1)*(Y[672]/Z[672,1])
Y(673)=Z(673,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{674}]*[{Y(248)-Z(248,1)}/Z{248,1}])
Y(674)=X(674)&Z(674,1)
Y(675) = (Y[6731/Y[623'I)*(Y[335]/Y[297])
Y(676) = (Y[2481*Y[335]/Y[297])/Y(675)
Y(578)=Z(578,1)*( Y[676]/Z[676,1])
Y(588)= Z(588,1)*(Y[676 1/Z[676,11)
Y(598) = Z(598,1)*(Y[676'/Z[676,1])
Y(608)=Z(608,1)*(Y[676]/Z[676,1])
Y(637)=Z(637,1)*(Y[675]/Z[675,1])
Y(638)= Z(638,1)*(Y[675]/Z[675,1])
Y(639) =Z(639,1)*(Y[675]/Z[675,1])
Y(640)= Z(640,1)*(Y[675]/Z[675,1])
Y(677)= Z(677,1)*(1.&[1 -Y{678}]*[{Y(254) -Z(254,1)}/Z{254,1}])
Y(678)=X(678)&Z(678,1)
Y(679) = (Y[677]/Y[623]) *( Y[334]/ Y[297])
Y(680) = (Y[254]*Y[334]/Y[2971)/Y(679)
Y(579)=Z(579, 1)*(Y[680]/Z[680, 1])
Y(589)= Z(589,1)*(Y[680]/Z[680,1,1)
Y(599)=Z(599,.1)*(Y[680]/Z[680,1])
Y(609)=Z(609,1)*(Y[680J/Z1 680,I 1)
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Y(641)=Z(641, I )*(YL679]/ZI679,J 1)
Y(642)= Z(642, ])*(Y[679 I/Z[679, 1.)
Y(643)=Z(643.1) (Y[679j/Z[679,1 1)
Y(644)= Z(644, 1)*(Y[6791/Z[679,1])
Y(681)=Z(681,1)*(1.&j 1.-YJ6821]*[{(25 I) -Z(251,1)1/ZJ252,1 }1)
Y(682) =X(682)&Z(682, 1)
Y(683)= (Y168 11/YL623])*(Y[336]/Y[297])
Y(684)= (Y[251]*Y[336]/Y[297 j)/Y(683)
Y(580)=Z(580,1 )*(Y[684]/Z[684 1])
Y(590)=Z(590,] )*(Y[684]/Zl684, 11)
Y(600)=Z(600,1)*(Y[684]/Z[684,1])
Y(610) = Z(610,1)*(YL684]/Z[684, 1])
Y(645)= Z(645, 1)*(YL6831/ZI683, 11)
Y(646) = Z(646,1)*(Y1683]/Z[683,i1)
Y(647)= Z(647,1)*(Y1683]/Z[683,1 ])
Y(648)= Z(648,1)*(YI683]/Z[683,1])
Y(685)=rZ(685,1)*(1.&L1. -Y{686}]*1 {Y(252)-Z(252,1)}/Z{252,1 }])
Y(686) =X(686)&Z(686,1)
Y(687)= (Y[685]/Y16231)*(Y[337 J/Y[ 2971)
Y(688)= (Y[2521*Y[337]/Y[2971)/Y(687)
Y(581)=Z(581,1)*(Y[688]/Z[688, 1])
Y(591)=Z(591.1)*(YI688]/Z[688,1])
Y(601)=Z(601 ,1)*(Y[688]/Z[688,11)
Y(611)=Z(611 I )*(Y[688]/Z[688,11)
Y(649)=Z(649,1)*(Y1687]/Z[687,11)
Y(650)= Z(650,1)*(Y1687]/Z[687,1])
Y(651)= Z(651,1)*(Y[687]/Z[687,1])
Y(652)= Z(652,1)*(Y[687]/Z[687,11)
Y(689)=Z(689,1)*(1.&[ 1. -Y{690}1*[{Y(253)-Z(253,1)}/Z{253,1 }])
Y(690)=X(690)&Z(690, 1)
Y(691)= (Y[689]/YL623])*(Y[337]/YL2971)
Y(692)= (Y[253]*Y[3371,YL2971)/Y(691)
Y(582)= Z(582,1)*(Y1692]/ZI692,1])
Y(592) = Z(592,1)*(Y[692]/Z[692,11)
Y(602)= Z(602,1)*(Y[6921/Z[692,11)
Y(612)= Z(612,1)*(Y[692]/Z[692, 1])
Y(653)=Z(653,1)*(Y[691 ]/Z[691,1])
Y(654)=Z(654,1)*(Y[691]/Z[691 ,1])
Y(655)= Z(655,1)*(Y[691]/Z[691,11)
Y(656)=Z(656,1)*(Y[691]/Z[ 691,1])
Y(228)=Z(228,1)*(I.&L1. -Y{693}]*[{Y(538)-Z(538,1)}/Z{538,1}])
Y(693)=X(693)&Z(693,1)
Y(229)= (Y[228]/Y[623])*(Y[337]/Y[2971)
Y(700) = (Y[538]*YL337]/Y[297])/Y(229)
Y(583)= Z(583,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,1])
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Y(593)=Z(593,1)*(Yt700j/Zt700,1])
Y(603)=Z(603,1)*;(Y[700]/Z[700,1])
Y(613)=Z(613,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,1])
Y(657)= Z(657,1)*(Y[229]/Z[229,1])
Y(658)=Z(658,1)*(Y[229]/Z[229,1])
Y(659)=Z(659,1)* (Y[229]/Z[229,1])
Y(660)=Z(660,1)*(Y[229]/Z[229,11)
Y(230)=Z(230,1)*(1.&1.- Y{ 696}1 *[{ Y(250)- Z(250,1)}/Z{ 250,1}])
Y(696) =X(696)&Z(696,1)
Y(231)= (Y[230]NY[623])*(Y[337]/Y[297])
Y(533) = (Y[250]*Y [337]/Y[297])/Y(231)
Y(584)= Z(584,1)*(Y[533]/Z[533,1])
Y(594)= Z(594,1)*:(Y[533]/Z1533,1])
Y(604)=Z(604,1)*(Y[533]/Z[533,1])
Y(614)=Z(614,1)*(Y[533]/Z[533,1])
Y(661) =Z(661,1)*(Y[231]/Z[231,1])
Y(662)= Z(662,1)*(Y[231]/Z[231,1])
Y(663)=Z(663,1)*(Y1231]/Z[231,1])
Y(664)=Z(664,1)*(Y[231]/Z[231,1])

Go to 200
100 continue

Y(620)=Z(620,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{621} I*[{Y(234)-Z(234,1)}/Z{234,1}1)
Y(621)=X(621)&Z(621,1)
Y(622) = (Y[620]/Y[6231)*(Y[332]/Y[297])
Y(624) = (Y[234]*Y[332]/Y[297])/Y(622)
Y(575)= Z(575,1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,1])
Y(585) = Z(585,1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,1i)
Y(595)= Z(595,1)*(Y[624]/Z[624,1])
Y(605) = Z(605,1)*(YI 624]/Z[624,1])
Y(625)= Z(625,1)*Y(277)
Y(626)= Z(626,1)*Y(277)
Y(627)= Z(627,1)*(Y[622]/Z[622,1])
Y(628) = (Y[234]*Y[332]/Y[297]-Y[625]/[1.OE&6]*Y[575]-Y[626]1

[1.OE&6]*Y[585]-Y[627]/[1.OE&6]*Y[595])/Y(605)*(1.OE&6)
Y(665)= Z(665,1)*( ] .&[ 1.- Y{666}]*[{Y(235) - Z(235,1)}/Z{235,1 }])
Y(666) =X(666)&Z(666,1)
Y(667) = (Y[665]/Y[623])*(Y[334]/Y[2971)
Y(668)=(Y[235j*Y[334]/Y[297])/Y(667)
Y(576)= Z(576,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,11)
Y(586)=Z(586,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,1])
Y(596)= Z(596,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,1])
Y(606) =Z(606,1)*(Y[668]/Z[668,1])
Y(629)=Z(629,1)*Y(277)
Y(630)=Z(630,1)*Y(277)
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Y(631) = Z(631,1) *(Y[667]/Z[667,1 1)
Y(632) = (Y[235]*Y[3341/Y[297] - Y[6291/[ 1.OE &61*Y[5761 - Y[630]/

[1I.OE&6]*Y[586] - Y[631][1l.0E&61*Y[5961)/Y(606)*(1 .OE&6)
Y(669)= Z(669, 1)*(1.&[ 1. -Y{670}]*[{Y(546) -Z(546, 1)}/Z{546, 1}])
Y(670) =X(670)&Z(670, 1)
Y(671) = (Y[669]/Y[623])*(Y[334j/Y[297])
Y(672)= (Y[ 546] *Y1334] /Y 297T )/Y(671)
Y(577)= Z(577, 1)*(Y[ 672]/Z[672, 11)
Y(587)= Z(587, 1)*(Y[672]/Z[672, 11)
Y(597)= Z(597, l)I(Y[672]/Z[672, 1])
Y(607)= Z(607, 1)*(Y[672]/Z[672, 11)
Y(633)= Z(633,1)*Y(277)
Y(634)= Z(634,1)*Y(277)
Y(635)= Z(635, 1)*(Y[6711/Z[67 1,1])
Y(636)=1(Y[546*Y[334]/Y[297O-Y[633]/[1I()E&6]*Y[577] -Y[6341/

[1.OE&6]*Y[5871 -Y[635]/[1.OE&61*Y[597])/Y(607)*(1.OE&6)
Y(673)= Z(673, 1)*(1.&rl. -Y{674}1*r{Y(248)- Z(248, 1)}/Z{248,1}])
Y(674) =X(674)&Z(674, 1)
Y(675) = (Y[673]/Y[623])*(Y[335],Y[297J)
Y(676) = (Yr248]*Y[335]/Y[297w)/Y(675)
Y(578)=Z(578,1)*(Y[676]/Z1676.1])
Y(588) =Z(588, 1)* (Y1676]/Z(676, 1])
Y(598) = Z(598,1)* (Y[676]/Z[676, 1])
Y(608)= Z(608,I1)* (Y1676]/Z[676, 1])
Y(637)= Z(637,1)*Y(277)
Y(638)= Z(638, 1)*Y(277)
Y(639)= Z(639,1)*Y(277)
Y(640)= (Y[248]*YI335]/Y[297] - Y[637}I/[ 1.OE&61*Y[5781 - Y[6381/

[1,OE&61*Y[588] -YL639]/[1.OE&61*Y[598])/Y(608)*{ I.OE&6)
Y(677)= Z(677,1)*( .&L1.-Y{678}]*[{(254)- Z(254, 1)}/Z{254,1 }1I
Y(678)=X(678)&Z(678, 1)
Y(679) = (Y[677]/Y[6231)*(Y[334]/Y[297])
Y(680) = (Y[254]*Y[334]1/Y[297])lY(679)
Y(579) = Z(579, 1)*(Y[680]/Z[680, 1])
Y(589)= Z(589,1)*(Y[680]/Z[680, 1])
Y(599)= Z(599, 1)*(Y[680]/Zr680, 1])
Y(609)=Z(609, 1)*(Y[680]/Z[680,1])
Y(641)=Z(641,1)*Y(277)
Y(642)=Z(642, 1)*Y(277)
Y(643)=Z(643, 1)*Y(277)
Y(644) = (Y[254]*Y[334]/Y[297] - Y[64 1/[ 1.OE&6]*Y[5791 - Yr642]/

[1 .OE&61*Y[589] -Y[643]41 .OE&6]*Y[599])/Y(609)*(l.OE&6)
Y(681)= Z(681,1)*( 1.&[1. - Y{682}]*4{Y(251) - Z(251, 1)}/Z{251, 1}])
Y(682) =X(682)&Z(682, 1)
Y(683) = (Y[681]/Y[623])*(Y[3361/Y[2971)
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Y(684)=(Y[251]*Y[3361/Y[2971)/Y(68.3)
Y(580)=Z(580,1)*(Y[684]/Z[684,11)
Y(590) =Z(590, 1 )*(Y[684]/Z[684,1])
Y(600)= Z(600,1)*(Y[684]/Z[684,11)
Y(610)=Z(610,1)*(Y[684]/Z[684,1])
Y(645)=Z(645,1)*Y(277)
Y(646)=Z(646,1)*Y(277)
Y(647)=Z(647,1)*Y(277)
Y(648) = (Y[251I*Y[3361/Y[297 -YLf645j/ 1 .OE&61*Y[580]- Y.646]/

L[.OE&61*Y[590]-Y Y647]/[L .OE&6]*Y[6009D/Y(610)*(1.OE&6)
Y(685)=Z(685,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{686}1*[{Y(252)-Z(252,I)}/Z{252,1}1)
Y(686) =X(686)&Z(686, 1)
Y(687) =(Y[685]/Y[6231)*(Y[337]-YI.2971)
Y(688) =(Y[252]*Y[337]/Y[297 I)IY(687)
Y(581)=Z(581,1)*(Y[688]!Z[688,1])
Y(591) = Z(591 1)*(Y[688]/Z[688,11)
Y(601)=Z(601,1)*(Y[688]/Z1688,11)
Y(611) =Z(611,1)*(Y[6881/Z[688,11)
Y(649)=Z(649,1)*Y(277)
Y(650)= Z(650,1)*Y(277)
Y(651)=Z(651,1)*(Y[687]/Z[687,1])
Y(652)= (Y[252]*Y[337]/Y[297]- Y[649]/[I OE&61*Y[58 I] -Y[650]/

[1.OE&6]*Yt591]-Y1651V/[l.OE&6]*Y[601)/Y(61 1)*(l.OE&6)
Y(689)= Z(689,1)*11.&[1. -Y{690}]*[ {Y(253) - Z(253,1)}/Z{253,1>1)
Y(690)=X(690)&Z(69O,l)
Y(691 ) = (Y[689]/Y[623])*(Y[337]/Y[297])
Y(692)= (Y[253]*Y[337]/Y[2971)/Y(691)
Y(582)=Z(582,1)*(Y(692]/Z[692,1])
Y(592)=Z(592,1)*(Y[692]/Z[692,1])
Y(602)= Z(602,1)*(Y[692]/Z[692,1])
Y(612)=Z(612,1)*(Y[692]/Z[692,11)
Y(653)= Z(653,1)*Y(277)
Y(654)=Z(654,1)*Y(277)
Y(655)=Z(655,1)*(Y[691]/Z[691,1])
Y(656)=(Y[253]*Y[337]/Y[2971 -Y[653J/[1.OE&61*Y[5821 - Y[654]/

[1.OE&6]*Y[592]-Y[6551/[1 .OE&6]*Y[6021)/Y(612)*(1.OE&6)
Y(228)=Z(228,1)*( L&[1. -Y{693}]*[{(538)- Z(538,1)}/Z{538, I }])
Y(693) =X(693)&Z(693,1)
Y(229) = (Y[228]/Y[623])*(Y[337]/Y[297])
Y(700)= (Y[538]*Y[337]IY[2971)1Y(229)

If(Y[532].LT.O.O)Y(700)=Z(700j1)&Z(532,1)*Y(623)
Y(583) = Z(583,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,11)
Y(593) = Z(593,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,1])
Y(603)=Z(603,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,11)
Y(6t3) =Z(613,1)*(Y[700]/Z[700,1])
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Y(657)=Z(657, 1)*Y(277)
Y(658) = Z(658, 1)*Y(277)
Y(659)=Z(659,1)*(Y[229]/Z[229, 1])
Y(660) = (Y[538]*Y[337]/Y[297] - Y[657]/[ 1.OE&61*YL583] - Y[658]/

I .OE&6p*Y[5931 - Y[659]/[ 1.OE&6]*YL603])/Y(613)*(1.OE&6)
Y(230)=Z(230,1)*(1.&[1. -Y{696}J*[{Y(250)-Z(250,1)}/Z{250,1}])
Y(696)=X(696)&Z(696, 1)
Y(23 1) = (Y[230]/Y[623])* (Y[337]/Y[2971)
Y(533) = (Y[250] *Yr337]/Y[2971)/Y(23 1)
Y(584) = Z(584, 1)*(Y[533 I/ZI 533,1])
Y(594) = Z(594, 1)*(Y[533]/Z[533, 11)
Y(604)= Z(604, 1)*(YL533i/ZL533, 1])
Y(614) = Z(614, I)*(Y[5331/Z1533,1])
Y(661)=Z(661,1)*Y(277)
Y(662)= Z(662,1)*Y(277)
Y(663)= Z(663,1)*(Y[231 ]/Z[23 1,1])
Y(664)=(Y[250]*Y[337]/Y[297]-Y[661 ]/[ 1.OE&6j*Y[584]-Y[662]/

[] .(E&61*Y15941-Yr663]/L1.OE&6]*Y[6041)/Y(614)*(1.oE&6)

200 continue

Y(695)=X(695)* .73
Y(233)= (Y[2721*40.)/Y(623)
Y(236)=0.02*Y(695)
Y(694) = (Yi695]- LY{624}&Y{668}&Y{672}&Y{676}&Y{680}&

Y{684}&Y{688}&Y{692}&Y{533}&Y{700}I/YL623]) -

Y(532) - Y(233) - Y(236)
Y(530)= Y(532)/Y(695)
Y(501)=Y(501)&Y(694)

If(1TT.EQ.1)Y(501)=0.0

Savings Block

Y(528)=Z(528,2)&(Z1619,1 *Z1571,1]/[1.OE&6])*Z(567,1)
Y(529)=Z(529,2)&(Z[257,11*Z[572,1/l.OE&6])*Z(568,1)
Y(531)=Z(531,2)&(Z[258,1]*Z[573,1]1/[ .OE&61)*Z(569,I)
Y(1)=Z(I,1)
Y(556)=Y(575)*Y(625)/(l.OE&6)&Y(576)*Y(629)/(I.OE&6)&

Y(577)*Y(633)/(I.OE&6)&Y(578) *Y(637)/(I.OE&6)&
Y(579)*Y(641)/(l.OE&6)&Y(580)*Y(645)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(581)*Y(649)/(l.OE&6)&Y(582)*Y(653)/(1.OE&6)&
Y(583)*Y(657)/(l.OE&6)&Y(584)*Y(661)/(l .OE&6)&
Y(267)&Y(528)*.07&(Z(559,1)&Z(562,1))*Y(I)&
(Z[565,1 J-Z[565,21)*.10

Y(559)=Y(585)*Y(626)/(I.OE&6)&Y(586)*Y(630)/( I .OE&6)&
Y(587)*Y(634)/( I .OE&6)&Y(588)*Y(638)/( l .OE&6)&
Y(589)*Y(642)/(l OE&6)&Y(590)*Y(646)/( I .OE&6)&
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Y(591)*Y(650)/(l.OE&6)&Y(592)*Y(654)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(593)*Y(658)/(l.OE&6)&Y(594)*Y(662)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(272)&Y(529)*.07-Z(559,1)*Y(l)&(Z[565,11-Z[565,2])*.10

Y(562)=Y(595)*Y(627)/(l.OE&6)&Y(596)*Y(631)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(597)*Y(635)/(l.OE&6)&Y(598)*Y(639)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(599)*Y(643)/(l.OE&6)&Y(600)*Y(647)/(1.OE&6)&
Y(601)*Y(651)/(l.OE&6)&Y(602)*Y(655)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(603)*Y(659)/(l.OE&6)&Y(604)*Y(663)/(l.OE&6)&
Y(531)*.07-Z(562,1)*Y(1)&(Z[565,11-Z[565,2])*.10

Y(565)=([Y{215}-Y{536}-Y{320}&Y{405}&Y{321}]/Y[297])-
Y(556)-Y(559)-Y(562)-(Z[565,1:]-Z[565,21)*.30

Y(412)=Z(550,1)&Z(551,1)&Z(552,1)&Z(553,1)
Y(347)=Z(347,1)*1.1
Y(348)=Z(348,1)*1.1
Y(349)=Z(349,1)*1.1
Y(555)=Y(556)-(Y[318]*Z[550,1]1/Y[412])&Y(347)
Y(558)=Y(559)-(Y[318]*Z[551,1j/Y[412])&Y(348)
Y(561)=Y(562)-(Y[318]*Z[552,11/Y[4121)&Y(349)
Y(564)=Y(565)-(Y[318]*Z[553,11/Y[4121)-Y(292)
Y(557)=Y(318)*Z(550,1)/Y(412)
Y(560)=Y(318)*Z(551,1)/Y(412)
Y(563)=Y(318)*Z(552,1)/Y(412)
Y(566)=Y(318)*Z(553,1)/Y(412)
Y(243)=40.*Y(272)
Y(244)=0.02*Y(695)*Y(623)
Y(245)=Y(532)*Y(623)
Y(571)=Y(575)&Y(576)&Y(577)&Y(578)&Y(579)&Y(580)&Y(581)&

Y(582)&Y(583)&Y(584)&Y(245)
Y(572)=Y(585)&Y(586)&Y(587)&Y(588)&Y(589)&Y(590)&Y(591)&

Y(592)&Y(593)&Y(594)&Y(243)
Y(573)=Y(595)&Y(596)&Y(597)&Y(598)&Y(599)&Y(600)&Y(601)&

Y(602)&Y(603)&Y(604)
Y(574)=Y(605)&Y(606)&Y(607)&Y(608)&Y(609)&Y(610)&Y(611)&

Y(612)&Y(613)&Y(614)&Y(244)
Y(567)=(Y[555]/Y[571])*(1.OE&6)
Y(420)=([Y{567}1/16600.]-1..)*.15

If(Y[420].NE..O)Y(420)=X(420)
If(X[420].EQ.1.)Y(420)=0.

Y(568)=(Y[558]/Y[572])*(1.OE&6)
Y(569)=(Y[561]/Y[573])*(1.OE&6)
Y(570)=(Y[564]/Y[574])*(1.OE&6)
Y(619)=([Y{567}/40000.]/100.)*(Y[278'1*.5&1.)

If(Z[429,1].GT.0.2)Y(619)=(LY{567}/50000./100.]*[Y{278}*.5& 1.)

Y(619)=Y(619)*1.2
Y(615)=Y(567)*(1.-Y[6191)
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Y(257)= (rY{568}1/40000.]/100.)*(Y[278]*.5& 1.)
If(Z[429, 1].GT.0.2)Y(257) = ([Y{568}/50000./100.]*[Y{278}*.5& 1.1)

Y(257)=Y(257)* 1.2
Y(616)=Y(568)*(1. -Y[257J)
Y(258) = (1,Y{569}/40000.]/ 100.)*(Y[278]*.5& 1.)

lf(Y[258].GT.0.10)Y(258) =0.10
If(Z[429, 1].GT.0.2)Y(258)= (LY{569}1/50000./O1).]*[Y{278}*.5& 1.1)

Y(258)=Y(258)* 1.2
Y(617)=Y(569)*(1.-Y[258])
Y(259) = ([Y{570}/40000.]/100.)*(Y[278]*.5& 1.)

If(Y[259].GT.0.10)Y(259) =0.10
If(Z[429, 1].GT.0.2)Y(259) = ([Y{570}/50000./100.]*[Y{278}*.5& 1.])

Y(618)=Y(570)*(1. -Y[2591)
Y(550)= (Y[615]/[1.OE&6])*Y(571)
Y(551) = (Y[616]/[1 .OE&6]) * Y(572)
Y(552)= (Y[617]/[ 1.OE&6])*Y(573)
Y(553)= (Y[618]/[1 .OE&6])*Y(574)
Y(554)= Y(550)&Y(551)&Y(552)&Y(553)
Y(535)=Y(320)-Y(434)
Y(327)=Y(215) -Y(536) -Y(320)&Y(405)-Y(554)*Y(304)&Y(321)
Y(536) =Y(380)*Y(297)
Y(301)=Y(327)&Y(535)&Y(536)
Y(290)=X(290)
Y(86)=X(86)
Y(421)= Y(480)&Y(86) - Y(423)

If(YL195].EQ.2000.)Y(421)=0.
Y(300)=.415*Z(494,1)
Y(305)=Y(301)&Y(303)

Expenditure Block

Y(207)=Z(207,1)*(1.&1.75*[{Y(615)-Z(615,1)}/Z{615,1}])
Y(208)=Z(208,1)*(1.&1.44*[{Y(616)-Z(616,1)}/Z{616,1}])
Y(209)=Z(209,1)*(l.&I.13*[{Y(617)-Z(617,1)}/Z{617,1}])
Y(210)= Z(210,1)*(1.&.725*[{Y(618)-Z(618,1)}/Z{618,1 }])
Y(201)=Y(207)*Y(571)/(l.OE&6)&Y(208)*Y(572)/(1.OE&6)&

Y(209)*Y(573)/(1.OE&6)&Y(210)*Y(574)/(l.OE&6)
Y(211)=Z(211,1)*(1.&3.00*[{Y(615)-Z(615,1)}/Z{615,1}])
Y(214)=Z(214,1)*(l.&2.38*[{Y(616)-Z(616,1)}/Z{616,1}])
Y(216)=Z(216,1)*(1.&1.86*[{Y(617)-Z(617,1)}/Z{617,1}])
Y(217)=Z(217,1)*(1.&1.29*[{Y(618)-Z(618,1)}/Z{618,1}])
Y(202)=Y(211)*Y(571)/(l.OE&6)&Y(214)*Y(572)/( l.OE&6)&

Y(216)*Y(573)/(l.OE&6)&Y(217)*Y(574)/(l.OE&6)
Y(218)=Z(218,1)*(l.&1.04*[{Y(615)-Z(615,1)}/Z{615,1}])
Y(219)=Z(219,1)*(l.&I.O6*[{Y(616)-Z(616,1)}/Z{616,1}])
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Y(221)=Z(221,1)*(1.&1.12*[{Y(618)-Z(618,I)}/Z{618,1}])

Y(222)=Y(218)*Y(571)/(l.OE&6)&Y(219)*Y(572)/(l.OE&6)&
* Y(220)*Y(573)/(l.OE&6)&Y(221)*Y(574)/(l.OE&6)

Y(223)=Z(223,1)*(1.&1.81*[{Y(615)-Z(615,1)}/Z{615,1}])
Y(224)=Z(224,1)*(l.&.717*[{Y(616)-Z(616,1)}/Z{616,1}])
Y(225)=Z(225,1)*(1.&.447*[{Y(617)-Z(617,1)}/Z{617,1}])
Y(226)=Z(226,1)*(1.-.140*[{Y(618)-Z(618,1)}/Z{618,1}])
Y(227)=Y(223)*Y(571)/(l.OE&6)&Y(224)*Y(572)/(l.OE&6)&

Y(225)*Y(573)/(l.0E&6)&Y(226)*Y(574)/(l.OE&6)

Investment Block (1973 Constant)

Y(503) =(Y[324] - Z[324,1])*Y(401)
Y(504)= (Y[206] -Z[206,1])*Y(402)
Y(505)=(Y[205]-Z[205,1])*0.57

If(Y[195].GE .1980.)Y(505) = (YL205] - Z[205,1])*.75
If(Y[195].GT.1990.)Y(505)=(Y[205]-Z[205,1])*1.0

Y(506)= (Y[203] -Z[203,1])*Y(403)

Y(507)=([Y{513}-Z{513,1}]/[1.OE&4])*12.*415.
Y(508)= (Y[204] -Z[204,1])*Y(404)

Y(309) = Y(503)&Y(504)&Y(505)&Y(506)&Y(507)&Y(508)
Y(282)=X(282)

lf(ABS[Y{282}].LT. 1)Y(282)= Z(282,1)*(1&X[282])
Y(283)=(Y[248] -Z[248,11)*2.&(Y[255] -Z[255,1])*Y(406)

If(Y[283].LE.Z[283,1])Y(283)=Z(283,1)*([Y{248}-Z{248,1}]/
Z[248,1])&Z(283,1)

Y(284)=(Y[250] - Z[250,1])*Y(407)
If(Y[284].LE.Z(284,1])Y(284)=Z(284,1)*([Y{250}-Z{250,1}]/

Z[250,1])&Z(284,1)
Y(285)= (Y[252]- Z[252,1])*Y(408)
Y(286)= (Y[254] - Z[254.1])*Y(409)
Y(261)=Z(261.1)&X(261)
Y(326)= .33*Y(416)*Y(251)*([{ 1.&Y(261)} **3:] - 1.)
Y(537)= (Y[538] -Z[538,1])*Y(417)
Y(539)= (Y[2531 -Z[253,1])*Y(418)

If(Y[539].LE.Z[539,1])Y(539)=Z(539,1)*([Y{253}-Z{253,1}]/
Z[253,11)&Z(539,1)

Y(380)= .OO*Y(268)
Y(288)=(Y[268] -Z[268,1])*.20
Y(549)= (Y[546] -Z[546,1])*Y(419)
Y(306) =Y(305)

Y(280) = Y(301)/Y(334)&Y(303)/(Y[491]*Z[494,1])
Y(425) = Y(280) - Y(282) - Y(283) - Y(284) - Y(285) -Y(286) - Y(309) -

Y(312)-Y(326) - Y(537)-Y(539) -Y(380) - Y(288) - Y(549)
Y(195)=Z(195,1)&1.0
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Y(541)= .077*Y(425)
If(Y1195 jCT.1984.)Y(541) =.248*Y(425)

Y(543)= .552*Y(425)
If(Y[ 1 95].(-T. 1984.0)Y(543)=.552*Y(425)

Y(547)= .126*Y(425)

lf(Yr 195J.GT. 1984.)Y(547) =. 15*Y(425)
Y(548)= .245*Y(425)

I f(Y[ 195 .CT. 1984)Y(548) = .05*Y(425)
Y(242)= Y(54 1)&Y(543)&Y(547)&Y(548)&Y(549)
Y(287) = Y(280) - Y(380)

Domilestic COInSumlIptiOIn

Y(487)=Y(215)-Y(301)-Y(3] 7)

Rest of Trade Block

Y(262)=Z(262,I)*(I.&1.00(*[Y{555}&Y{558}&Y{561}-Z{555,1}-
Z{558,1 }-Z{56f1,1 }'1/1Z{555,1}&Z{558,1}&Z{561,1 }])

Y(263)=Z(263,1)*(1.&1.10*LY{564}-Z{564,1}]/Z[564,11)
lf(Y[195].CT.1990.0)Y(263)=Z(263,1)*(1.&1.00*[Y{564}-

Z{564,1}1]/Z[564,11)
Y(249)= Y(262)&Y(263)
Y(353)= Y(249) - (Y[544]&Yr5451)*2.

1f(Y[3531.LT.0.0)Y(353) = 0.0
Y(428) = Y(249) - (Y[5441&Y[545 1)*2.

If(Y[428].CG''.(.()Y(428)=0.0
Y(423)= Y(227) - Y(240)* 1.03
Y(359)=Y(423)

If(Y[359].LT.0.)Y(359)=0.
Y(360)=Y(351)&Y(352)&Y(353)&Y(359)&Y(368)
Y(317)=Y(353)*Y(477)
Y(369) =Y(359)*Y(475)
Y(298) =Y(315)&Y(316)&Y(317)&Y(369)&Y'(500)
Y(371)= (YL2991&Y[303] - Y[316]- Y13 17]- Y[3691 -YL500])/Y(492)

If(Y[371].LE .400.)Y(372) =0.0
If(YI371].GT.400.)

Y(372)= EXP(-.159&.336*ALOG[Y{241 }]&ALOG[Y{297}]-
.33*ALOG[Y{371}])

Y(361)=Y(303)-(Y1298] -Y12991)
Y(374)=Y(371)*Y(492)
Y(370) =Y(372)/Y(492)
Y(345) = Z(345,1)
Y(346)=Z(346,1)
Y(494)=Z(494,1)

If(Y[371j.CT.400.)Y(494)=Y(370)
Y(414)= Y(299)&Y(303)
Y(373)=Y(371)&Y(352)&Y(353)&Y(359)&Y(368)
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Y(415)=Y(303)-(Y[4141 -Y[299])
Y(699)= Z(699,1)*([{Y(268) -Z(268,1)}/Z{268,1}J* 1.05&1.)

Y(426)=Y(315)&Y(316)&Y(317)
Y(357)=Y(699) -Y(542) -Y(204)* .5- Y(371)*.4
Y(429) = Y(357)lY(699)
Y(430)= -Z(427,1)
Y(431)=-Z(428,1)
Y(432) = Y(430)*Y(436)
Y(442)=Y(431)*(436)

Tennis of trade
Y(71) = Y(299)/Y(350)
Y(72) =Y(414)/Y(373)
Y(155)= -Y(350)
Y(156)=Y(299)/Y(72)&Y(155)
Y(154)=Y(71)/Y(72)
Y(157)=Y(155)-Y(156)

Monetart Block

Y(422)= Z(422,1)*(I.&0.73*[{Z(422,1) - Z(422,2)}/Z{422,2}]&
0.539*[{Y'(268) - Z(268,1)}/Z{268,1 }]-0.52*[{Y(297) -
Z(297,1)}/Z{297,1}])

Y(490)= Y(422)*Y(297)
Y(395)=(Y[490] -Z[490,1])/1.18

Y(396) =Y(395) - Y(322)&Y(320)/Y(297)

Inequality Block

Y(379)=Y(571)&Y(572)&Y(573)&Y(574)
Y(378)=Y(555)&Y(558)&Y(561)&Y(564)
Y(381)=Y(571)/Y(379)
Y(382) = Y(572)/Y(379)
Y(383) = Y(573)/Y(379)
Y(384) =Y(574)IY(379)
Y(385) =Y(555)lY(378)
Y(386) = Y(558)/Y(378)
Y(387)=Y(561)/Y(378)
Y(388)=Y(564)/Y(378)
Y(389)=Y(385)
Y(390)=Y(389)&Y(386)
Y(391)=Y(390)&Y(387)
Y(392)=Y(391)&Y(388)
Y(393)= (1.- [Y{381}*Y{389}&Y{382}*{Y(389)&Y(390)}&

Y{383}*{Y(390)&Y(391)}&Y{384}*{Y(391)&Y(392)}])/1.00
Y(520)=([24000./{1.OE&6}]*Y[571])-Y(555)
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Y(521)=Y(520)/([24000./{ 1.OE&6}]*Y[571])

National Accounts Block

Y(488)= Y(373)&Y(157)
Y(311)=X(311)
Y(450)=Y(268)&Y(311)
Y(451)=Y(450)&Y(156)
Y(489)=Y(451)&Y(488)
Y(484)=Y(280)-Y(488)
Y(525)=Y(192)/Y(297)
Y(499)=Y(484)-Y(525)
Y(246)=Y(484)&Y(488)
Y(526) = Y(450) - Y(525)
Y(527)=Y(526)&Y(156)
Y(452)=Y(527)-Y(499)
Y(264)= (Y[2991 - Y[270])/(YL3501- Y[362])
Y(265) = Y(270)/Y(362)
Y(274)= - ([Y{493}/Y{477}.1 - 1.)*Y(269)
Y(275)= -([Y{440}/Y{477}1- 1.)*Y(273)
Y(269)= - 1.*(Y[350]-Y[362])
Y(273)= -Y(362)
Y(276)= (Y[299] - Y[2701)/Y(72)&Y(269)
Y(291)=Y(270)/Y(72)&Y(273)
Y(308)=Y(269) - Y(276)
Y(310)=Y(273)-Y(291)
Y(355)=Y(268) -Y(525)
Y(356)=Y(311)
Y(375) =Y(355)&Y(356)
Y(313)=Y(268)&Y(276)
Y(314)=Y(311)&Y(291)
Y(325)=Y(313)&Y(314)
Y(328)= Y(373)&Y(310)&Y(308)
Y(354)= Y(325)&Y(328)
Y(377) = Y(280) - Y(328)
Y(394)=Y(377)-Y(525)
Y(329)=Y(313)-Y(525)
Y(330)=Y(314)
Y(331) =Y(329)&Y(330)
Y(376)= Y(331)- Y(394)



Appendix E

Input and Output Tables

TinS APPENDIX FIRST presents the equationis fronm whiclh
the basic parameters are estirnated, together with the statistics re-
garding the goodness of their fit. The tables that followv present the
parameters and the abridged results of three alternative simulations
under varying assumptions r egarding the population growth.

Demand Elasticities for Tracle, Transport,
Services, and Banking

In the equations that follow, the abbreviations used are TRD, trade;
TR]', transport; SER, services; ISNK, banking; LOG, log; and GNP, gross
national product. Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. Adjusted
elasticities used in the model are as followvs: trade, 1.1; transport,
1.1; services, 1.0; and banking, 1.1. All are related to the goods
sector,

Sample period 1960-72

TRD7 3 - 360.815 + 0.2470 GNP73

(-7.0898) (21.4882)

R2 = 0.9746; Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.4556

TRP73 = 20.957 + 0.0295 GNP7 3

(1.339) (8.356)

f= 0.8515; Durbin-Watscn statistic = 1.4506

105
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SEH73 125.354 + 0.0299 GNP73

(9.0.12) (9.527)

TV= 0.8821; Ditrbin-Watson statistic = 0.3408

BNK73 -99.48 + 0.0349 (.NI'73

( -5.492) (8.52%5)

R = 0.8566; Durbill-NVatson statistic = 0.5486

LOC TllD73 = - 5.5670 + 1.4476 I.OG (.Ni'73
(-9.8243) (21.:3807)

= 0.9744; Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.7039

Io C TEP73 - 1.8498 + 0.8185 I.O( (;NI'73

(- 2.2227) (8.2313)

0T = 0.8476; Duirbin-Watsonl statistic = 1.3634

LOG SER73 1.0220 + 0.5400 LOG GNP73

(2.2014) (9.7363)

0i-= 0.8866; Durbin-Watson statistic = 0.3857

LOG BNK73 = 16.8767 + 2.4777 LOG C.NI'73

(- 5.7413) (7.0547)

R 0 = 0.8025; Durbin-Watson statistic 0.7055

Samiiple period 1967-72

TRD73 - 504.464 + 0.2742 GNP73

(-5.1578) (14.1624)

R 0 0.9756; Durbin-Wa tson statistic 1.9484

TRP73 - 25.332 + 0.0383 GNP73

(-0.5884) (4.4925)

k- = 0.7932; Durbin-Watson statistic 1.9410

SER73 = 183.624 + 0.0188 GNP73

(48.4864) (295.1333)

RI 0.9921; Durbin-Watson statistic 1.7617

BNK73 = 183.469 + 0.0508 GNP73

(-7.9343) (11.0927)

=2 0.9606; Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.3656
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LOC TBD73 = - 6.5369 + 1.5609 LOG GNP73

( - 8.7206) (17.7271)

R2 = 0.9843; Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.1885

LOC T8P73 = -4.1853 + 1.091.3 LOG GNF73
(-1.9525) (4.3341)

R = 0.7806; DirbiLi-WN7atson statistic = 1.8012

LOG SEfR73 = 2.7861 + 0.3338 LOG GNP73

(16.9273) (17.2631)

B= 0.9834; Duirbin-Watson statistic = 1.5270

LOC BNK73 = -28.7497 + 0.3851 LOG GNP73

( - 8.8990) (10.1850)

hR= 0.9536; Durbin-Watsoni statistic = 2.7127



Table El. Interindustrial Relations of the Indonesian Economy, 1969
(Tlhotusazid millions of rupiahs)

Destinationi activities

Originator Other
activities Food agriczultture Mitnerals Manufacturing Construction Transport Other T'otal

Food 16,446 5,543 - 391,184 - 7 4,289 417,469
(0.021) (0.010) (0.311) (0.003)

Other agriculture 627 40,154 58 185,042 17,733 48 2,803 246,505
(0.001) (0.070) (0.148) (0.105) (0.002)

Mlinerals - 181 7,613 48,917 23,026 31 73 79,84L
(0.038) (0.039) (0.135)

Manufacturing 12,509 40,788 8,580 201,700 32,686 56,025 72,420 424,708
(0.005) (0.064) (0.039) (0.078) (0.147) (0.208) (0.054)

Construction - - 690 - 727 170 4,378 5,965
(0.003) (0.004) (0.001) (0.003)

Transport 1,094 5,505 397 13,991 4,388 20,494 38,010 83,879
(0.001) (0.010) (0.002) (0.011) (0.026) (0.077) (0.028)

Others 32,365 28,360 17,399 156,708 26,757 49,627 400,952 712,159
(0.041) (0.049) (0.087) (0.125) (0.157) (0.188) (0.301)

Total, intermediate
otutpults 63,032 120,531 34,731 997,542 105,357 126,402 522,925 1,970,526Noncompetitive imports 8.2 4.0 0.8 106.4 7.7 1.2 0 128.0

- Negligible.
NAote: Figures in parentheses atre coefficients of gross OuLtplut.
Souirce: Based on it 40-sector disaggregatcd tablc in Y. Kanekoy and J. Lutha,o, 7'hc Structure of the In(lornesiani EcoSSoiny, 1969 (Kyoto: The Center ofSouitheast Asiani Sttudies, Kyoto University, 1973 ).



Table E2. Primary Input Composition of Value Added

Destination activities

Primary Other Manu-
inputs Food agriculture Minerals facturing Constructiont Transport Other Total

Total value added 724,860 453,828 164,200 253,188 64,900 137,542 810,666 2,609,184
e Total input 787,892 574,359 198,937 1,250,730 170,257 263,944 1,333,591 4,579,710

WVages 32,337 83,005 43,956 98,743 45,337 61,660 222,859 706,828
Nonwages 692,523 370,823 120,244 154,445 19,528 75,882 587,814 1,902,356
lRatio of wages to total input 0.0410 0.1445 0.2210 0.0789 0.2665 0.2336 0.1669 0.1543
Ratio of nonwages to total input 0.8790 0.6456 0.6044 0.1235 0.1747 0.2875 0.4408 0.4154

Source: Same as Table El.
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Table E3. Estimated Parameters of Taxes

Liiiear regressions, 1967-73

Independent variables "

Cuirrent
value of
iinports Duiirbin-

CNP, and Watson
Dependent variable Constant current exports R

2 statistic

Total inconec taxes -15.51 0.222 0.983 1.611

(3.5) (18.4)
Personal income taxes -2.29 0.005 ).977 1.372

(1.9) (16.1)
Corporate -13.47 0.01fi 0.989 2.213

(5.2) (22.9)
Taxes on consumnptioni -5.76 0.020 0.987 2.259

(1.68) (21.2)
Sales taxes -7.26 0.008(i 0.960 1.212

(2.7) (12.0)
Excises 2.02 0.0094 0.929 1.107

(.52) (8.9)
Taxes on international -10.97 (0.035) 0.979 2.509

trade (1.4) (16.9)
ImpoTt duties -4.82 0.026 0.983 2.480

(.93) (18.5)
Export duties -6.15 0.0091 0.820 1.369

(.97) (5.3)
Nontax revenue -6,36 0.0051 0,900 1.329

(2.5) (7.4)
Total tax' -32.24 0.076 0.99U 2.170

(2.8) (24.4)
Import duties -7.994 0.144 0.907 2.266

(739) (7.735)
Export duties -3.959 0.055 0.936 2.26(6

(1.156) (9.408)

Souirce: \N'orld Bank estimates.

a. Figuires in parentheses are (-statistics.

h. Oil corporation excluided.
c. Plus withholding taxes.
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Logarithmic regressionis, 1967-73

Independent variables

Current
valuc of
imports Durbin-

GNP, and _ Watsont
Dependent variable Constant cirrent exports R statistic

'I'otal income taxes --6,60 1.30 0.991 2.463
(16.0) (25.2)

Personal incorme taxes -65.44 1.14 0.986 1.868
(14.8) (20.6)

Corporate' -9.10 1.57 0.992 1.983
(19.4) (26.7)

Taxes on coistirnption -5.07 1.13 0.985 2.438
(11.2) (19.9)

Sales taxes -7.05 1.24 (.966 1.693
(9.3) (13.1)

Excises -5.40 1.10 0.962 1.44
(7.6) (12.4)

Taxes on international -3.65 1.02 1.02 (.981 2.051
trade (7.9) (17.7) (17.7)

Ilmport duties' -4.66 1.11 0.988 1.943
(11.7) (22.3)

Export duties -3.63 (.829 (0.492 1.402
(1.4) (2.6)

Nontax revenue -10.43 1.55 0.788 2.017
(4.1) (4.3)

Total tax -3.67 1.11 0.989 2.079
(9.5) (23.1)

Imiiport duities -2.885 1.166 0.829 1.016
(2.219) (5.479)

Exportduties -3.709 1.098 0.761 2.078
(2.478) (4.48)

d. Other oil revenue excluded.
e. Plus sales taxes on imports.
f. Excluding oil corporation and other oil revenuie.
g. Plus sales taxes on imports.
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Table E4. Estimates of Expenditure Elasticities, Rural and Urban
Areas, 1969
(Elasticities double log term)

Elasticity,
tirbaha
and Elasticity, _ Elasticity,

Commodity rural R'2 urban R2 rtral R'

Cereal and cassava 0.6138 0.9998 0.4461 0.9997 0.6647 0.9998
Rice 0.6838 0.9983 0.4468 0.9992 0.6690 0.99

Incorne class 1 1.81
Income class 2 0.717
Income class 3 a 0.447
Income class 4' -0.14

Seafood 1.3263 0.9997 ].2002 0.9990 1.3856 0.9997
Fislh 1.3363 0.9998

Income class 1 1.75
Tncomic class 2 a 1.99
Inicomiie class 3 1.13
Incomiie class 4n 0.725

Meat 2.1788 0.9939 2.2289 0.9951 2.2724 0.9973
Incolmie class 1 3.0
Income class 2 2.38
Income class 3 1.86
Income class 4 1.29

Eggs and milk 2.1469 0.9948 2.2949 0.9910 2.0274 0.9980
Vegetables 0.8133 0.9997 0.8958 0.9996 0.8037 0.9997
FruTit and spices 1.4108 0.9976 1.4291 0.999] 1 4115 0.9999
Vegetables and fruits 1.08 0.9923

Incomc class 1 1.04
Income class 2 1.06
Incomcie class 3 1.11
Income class 4 1.12

Alcohol and tobacco 1.1704 0.9999 1.1858 0.9990 1.1850 0.9999
Otlher foods 1.1287 0.9998 1.0853 0.9998 1.1577 0.9997
Total food 0.9476 (.9999 0.9248 (.9999 0.9587 0.9999
Utilities 0.9194 0.9998 0.9549 0.9996 0.8702 0.9998
Miscellaneous 1.5978 0.9995 1.5468 0.9987 1.4911 0.9991
Clothes ancd other

wear:tbles 1.1415 0.9998 1.0797 0.9995 1.1408 0.9999
Dlurables 1.7650 0.9990 1.8918 0.9944 1.8527 0.9992
Other expencditires 1.1022 0.999 1.1779 0.9984 1.1444 0.9994

Note: Blank cells indicate that the clasticity was estimatecl graphically ankl therefore no
statistic is available.

Soturce: N. Kakwani, "On the Estimation o,f Engel Elasticities from Grouiped Ohservations
snith Application to Indonesian Data," WVorld Bank \Vorking Pamper (restricted circulation
dociuimient), July 26, 1975.

a. The four income classes correspos,nd to monthly per ciapitai incomiles of Rp. 0-1,000, Rp.
1,000-2,000, Rp. 2,000-4,000, and RIp. 4,000 and above, at 1969 prices.



Table E5. Estimates of Employment Elasticity, 1971-73

1971 1973

GDP GDP Percentage
Employ- (thousatid Employ- (thousand growvth rate, Elasticity

inent millions of meent millions of Column (4) 1971-73
(thousands rupiahs, (thousanids rupiahs, .column Used

of 1960 of 1960 (3) Employ- 1971- 1974- in the
wiorkers) prices) tworkers) prices) (rupiahs) mnent GDP 73 79 model

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Agriculture 24,772 280,500 25,218 303,400 12,031 (.9 3.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
M lining 90 34,000 91 49,800 547,253 2.2 21.5 0.1 0.2 0.1

lManufacturing and
electricity 56,700 67,300 21,689 2.2 5.9 0.4 0.5 0.4

Large scale 999 41,200 1,068 51,000 46,070 3.3 7.1 0.5 0.5 3.5
Small scale 1,933 1,996 16,300 8,166 1.0 2.5 0.4 0.5 0.6

Construction 737 17,100 1,026 26,400 25,731 17.9 25.5 0.7 0.6 0.6
Trade 3,208 108,500 3,538 137,700 38,920 5.0 12.5 0.4 0.5 0.5
Transport 916 22,100 997 27,300 27,382 4.3 10.8 0.4 0.4 0.4
Services 5.160 31,700 5,732 95,300 2,313 5.3 4.5 1.2 0.6 0.5
Total or average 39,210 608,900 41,203 707,200 17,164 2.5 7.7 0.32 0.37 0.30

Source: \World Bank estimates.
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Table E6. Total and Working-Age Population under Alternative Xl(a)
(Low Mortality-Lotv Fertility), Yearly, 1971-97

Popolation Ratio of
(thtouisanids) wvorking-agc

Working to total
Ycar Total age poltmIatzon

1971 120,709 60,901 0.505
1972 123,738 62,370 0.504
1973 126,793 63,936 0.504
1974 129,892 65,590 0.505
1975 133,050 67,315 0.506

1976 136,272 69,102 0.507
1977 139,567 70,958 0.508
1978 142,892 72,883 0.510
1979 146,257 74,873 0.512
1980 149,670 76,921 0.514

1981 153,138 79,021 0.516
1982 156,664 81,167 0.518
1983 160,206 83,358 0.520
1984 163,768 85,580 0.523
1985 167,343 87,787 0.524

1986 170,931 89,822 0.525
1987 174,523 92,155 0.528
1988 178,109 94,519 0.531
1989 181,679 96,920 0.533
1990 185,228 99,37] 0.536

1991 188,744 101,880 0.540
1992 192,214 104,454 0.543
1993 195,686 107,057 0.547
1994 199,153 109,698 0.551
1995 202,607 112,389 0.555

1996 206,033 115,133 0.559
1997 209,428 117,932 0.563

Source: Workl Bank estiimiates.

a. WVorking age is defined as 15-64 years for nisales, 15-49 vears for females.
b. Under this alternative the folloseing assumptions obtain:

Femiiale life expectancr 1971 1986 1997
Java 49.3 55.5 61.2
Other islands 46.5 53.2 59.2
Clhildre,t per woman
Java 5.1 3.7 2.3
Other islands 6.2 4.9 2.9
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Table E7. Total and Working-Age Population under Alternative
XI(b) (High Mortality-High Fertility), Yearly, 1971-97

PopulatioRi
(tlOUisanr7s) Ratio) of

toorki-ng-age
WVorking to total

Year Total age' population

1971 120,709 60,901 0.505
1972 123,733 62,370 0.504
1973 126,799 63,936 0.504
1974 129,909 65,590 0.505
1975 133,078 67,314 0.506

1976 136,312 69,099 0.507
1977 136,619 70,951 0.508
1978 142,987 72,871 0.510
1979 146,418 74,854 0.511
1980 149,932 76,891 0.513

1981 153,517 78,975 0.514
1982 157,187 81,102 0.516
1983 160,940 83,269 0.517
1984 164,782 85,463 0.519
1985 168,716 87,635 0.519

1986 172,738 89,632 0.519
1987 176,846 91,919 0.519
1988 181,035 94,232 0.521
1989 185,301 96,583 0.521
1990 189,643 98,978 0.522

1991 194,058 101,427 0.523
1992 198,539 103,939 0.524
1993 203,088 106,502 0.524
1994 207,698 109,126 0.525
1995 212,366 111,819 0.527

1996 217,087 114,590 0.528
1997 221,859 117,446 0.529

Source: WVorld Bank estimates.

a. Working age is defined as 15-64 years for males, 15-49 years for females.
b. Under this altemative the folloving assumptions obtain:

Female life expectancy 1971 1986 1997
Java 49.3 58.1 64.9
Other islands 46.5 54.8 62.6

Childrent per woman

Java 5.1 4.3 3.4
Other islands 6.2 5.4 4.5
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Table E8. Total and WVorking-Age Population under Alternative Xl(c)
(Low Mortality-High Fertility), Yearly, 1971-97

PopulatiolR
(tliorlsatids) Ratio of

d orking-age
Workiing to total

Year Total age ° population

1971 120,709 60,901 0.505
1972 123,733 62,370 0.504
1973 126,799 63,936 0.504
1974 129,909 65,590 0.505
1975 133,084 67,315 0.506

1976 136,323 69,103 0.507
1977 139,651 70,958 0.508
1978 143,041 72,883 0.510
1979 146,505 74,873 0.511
1980 150,055 76,921 0.513

1981 153,699 79,021 0.514
1982 157,442 81,167 0.516
1983 161,287 83,358 0.517
1984 165,238 85,580 0.518
1985 169,297 87,787 0.519

1986 173,468 89,822 0.518
1987 177,746 92,155 0.518
1988 182,129 94,523 0.519
1989 186,613 96,935 0.519
1990 191,198 99,402 0.520

1991 195,880 101,931 0.520
1992 200,651 104,532 0.521
1993 205,508 107,193 0.522
1994 210,447 109,926 0.522
1995 215,466 112,745 0.523

1996 220,562 115,655 0.524
1997 225,719 118,661 0.526

Source: World Bank estimates.

a. W'forking age is defined as 15-64 years for males, 15-49 years for fenisales.
b. Under this alternative the following assumptions obtain:

Femnale life expectancy 1971 1986 1997
Java 49.3 55.5 61.2
Other islands 46.5 53.2 59.2

Childrent per tvomnian
Java 5.1 4.3 3.4
Other islands 6.2 5.4 4.5
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Table E9. Principal Macroeconomic Indicators under Alternative XI(a)
(Low Mortality-Low Fertility)

Average annual
growth rate

Indicator 1974 1985 1997 1974-85 1985-97

CDP (at constant price,
thousand millions of
rupialis) 6,690 17,149 49,557 8.9 9.3

Population (thotusands) 129,892 167,343 209,428 2.4 1.9
IForking population

(thousands) 47,880 64,083 86,090 2.7 2.5
Unemploylmient (percent) 6.8 3.6 0
Cini coefficient 0.422 0.545 0.561
Poverty indlex (.583 0.503 0.168
Value-added goods sector

(billions of rupiahs) 3,732 9,211 25,888 8.6 9.0
Price index (1973=1.00) 1.453 3.785 6.191 9.1 4.6
Nomninal exchange rates 415 461 470
Real wage index

(1973=1.00) 1.007 1.009 1.036
Incremiiental capital-

output ratio 3.23 3.44
Incremental labor-output

ratio 1.67 0.750
Foreign saving as percent-

age of export (eurrent) 18.3 13.5 4.2
Investment as percentage

of GDI' (constant) 21.3 27.9 33.5
Government saving as

percentage of GDI

(current) 6.9 12.8 16.1

Soturce. M;acrouuxodel simuilation results.
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Table EJO. Principal Macroeconomic Indicators under Alternative XI(b)
(High Mortality-High Fertility)

Average annual
growith rate

Indicator 1974 1985 1997 1974-85 1985-97

CDP (at constant price,
thousand millionis of
rupiahs) 6,690 17,120 49,087 8.9 9.2

Population (thousands) 129,909 168,716 221,859 2.4 2.3
Working population

(thousands) 47,881 63,974 85,736 2.7 2.5
Unemployment (pcrccnt) 6.8 3.5 0
Gini coefficient 0.422 0.543 0.554
Poverty index 0.583 0.500 0.169
Value-added goods sector

(billions of mipiahs) 3,732 9,196 25,654 8.5 8.9
Price index (1973=1.00) 1.453 3.790 6.293 9.1 4.3
Nomlinal exchange rates 415 494 483
Real wage index

(1973=1.00) 980 1.009 1.036
Incremental capital-

output ratio 3.24 3.43
Incremental labor-output

ratio 1.68 0.751
Foreign saving as percent-

age of export (current) 18.2 13.5 4.2
Investment as percentage

of CDP (constant) 20.2 26.8 32.9
Government saving as

percentage of .DP
(current) .69 12.8 16.4

Soturcc: Mlacroaimodel simnlIation results.
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Table Ell. Principal Macroeconomic Indicalors under Alternative Xl(c)
(Low Mortality-High Fertility)

Average annual
growvth raite

Indicator 1974 1985 1997 1974-85 1985-97

Cur (at constant price,
thousand millions of
rnpiahs) 6,690 17,135 49,156 8.9 9.2

Population (thousands) 129,909 169,297 225,719 2.5 2.4
Wuriing population

(thousands) 47,881 64,085 86,623 2.7 2.6
Unemploymiienlt (percent) 6.8 3.7 0.009
Gini coefficient 0.422 0.544 0.564
Poverty illdcx 0.583 0.506 0.278
Value-addedl goods sector

(billions of rlpiahs) 3,732 9,203 25,595 8.6 8.9
Price index (]973=1.00) 1.453 3.785 6.092 9.1. 4.4
Nominial exchange rates 415 462 465
Real wage index

(1973= 1.00) .98(1 1.008 1.027
Ineremental capital-

output ratio 3.24 3.42
Inicremenital labor-onitput

ratio 1.66 0.752
Foreign saving as percent-

age of export (current) 18.3 13.5 4.2
Investment as percentage

of CDP (constant) 21.3 27.8 33.0
Governmlent saving as

percentage of eDP
(current) 6.9 12.8 15.9

Source: Macroneodel simulation results.
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